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INTRODUCTION
Animal shelters can be found in most jurisdictions in the United States, yet the history of animal sheltering
has received little attention. This book seeks to fill that gap.
Sheltering can be divided into three eras—early, traditional, and No Kill. The “early” era lasted from
colonial days to around 1920, encompassing the development of animal sheltering from dog control to a
public-private system that included attention to animal welfare. The second era lasted from roughly 1920
to 2000 and saw the institutionalization of animal sheltering and the origin of the No Kill movement. The
third era—No Kill—began around the year 2000. This book covers the early and traditional eras of
sheltering, with an emphasis on the origin of No Kill in the years from 1970 to 2000.
The modern animal shelter is a surprisingly complex institution. It may be public or private, or a mixture of
the two. It may operate on its own or be part of a coalition of organizations. Its funding may come entirely
from government or entirely from the private sector, or anywhere in between. The labor to carry out
sheltering may be paid, volunteer, or a mixture. Some shelters take in any animal that comes to the door,
including animals surrendered by their owners, while others restrict the number or type of animals they
admit.
Public animal shelters (shelters run by city, town, or county governments) have two distinct operational
aspects—animal control and animal care. Animal control is the public function. The core mission of animal
control is to protect people from animals, and it requires the police powers of the state to carry out. The
animal-care aspect of public shelters has gained increasing attention in recent decades, and today it may
include a goal of releasing as many animals as possible alive. At a minimum it means humane treatment of
animals while in the shelter. Many public shelters have changed their names in recent years to some
version of “Animal Care and Control” to reflect these twin missions.
Part I of this book covers the first era in animal sheltering, from colonial times to about 1920. The earliest
animal-control measures in the United States date back to the 1600s and were primarily designed to allow
individuals to protect their livestock from free-roaming dogs. In the late 1700s and early 1800s, state and
local governments began to become more involved in animal control due to the increasing threat of
rabies from dog bites. There was no vaccine available for rabies until near the end of the 1800s, and
panics induced by fear of the disease were frequent in cities in the 19th century.
The increasing need for animal control spurred the development of city “pound” systems staffed by dog
catchers. Dog pounds in the 19th century were often cruel. In Philadelphia, for example, dog catchers
killed unclaimed dogs by beating them to death. Caroline Earle White, one of the three great leaders of
the post-Civil-War animal-protection movement, was appalled by this cruelty. She negotiated a contract
with the city of Philadelphia for her organization, the Women’s Branch of the Pennsylvania SPCA, to take
over the dog pound. In 1870 the Women’s Branch built a new, humane facility and called it a “shelter” to
distinguish it from the pound. In 1874, the Women’s Branch opened a second shelter, the City Refuge,
which accepted all types of animals and had no government connection. Both of the Women’s Branch
facilities were the first of their kind, and both became models that were replicated by animal welfare
organizations in many other cities.
The phenomenon of private humane organizations taking over governmental duties of animal control by
contract, and supplementing animal-care expenses with donated funds, was an early example of a public2

private partnership. The three centers of the animal-protection movement in the late 1800s—
Philadelphia, New York City, and Boston—all had some form of public-private arrangement for either dog
care and control, cat care and control, or both by 1910. These public-private partnerships were notable in
that the private-sector involvement was motivated not by profit but by compassion.
The “traditional” era of animal sheltering is discussed in Part II. This era extended from roughly 1920 to
2000, but from 1970 to 2000 it overlapped with the origin of the third era, No Kill. The years from 1920 to
1950 were a time of institutionalization of animal care and control. Animal shelters were not a priority for
governments, and the demands of animal care weighed down the private humane organizations that
were involved in sheltering. The animal-protection movement stagnated in the years from 1920 to 1950
as large numbers of humane organizations dedicated much of their resources to the never-ending task of
animal sheltering. The best shelters provided humane care for their animals, but many shelters, both
public and private, used inhumane practices such as pumping hot, unfiltered vehicle exhaust into a closed
room for “euthanasia.” Shelters in this era killed the great majority of animals taken in.
Two shelter-related controversies erupted in the 1950s and played a central role in re-energizing the
animal-protection movement. One was a controversy over a cruel method of shelter killing called
“decompression.” The other was a battle over researchers seizing dogs and cats from shelters to use in
painful laboratory experiments. These controversies led to the formation of important new animalprotection organizations, including the Humane Society of the United States and the Animal Welfare
Institute.
Parts III through VI of the book discuss four distinct historical developments in the years from 1970 to
2000 that contributed to the emergence of a viable model of No Kill sheltering by the year 2000. Those
developments were the battle to control pet overpopulation (Part III), the creation of individual private
No Kill shelters (Part IV), the creation of entire No Kill communities (Part V), and the growth of a
grassroots movement to promote No Kill sheltering (Part VI). In addition to those shelter-centric
developments, Parts III to VI also take note of developments in society during the years from 1970 to
2000 that affected sheltering, including the animal-rights movement and changes in public attitudes
toward animals.
The pet overpopulation crisis became a hot topic in the media in the early 1970s due to nuisances and
public-health issues created by free-roaming cats and dogs, who were plentiful in the streets back then. A
majority of dogs and cats in most communities were unsterilized in those days, and it was common to
allow them to roam freely, leading to large numbers of puppies and kittens. Public-health officials raised
the alarm about dangers of disease transmission. Citizen complaints about nuisance animals
outnumbered all other types of complaints to city officials. The number of animals impounded each year
in the early 1970s far outpaced the available homes for them, resulting in the killing of roughly 20 million
cats and dogs in shelters each year.
Fortunately, by 1970 the veterinary profession had perfected surgical techniques that made sterilization
procedures safe and feasible for veterinarians in private practice. Low-cost spay-neuter clinics began to
appear around 1970, which motivated private veterinarians to begin to offer sterilization of pets as an
option. Humane organizations and concerned individuals, including many from the traditional shelter
industry, advocated for spay-neuter and for keeping pets at home. In the 1990s pediatric spay-neuter
became an accepted procedure, options for low-cost spay-neuter were expanded, and private
veterinarians began to actively promote spay-neuter as a routine part of pet health care.
3

These measures correlated with a spectacular fall in shelter intake from 1970 to 2000. We do not have
comprehensive national statistics for animal shelters during that time, but the estimates we have indicate
that shelter intake fell very sharply between 1970 and 2000 in absolute numbers. This trend is even more
impressive if considered relative to the growth in human population and the number of owned pets
during that time. The plunge in shelter intake that happened from 1970 to 2000 made the No Kill
movement possible, because it brought the number of shelter animals into much closer balance with the
number of people who acquire pets. For the first time it began to seem possible that homes could be
found for shelter animals without simply displacing other homeless dogs and cats.
The “No Kill” term did not come into common use in animal sheltering until the 1970s, but there have
been occasional individual private shelters that eschewed killing since the late 1800s. These private
shelters, discussed in Part IV, had no responsibility to do animal control or take in free-roaming animals
and owner surrenders. They had the ability to limit the number of animals they took in to the number
they could house permanently or place by adoption. Free of the burden of dealing with overwhelming
numbers of animals, these shelters could experiment with techniques for engaging the public and placing
more animals through adoption. Another lifesaving approach that began to take hold in the 1970s was
Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR) for feral cats.
The plunge in shelter intake and the growth of private No Kill shelters and TNR in the 1970s and 1980s set
the stage for taking No Kill to the next level, which was creating entire No Kill communities. Before that
could occur, operational techniques had to be developed that could deal with the volume and type of
animals who came into city and county shelters. Part V discusses how this task was accomplished in San
Francisco, the Denver metro area, the state of New Hampshire, and several small towns and counties in
the period from 1970 to 2000. By the late 1990s those locales were reporting save rates of 70% to 90%,
much better than the average community save rate at that time of perhaps 25% to 35%.
The San Francisco model, developed in the years from 1976 to 1998 by Richard Avanzino, the president of
the San Francisco SPCA, has been particularly influential. The core of the San Francisco model is a publicprivate partnership between a municipal shelter and a non-profit shelter. The non-profit shelter is
dedicated first and foremost to taking at-risk animals from the municipal shelter, treating and
rehabilitating them as necessary, and finding new homes for them. The model that evolved in the Denver
metro area was similar in the level of cooperation but less centralized, involving a large coalition of area
shelters. New Hampshire’s route to No Kill was a combination of a state-supported low-income spayneuter program and individual progressive shelters that were members of a state federation.
Spurred by increasing evidence that it was possible for entire communities to save a high percentage of
their shelter animals, a grassroots movement to spread the word about No Kill came into being in the
1990s, as discussed in Part VI. The beginning of this grassroots movement is often dated to 1989 because
of two key events that happened in that year. The first event was the San Francisco SPCA giving up its
contract with the city to do animal control and sheltering, which ultimately resulted in its successful
public-private partnership with a newly-founded city shelter. The second was the publication of an essay
called In the Name of Mercy by animal-rights activist Ed Duvin. Duvin’s essay analyzed the moral failings
of the traditional shelter system and offered a vision of a new ethic of sheltering. The momentum created
by Duvin’s work was captured by No Kill activist Lynda Foro, who started a series of highly influential No
Kill conferences in 1995.
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By the year 2000 No Kill was an established force in animal sheltering, with an operating philosophy,
proven models, and grassroots supporters to carry the message. Also by the year 2000, the number of
cats and dogs in the United States who were taken into shelters each year had declined to the point
where it was at least theoretically possible to find homes for all of them. For these reasons, the year 2000
can be seen as the beginning of the No Kill era of animal sheltering, although the number of No Kill
communities at that time was still small.
A full account of the revolutionary changes in animal sheltering since 2000 would require its own book,
but the Epilogue takes a brief look at some of the high points. As this Introduction is written in 2018, it
seems probable that within a very few years shelters in the United States will be saving all their healthy
and treatable animals. Indeed, the very nature of the animal shelter is changing, as shelters transition
from a reactive mode of dealing with surrendered and stray animals to an active mode of providing a
community-wide safety net for all pets.
PART I: THE FIRST ERA OF SHELTERING
CHAPTER 1 – ANIMAL CONTROL FROM THE COLONIAL ERA THROUGH THE 19TH CENTURY
Today’s animal shelters have two core functions, animal care and animal control. The earliest of those
functions was animal control, or, more specifically, dog control. In colonial times dogs chased and killed
livestock, spooked horses, and bit people. Cities reacted by establishing dog-control measures to protect
people and livestock from threats posed by dogs. By contrast, cats appear to have drawn little attention
to themselves until the late 1800s, other than their early association with witchcraft.[1]
Livestock killing was a very
serious offense in early
colonial times, since the
settlers were dependent on
their livestock for food and
clothing.[2] In the colony of
New York, which was
established in 1609, wolves
and dogs killed so many sheep
that by the mid-1600s only a
few survived.[3] The town of
Salem, Massachusetts, passed
a 1635 ordinance requiring
dogs to be “tyed up in the day
tyme” and “sent away or
killed” if they were a
Figure 1: Animals were part of daily life in Europe and the United States, as illustrated in this circa
nuisance.[4] The
1820 skating scene which includes sheep, cattle, dogs and birds. Author unknown, public domain.
Massachusetts colony passed
a law in 1648 providing that any dog who killed a sheep was to be killed by hanging unless its owner paid
double the value of the sheep.[5]
As cities grew, so did the number of dogs roaming the streets. The city of Williamsburg in Virginia passed
a law in 1772 aimed at “fierce Dogs” who were running the city streets “in too great Numbers” and biting
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and annoying people.[6] The law allowed anyone to kill a dog that was out without a collar in the daytime,
and dogs who were out at night could be killed even if they had a collar.
The horse was the primary means of
moving goods and people within cities
until the early 20th century,[7] and dogs
who chased or spooked horses were a
special hazard. When horses who were
pulling a carriage or wagon got out of
control and ran wildly it could be fatal to
the occupants of the vehicle and anyone
in their path.[8] Horses can weigh half a
ton or more, and a runaway horse could
produce pandemonium in city streets,
with people and other horses scrambling
to get out of the way. In one case in 1861
a man named Jesse Thornley was riding in
his wagon, pulled by a “spirited” horse,
when a dog leaped at the horse’s head.
Figure 2: An 1841 illustration from Punch showed what could happen when a dog
Thornley struck at the dog and further
spooked a horse. Public domain.
frightened the horse, which bolted.
Thornley was thrown out of the wagon and under its wheels, dying from the injuries he sustained.[9]
Dogs were popular in spite of the problems they caused. To some extent this was practical, as many dogs
had jobs. The upper class had hunting dogs, and dogs were used by working-class people as guards, sheep
herders, turnspits, cart pullers, and ratters.[10] Dogs were also kept as pets.
Susan Pearson, in her book The Rights of the Defenseless, describes the effect of industrialization on the
place of pets in families. Industrialization changed families from an economic unit where women,
children, and animals all worked, to the center of emotional life where pets were kept because of the
owner’s attachment.[11]
In the late 1700s and early 1800s a new threat to the human-dog bond—rabies—appeared. Fear of rabies
would deeply affect the attitudes of people in the United States toward homeless dogs throughout the
19th century.[12] The fear was exacerbated by the fact that little was known about the disease.[13] It was
not known whether the causative agent was the same in dogs as in people, and the disease therefore
went by two different names—“rabies” for the disease in dogs and “hydrophobia” for the disease in
people.[14] Today we use the term “rabies” for the disease in both animals and people.
Rabies is caused by a virus, and once symptoms develop it is almost always fatal.[15] The disease can be
transmitted by any mammal,[16] but people in 19th-century America believed that rabies was primarily
transmitted by dogs, particularly homeless or mixed-breed dogs.[17] An 1856 report prepared for the
American Medical Association described many cases of rabies in people in detail, and it was an agonizing
death.[18] The report singled out dogs as the major vector of the disease.
Rabies presents in two different forms, one with spasms and difficulty in drinking, and one with an
ascending paralysis.[19] These two forms are sometimes called “furious” and “dumb” rabies,
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respectively.[20] The incubation period for the disease is
highly variable, and it may be anywhere from a few weeks
to a few months from the date of a bite until symptoms
occur.[21] This variability in the incubation period and in
how rabies presented meant that doctors in the 1800s
had difficulty in accurately diagnosing the disease.
Fear of rabies was increased by media reports. A
newspaper article in 1861 described how a four-year-old
boy was attacked by a dog and bitten in the face, and the
dog then bit the father who intervened to protect his
son.[22] The dog was thought to be rabid, and one can only
imagine how the family must have felt waiting to see if
two of its members would develop the fatal disease. In a
Figure 3: Dog with muzzle, circa 1870. “Rabies and
case that probably was rabies, a man who was bitten on
hydrophobia… George Fleming 1872,” by Wellcome Images,
the hand by a free-roaming dog developed pains in his
licensed under CC-BY 4.0.
arms two months later which turned into tremors and
then convulsions.[23] He had spasms at the sight of water and died four days after he began to have
symptoms.
In other cases that were reported in the media it seems unlikely that rabies was the real culprit. For
example, a news report in 1861 attributed the illness of a young woman with seizures to her contact with
a dog who, two years previously, had chased her and torn her clothes but not bitten her.[24] A lengthy
newspaper description of an unlucky man’s illness and death in 1875 certainly made the case sound like
rabies—except that the dog in question, who had nicked the victim with a tooth (by accident, in play), was
still alive and healthy.[25] One can understand how a person reading frequent accounts like these would be
not only confused about the nature of the disease, but also convinced that the likelihood of getting rabies
from a dog was far greater than it actually was.
The odds of a person getting rabies in the 1800s were quite low compared to other serious diseases, even
during rabies outbreaks. During an outbreak of rabies from 1876 to 1881 in Massachusetts, for example,
44 people died of rabies while 11,215 people died of cholera and 12,387 died of diphtheria during that
same time period.[26] The rarity of human deaths from rabies caused some people, including some doctors
and veterinarians, to believe that the disease was merely hysteria and that the only people who died from
it were people who allowed themselves to be frightened to death following a bite from a dog.[27] A Boston
veterinarian who served as the city’s dog-catcher insisted in 1888 that the disease did not exist, citing the
fact that he had been frequently bitten over his career without contracting it.[28] As late as 1896 the
American Anti-Vivisection Society released a letter stating that rabies was merely a collection of
symptoms brought on by fear.[29] Several “prominent physicians” were quoted in the letter, and it was
said that the Philadelphia dog shelter had not had a case of rabies in any of its employees in twenty-five
years of operation.
By the latter decades of the 19th century it was known that other animals besides dogs and humans could
be affected by rabies.[30] The public still believed, though, that the best means of avoiding rabies was
controlling stray and homeless dogs.[31] This was in line with society’s general disapproval of mixed-breed
dogs.[32] Purebred dogs had more value and snob appeal than mixed-breed dogs, but the dislike for mixed
breeds went beyond that. There was a common belief that mixed-breed dogs had inherently bad
7

characters that rendered them useless to society. Mixed-breed dogs were called “curs,” “mongrels” or
“yellow dogs,” and none of those terms was complimentary. A reporter in New York expressed a typical
sentiment when he referred to dogs at the city pound as “a set of worthless curs.”[33] An 1858 book for
young people advised that mixed-breed dogs were “certain to be cowardly and thievish, and likely to be
treacherous, noisy, and unruly.”[34] On the other hand, according to the author: “Almost all pure-bred
dogs are good.”
Attitudes toward dogs sometimes reflected class stratifications, and working-class people and immigrants
did not necessarily share the disdain that the upper classes had for mixed-breed dogs.[35] A reporter in
Boston, writing about working-class neighborhoods in 1895, said: “It is often remarkable what an
affection people will show for the poorest kind of curs.”[36]
Although legal restrictions on free-roaming dogs date back to the 1600s, the means of enforcing the
restrictions changed radically beginning around 1800. Before 1800, dealing with nuisance or aggressive
dogs was generally a matter of self-help, as dog-control laws specified citizen enforcement rather than
enforcement by state or local officials. That was in keeping with the custom of the time that maintenance
of the health and safety of a community was the responsibility of its individual citizens rather than the
government.[37] The danger of rabies helped spur city leaders in the 19th century to move away from this
tradition of self-help and begin to assign the responsibility for controlling free-roaming dogs to
government officials and deputized citizens. State legislatures also began to enact animal-control
measures as part of their police powers to protect citizens.[38]
In 1798 one of the earliest anti-rabies provisions went into effect in Massachusetts, requiring dogs to
wear collars and their owners to pay a tax.[39] Philadelphia adopted a dog ordinance in 1811 that referred
to the danger of “canine madness” and provided that any dog at large after May 10th without a collar and
identification tag should be seized and killed by the police or other persons appointed by the mayor.[40] In
1825, the Massachusetts state legislature passed a law allowing local ordinances to require not only
registration in the form of licensing but also “restraining of Dogs going at large.”[41] Dog-control
ordinances were frequently modified as the fear of rabies waxed and waned, but they generally targeted
dogs running at large and had provisions for registration, licensing, identification, leashing, or muzzling.[42]
Even small towns enacted dog ordinances in the early and mid-1800s. The town of Allegany, Pennsylvania,
enacted an 1831 dog-control ordinance following a rabies scare.[43] Madison, Indiana, which had a
population of about 8,000 people in the 1850 census, enacted an ordinance in 1848 providing that any
person could kill a dog running at large by itself without a collar, and that the mayor could order the
confining or muzzling of all dogs in the city during times when rabies was a danger.[44]
License fees were sometimes quite high relative to the value of a dog.[45] This made the metal licenses
that were attached to a dog’s collar subject to theft, since the expense of the license created an incentive
for people to steal one rather than buy their own.[46] The purpose of license fees in many cases was clearly
not just to identify dogs, but to reduce dog populations, either by the size of the fee or by charging more
to license females. The license fee in Boston in the late 1800s was $2 for a male dog and $5 for a
female.[47] St. Louis, Missouri, charged twice as much to license a female dog as a male and ordered
policemen to kill any female dogs, registered or not, who were off their owner’s property while in heat.[48]
High fees resulted in poor people often not being able to afford licenses, and they risked losing their dogs
as a result.[49] A Boston dog catcher told the story of a woman who had 13 dogs and was too poor to
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license them. The first time he came to her home to take the dogs she was out, and when he came back
the next morning all the dogs had been “spirited away.”[50] Licenses have continued to be a part of animal
control up to the present day, but they did not solve the problem of dogs in the streets in the 1800s.
Dog ordinances were often enforced only in the summer, because popular opinion held that the danger of
rabies was greatest in the summer months.[51] In New York City, for example, the dog ordinances were in
effect only during the summer months through the end of the 1800s.[52] There were frequent summer
panics in cities brought on by reports that someone had been attacked by a dog, or had developed
rabies.[53] The public’s belief that rabies was more prevalent in hot weather persisted in spite of evidence
that rabies was equally or more common in cold weather.[54]
Instead of having the police catch and kill dogs in the summer, cities sometimes placed a bounty on
unregistered or unmuzzled dogs to deputize citizens to kill them. The mayor of New York City reportedly
advised police officers early in the 19th century to pay a bounty for unmuzzled dogs brought to the police
station in July or August to be killed.[55] Bounties had been used in colonial times to control wolves. In
1648, for example, Massachusetts adopted a law providing that anyone who killed a wolf within 10 miles
of any plantation could collect 10 shillings.[56] The United States was not the only country that tried to
exterminate free-roaming dogs by wholesale killing. Great Britain regularly had mass killings of dogs in the
19th century, and Paris had “canicides” such as one in 1879 where 9,479 dogs were killed.[57]
In some cases, the efforts of bounty hunters to kill dogs were arguably more hazardous than the dogs. A
man who attempted to shoot a dog with a double-barreled shotgun in 1861 hurt himself severely when
the gun exploded and broke his
arm.[58] The dog was unharmed.
Even the police could be careless
when panicked over a presumably
mad dog. Illustrations of the time
show police officers shooting at
dogs with citizens nearby.[59] As late
as 1908 Chicago had a street
roundup of sorts, with ten
policemen, “Armed with rapid-fire
revolvers,” shooting “every dog
found unmuzzled or untagged.”[60]
An alternative to paying citizens a
bounty to kill dogs was for a city to
designate specific people as dog
catchers. Dog catchers were
typically paid based on the number
of dogs killed, and they also
Figure 4: This 1826 cartoon illustrates the fear of “mad” dogs. Author unknown, public
sometimes received part or all of
domain.
license and reclaim fees. There are
mentions in local newspapers of dog catchers in 1834 in Moorhead, Minnesota,[61] and in 1838 in
Philadelphia.[62] By 1841, dog catchers were common enough in American cities that there was a song
about them. It was a parody on the popular song “Woodman spare that tree!”[63] and started off “Dog
catcher, spare that dog! Touch not a single hair.”[64] The song, although it was lighthearted, illustrated the
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brutality of dog catching at the time, for the dog catcher used a club. The song also illustrated the
interference that dog catchers often encountered from the public. The last lines of the song, directed to
the dog, were: “While I’ve a hand to save thee, his club shall harm thee not.” Many of the dog ordinances
enacted by cities in the 1800s provided for substantial fines for people who interfered with a dog
catcher.[65]
By the mid-1800s cities were beginning to establish municipal dog pounds and require that dogs in
violation of city ordinances be brought to the pounds rather than killed in the street.[66] Pounds had
several benefits over street killings. It was part of the culture in the 1800s to allow dogs to roam,[67] and
many owned dogs were killed by bounty hunters and dog catchers. Holding dogs in a pound for a day or
two before killing them allowed owners to reclaim their dogs. Allowing owners to reclaim dogs gave cities
a chance to require the owners to pay registration and reclaim fees, which offset the cost of dog control.
And cities could make additional revenue by selling the valuable purebred dogs who were occasionally
brought to the pound and not reclaimed.[68] Another benefit of pounds was that doing the killing at the
pound got it out of the sight of citizens.
As will be discussed further in later chapters, pounds did not solve the problem of the brutality of dog
control in the 1800s. There were 43 successful prosecutions of dog catchers for cruelty in New York City in
the years from 1877 to 1880, for example.[69] As late as 1905, a list of “illustrative cruelties” that one SPCA
prosecuted against dog catchers included “impounding without wholesome food and water, beating,
clubbing and abusing while in pound; overcrowding dog catcher’s wagon and leaving it stand in scorching
sun with no water for dogs.”[70] The mayor of Atlantic City once temporarily closed the dog pound after
allegations that dogs were “starved and maltreated.”[71]
Anti-cruelty laws developed slowly in the United States. An early provision for legal guidance, the 1641
“Body of Liberties” prepared for the Massachusetts Bay Colony, stated that: “No man shall exercise any
Tirranny or Crueltie towards any bruite Creature which are usuallie kept for man’s use.”[72] An almost
identical provision was included in the first compilation of fundamental laws for the colony in
1648.[73] This early anti-cruelty law proved to be an aberration, though, and it was not replicated in the
period from 1648 through the early 1800s. In the absence of anti-cruelty statutes, common-law rules
against nuisance behavior and malicious mischief were sometimes invoked in the early and mid-1800s to
prosecute cruel treatment of animals.[74]
Even when anti-cruelty statutes began to be enacted, their scope was often restricted to economically
valuable livestock. In 1821 the Maine legislature considered an anti-cruelty statute, but no legislative
history has survived that reveals the motivation for the law.[75] The language of the statute, which
prohibited “any person” from “cruelly beating any horse or cattle,” was aimed at what was probably the
most obvious type of animal cruelty in those days, the beating of beasts of burden to make them pull
heavy loads. The Maine statute made it clear that such beating was not considered a serious crime, as the
maximum penalty was a fine of $5 or a jail term not to exceed 30 days.[76] An 1829 law in the state of New
York made it a misdemeanor, with a jail term of up to one year, to “maliciously and cruelly beat or
torture” horses, cattle, and sheep.[77]
Protection for dogs and cats was included in a comprehensive anti-cruelty law enacted in 1867 in New
York State, which applied to “all living creatures.”[78] This law recognized a value in preventing suffering
that was not based on the ownership status or economic value of an animal. Other states enacted anti10

cruelty laws of one form or another in succeeding years, and by the early 1900s all the states had anticruelty provisions.[79]
Aside from anti-cruelty laws, dogs and cats in the United States in the late 1800s had an uncertain legal
status. It was well established that domestic animals who had economic value were personal property,
and an owner’s interest in those animals was protected by law.[80] This “property” status distinguished
animals like horses, sheep, and cattle from wild animals, who in their wild state did not have any realized
economic value.[81] The legal status of dogs and cats, who were domesticated but usually had little or no
economic value, was somewhere in between. An 1897 Supreme Court case upheld a Louisiana state law
that required that a dog had to be licensed before civil damages could be collected for its negligent
killing.[82] The Court held that dogs and cats, unlike horses and other livestock, had “no intrinsic value” and
that the property interest in them was “of an imperfect or qualified nature” that could be regulated by
the states. In the 20thcentury state and local governments devoted considerable attention to regulating
cats and dogs, but the legal status of feral cats is still unspecified in many jurisdictions.[83]
Toward the end of the 19th century a major development in medicine helped improve the social status of
homeless dogs. Louis Pasteur, a French scientist, reported in 1884 on his success in protecting dogs from
developing rabies by giving them a vaccine.[84] The first human subject for the vaccine was a nine-year-old
boy who had been bitten by a rabid dog on July 4, 1885.[85] The boy was brought to Pasteur two days
later, and over a period of 10 days he received the vaccine treatment. The child never developed rabies
symptoms and his health remained excellent.
Many more people came to Pasteur after this
successful trial, and by 1886 Pasteur had vaccinated
350 people with only one death from rabies.[86] In
New York City, post-exposure rabies vaccination for
people was available by the 1890s.[87] A drug
company in Philadelphia put a rabies-treatment kit
on the market in 1911 that allowed doctors without
any specialized training to administer the
treatment.[88] A rabies vaccine for dogs was widely
available by the 1930s.[89] The fear of rabies faded,
and summer roundups and bounties on dogs
became things of the past.
Just as homeless dogs were greatly affected by the
public’s fear of rabies throughout the 1800s,
homeless cats (including feral cats) were greatly
affected by efforts to clean up cities in the late
1800s and early 1900s. Scientists understood by
then that the large numbers of horses, pigs, cows,
and other animals in cities were instrumental in the
Figure 5: Boy bitten by dog in Tennessee receives rabies vaccine. By
spread of infectious diseases. [90] In the period from
Commonwealth Fund photographer, public domain.
the end of the Civil War to the early 1900s, publichealth advocates led a movement to clean up the larger cities, including removing livestock from city
centers.[91] Horses also disappeared from cities in the early 1900s as they were replaced by the
automobile.[92]
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The removal of cattle and horses from cities appears to have had a profound effect on outdoor cats.
Studies in the 1980s in Baltimore and Brooklyn indicated that in an urban environment shelter can be
more of a limiting factor for outdoor cats than food.[93] The disappearance of horse and dairy stables from
cities in the late 1800s and early 1900s, as well as other clean-up efforts by public-health officials, greatly
decreased the food and shelter available to cats.[94] By the latter decades of the 1800s, newspapers in
major cities were full of complaints about starving and nuisance cats. Pressure from the public resulted in
officials in many cities expanding animal control to include cats as well as dogs.
Animal control, whether for dogs or cats, originated to protect people from animals, and in the years
before the Civil War little thought was given to humane treatment of the animals. That changed in the
period from 1866 to 1920, the first era of the humane movement in the United States. The next three
chapters describe how the humane movement created public-private partnerships for animal care and
control, including cats, in each of the three leading cities of the humane movement—Philadelphia, New
York, and Boston.
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CHAPTER 2 – PHILADELPHIA: HOME OF THE FIRST ANIMAL SHELTER
A humane movement began in Europe and Great Britain in the first half of the 19th century. The first
permanent humane organization in the world was the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SPCA), founded in Great Britain in 1824.[1] Queen Victoria recognized the organization in 1840, and it was
afterward known as the Royal SPCA. Humane organizations were established in Germany, France, and
Austria in the years from 1839 to 1846.[2] After the Civil War ended in 1865, the United States saw the
formation of several important humane organizations modeled on the ones in Europe and Great Britain.[3]
Three cities—New York, Philadelphia, and Boston—
became the centers of the early humane movement in
the United States.[4] The first humane organization in the
United States, the American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), was granted a charter on
April 10, 1866, in New York City.[5] The Pennsylvania SPCA
began operations in Philadelphia on June 21, 1867, but
was not chartered until April 4, 1868.[6] In the meantime,
the Massachusetts SPCA was founded in Boston and
granted a charter on March 23, 1868.[7] Several other
SPCAs were formed in this time period as well.[8]
The early SPCAs were often granted police powers to
enforce anti-cruelty laws.[9] This new enforcement
mechanism worked hand-in-hand with stronger anticruelty statutes that were enacted following the Civil
War, beginning with statutes passed in 1866 and 1867 in
New York State at the instigation of Henry Bergh, founder
of the ASPCA.[10] The 1867 New York law included dogs
and cats in its scope, protecting “any living creature”
from abuse or neglect.[11] It also prohibited dog fighting,
and provided that impounded animals had to be given
food and water. Several other states subsequently
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Figure 6: Water fountains for horses were a priority for early
humane societies and SPCAs. Photo from the collection of
Women’s Animal Center, America’s First Animal Shelter –
formerly known as Women’s Humane Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

enacted anti-cruelty statutes that were influenced by New York’s 1867 law.[12] The deputizing of SPCA
employees to enforce anti-cruelty laws was an early example of the mix of public and private functions
that is still an important factor in animal sheltering in the United States today.[13]
Although the SPCAs were concerned with cruelty to all animals, in their early years they spent a
substantial amount of their resources on citing and arresting people who beat or otherwise abused beasts
of burden, particularly horses.[14]Horses were the cars, trucks, buses, and light rail of the times.[15] It was
common in city streets to see men beating exhausted and overburdened horses who were struggling to
move heavy loads.[16] Horses were sometimes not fed well, and cities often lacked sufficient water
troughs for them. If a horse was injured or fell, it might be left where it was.[17]
The officers of the various SPCAs had to walk a fine line in enforcement, because overworking of horses
often occurred due to the poverty of owners who could not afford big enough teams for the loads they
needed to move. One case prosecuted by the Spokane SPCA involved a “poor man” who supported
himself and his two children by hauling wood.[18] His wife was in an insane asylum, and he told the court
that if he were jailed he would have to “deliver the children over to the county.” Humane officers often
tried to consider the problems of the poor and sometimes worked to find help for them rather than
prosecuting them.[19]
Beasts of burden may have been the most obvious victims of cruelty, but many other types of animals
were subject to cruelty as well. Cattle transported from ranches in the west were shipped to slaughter on
overcrowded rail cars and went days without food, water, or rest.[20] Calves were tied up and stacked in
piles for transport to slaughter, and bled to make their meat whiter.[21] Dairy cows were kept confined in
tiny stalls in filthy stables and fed on swill.[22]Blood sports such as bull baiting, dog fighting, and cock
fighting were common, as were pigeon shoots and killing of birds for their feathers. All of these issues
were of concern to the early SPCAs.
In addition to SPCAs, many cities had organizations designated as “humane societies.”[23] Early humane
societies commonly served both animals and children.[24] They were less likely than SPCAs to have officers
with delegated police powers, and often left street patrolling and enforcement of the anti-cruelty laws to
the SPCAs. As time went by, though, the roles of humane societies and SPCAs became intertwined. The
terms “humane society” and “SPCA” were sometimes used interchangeably by the press.
The American Humane Association (AHA) was founded as a national umbrella group for humane
organizations in 1877, but it was not incorporated until 1903.[25]The AHA struggled in its early years but
eventually stabilized, and it still exists today.[26] By 1922 the AHA listed 539 active member organizations,
of which 175 were exclusively for animal protection, 57 exclusively for child protection, and 307 for
both.[27]
Many of the early humane organizations were reluctant to get involved with dog catching or dog pounds.
In New York City, for example, Henry Bergh was afraid that if the ASPCA took over impounding and
disposing of dogs it would require so much time and money that few resources would be left for anything
else.[28] As it happened, the earliest SPCA to provide a solution for the cruelty of city dog pounds was an
unusual one founded in Philadelphia that was run entirely by women.
In the United States before the Civil War women were generally barred by social custom from taking part
in the running of a public institution, unless the institution’s membership was limited to women.[29] This
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gradually began to change in the social upheavals following the Civil War, but the earliest SPCAs, including
the ASPCA, the Pennsylvania SPCA, and the Massachusetts SPCA, were run by men.
Emily Appleton, who was the cofounder of the Massachusetts SPCA in Boston, did not feel that she could
even attend the organization’s first meeting, much less accept a board position, without offending
contemporary sensibilities.[30] Marjorie Lord, the catalyst for the formation of the Erie County SPCA in
1867, was unable to serve on its board.[31] Well into the 1900s the SPCAs relegated women to “women’s
auxiliaries.”[32] One early historian of the humane movement described the ASPCA Women’s Auxiliary as
having been formed to “materially assist in humane work for animals while not interfering with the work
of the American S.P.C.A.”[33] The ASPCA would not have a female board member until 1972.[34]
The Pennsylvania SPCA, like the Massachusetts and
Erie County SPCAs, had a female founder who was not
named as an officer or board member. Caroline Earle
White was born in 1833 to a prominent Quaker family
in Philadelphia.[35] Her father, Thomas Earle, was a
lawyer and journalist. He supported the abolition of
slavery and ran for vice-president of the United States
in 1840 on the ticket of the anti-slavery Liberty
Party.[36]Although White had many interests and was
active in several different types of organizations, her
life’s work was the humane movement. Like many
humane activists of the 1800s, she was originally
inspired to fight animal cruelty by the sight of draft
animals being beaten and abused, something that was
common on the streets of Philadelphia when she was
growing up.[37]
Before the Civil War broke out White had been
interested in establishing some organized method for
fighting animal cruelty, but the war interrupted her
plans.[38] After the war ended she saw a notice in the
newspaper about Henry Bergh’s formation of the
ASPCA in New York City in 1866. She visited Bergh,
who gave her information on how to set up an SPCA.
Figure 7: Caroline Earle White, founder of the first animal shelter
White got to work to collect signatures of supporters,
in the United States. Photo from the collection of Women’s
Animal Center, America’s First Animal Shelter – formerly known
which was necessary to gain a state charter. She was
as Women’s Humane Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
joined in the incorporation effort by M. Richards
Animals
Mucklé, a newspaper executive who had a similar
goal. They incorporated the Pennsylvania SPCA in April 1868. Although White was the principle founder,
she was not appointed to the board of directors or any other official position in the organization.[39]
Following this experience, White decided to found an SPCA to be managed and run by women. On April
14, 1869, she held the first meeting of the Women’s Branch of the Pennsylvania SPCA, with about thirty
women in attendance.[40] The Women’s Branch was nominally a part of the Pennsylvania SPCA at first, but
in practice it operated as an independent SPCA from the beginning.[41] Unlike the women’s auxiliaries,
which were controlled by male officials of the parent SPCAs, the Women’s Branch was free to tackle
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whatever its members wanted to take on.[42] The organization drew wide support from the women of
Philadelphia, and within its first year its membership grew to almost four hundred.[43] Henry Bergh and
the mayor of Philadelphia spoke at the first annual meeting of the Women’s Branch and congratulated its
members on their success.[44] White was elected president of the Women’s Branch by its members each
year from the time it was founded until her death in 1916.[45]
White did not restrict her humane activities to the Women’s Branch. She was a supporter of the AHA from
the time she attended its first meeting as a delegate in 1877, and served on its board for several
years.[46] She sent Women’s Branch agents to other cities to encourage formation of local SPCAs.[47] She
was “crucial” in the formation in 1876 of the Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children.[48] She, along with Mary Lovell and Adele Biddle, founded the American Anti-Vivisection Society
at a meeting called by the Women’s Branch in 1883, and White was corresponding secretary for the
organization until her death.[49] She founded a humane magazine in 1892 and served as its editor.[50]
Women’s Branch officials inspected horses, intervened when horses were being beaten, and promoted
humane education.[51] White was personally instrumental in the passage of a federal law regulating the
long-distance transport of animals for slaughter, and the Women’s Branch put much effort into enforcing
the law.[52] White was a vegetarian, and in 1899 she wrote that if people were aware of the cruelties that
cattle suffered in transport there might be “a large accession to the vegetarian ranks.”[53] She opposed
pigeon shooting and fox hunts and was able to obtain legal protection for some wild birds.[54] The
Women’s Branch met many setbacks in working for humane treatment of animals, but, in the words of
Mary Lovell, the group’s unofficial historian, White “regarded defeat as but one of the steps to
accomplishment.”[55]
White and other Women’s Branch members were very concerned about the city’s cruel treatment of stray
dogs. Philadelphia in the 1860s had a summer dog-roundup season for unmuzzled and unregistered
dogs.[56] About 2,000 dogs were captured each year.[57] The dog catchers lassoed animals and dragged
them to the dog wagons, which could be some distance off, and then threw them into the wagons.[58] The
Philadelphia roundups sometimes included police officers shooting at the dogs.[59]
The city’s dog pound was a shed with pens about 10’ square where the dogs were packed together.[60] An
1855 dog-control ordinance provided for a 24-hour hold time to allow owners to reclaim their
dogs,[61] and unclaimed dogs were killed twice a week.[62] During the hold time the dogs were given water,
at least sometimes, but no food.[63] Dogs were killed by being hung up with ropes or chains, then, while
one person held a dog’s back legs, another person would hit it in the head with a club to kill it.[64] This was
done in front of the other dogs who were still alive.[65] Sometimes a dog was just injured, and would
regain consciousness in the cart used to haul dead dogs away.[66] The head dog-catcher received 50 cents
per dog that he caught and killed.[67]
It was not unusual for city dog pounds in the 1860s and 1870s to use clubbing as a method of killing dogs.
An 1874 newspaper article about the Oakland, California dog pound described how dogs were clubbed to
death.[68] In St. Louis a man with a club went into the pens, chased the dogs, and killed them in front of
each other.[69] Dogs often required multiple blows to kill them.
White believed that killing dogs by beating them to death was “barbarous,” and the fact that it had gone
on for so many years in Philadelphia was “a disgrace to our city.”[70] At the third meeting of the fledgling
Women’s Branch in June 1869, its members took action by voting unanimously to provide “a Refuge for
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lost and homeless dogs.”[71] To make sure that the “extreme cruelty” of the city’s methods of “catching
and disposing of dogs” was stopped, the women decided to apply to the city to be awarded a contract to
take over dog catching and run the city pound.[72]
The women persevered in spite of “opposition, misrepresentation, and ridicule” from journalists who
were, for the most part, “unable to entertain seriously the idea of systematic effort to abate or prevent
the sufferings of dumb animals.”[73] White persuaded Philadelphia’s leaders to grant a contract to the
Women’s Branch for dog impoundment and disposition, and in 1870 the Women’s Branch established the
first public dog “shelter” in the United States.[74] The arrangement was formalized by the passage of a city
ordinance in 1871 that
allowed the mayor to make a
contract between the city and
the Women’s Branch each
year for dog control and
disposition.[75]
The Women’s Branch built a
new facility for their shelter
on land that the city provided
for the purpose, and hired a
pound superintendent, an
assistant superintendent, and
three dog catchers.[76] White
called it a “shelter” because
she planned to run it
humanely and wanted to
distinguish it from the city dog
pound.[77] It was a “public”
shelter because it had the
Figure 8: The Women’s Branch dog shelter in Philadelphia. Photo from the collection of Women’s
animal-control responsibility Animal Center, America’s First Animal Shelter – formerly known as Women’s Humane Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
to capture, house, and
dispose of unlicensed dogs for the city. The Women’s Branch wanted to do both animal control and
animal care because they felt that the only way to be sure that dogs were treated humanely was to get
the city pound workers completely out of the picture.[78] In addition to taking in free-roaming dogs, the
Women’s Branch encouraged owners of unwanted dogs to bring them to the shelter rather than
abandoning them.[79] This would grow into the “owner surrender” function of public shelters, which
would often contribute as much or more to shelter intake as impoundment of free-roaming dogs.
The shelter had two yards, one for males and one for females, and each dog had its own kennel.[80] In cold
weather the kennels were supplied with straw, and doors to block the wind.[81] The Women’s Branch
installed arbors and trellises in the dog yards and trained grape vines over them to provide shade in the
summer, and installed troughs so that the dogs always had drinking water.[82] The dogs also had a tub of
water to cool off in during hot weather.[83] Dogs were fed daily with meat and corn meal.[84] Instead of the
twenty-four hour hold period required by law, the shelter usually held dogs for at least three days to
make sure that owners had time to reclaim them.[85] The superintendent, George McCaughlin, was able to
handle aggressive dogs by giving them time to adjust and approaching them with “gentle coaxing.”[86]
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The Women’s Branch found new
homes for unclaimed dogs who were
“in any way valuable or possessed of
desirable qualities.”[87]
The shelter operated year round, not
just during the summer season.[88] The
dog catchers were given a regular
salary rather than the 50 cents per dog
paid out under the old system, thus
taking away any incentive to steal
dogs.[89] Dog catchers used nets
instead of lassoes, and the wagons had
shock absorbers and partitions to
separate dogs.[90] The wagon had a
body of iron wire for air
circulation.[91] An agent usually
accompanied the dog catchers to
Figure 9: The dog wagon, with ventilation and separate compartments for large and
small dogs. Photo from the collection of Women’s Animal Center, America’s First
collect redemption fees from people
Animal Shelter – formerly known as Women’s Humane Society for the Prevention of
who wanted to pay the fine
Cruelty to Animals.
immediately rather than having their
[92]
dogs taken to the shelter. The New York Herald, which conducted an investigation of dog pounds in
1897, concluded that it would be hard to find a better facility.[93] One commentator called the shelter “a
model for the country” that was “not excelled elsewhere.”[94]
Although the Women’s Branch greatly changed and improved the way free-roaming dogs were
impounded and housed, they still killed the majority of dogs they took in.[95] As White noted, city law
required that dogs who were running unmuzzled in the streets be killed.[96]The Women’s Branch opposed
muzzling, and their stance on the issue led to criticism from the press. Two articles that appeared in the
Philadelphia Inquirer in the spring and summer of 1874 accused the Women’s Branch of ignoring the
danger of rabies.[97] The articles referred to “maudlin sentiment,” “sentimental trifling,” and “cheap
sentimentality” on the part of the “ladies” running the shelter.[98] One of the articles applauded the police
for shooting unmuzzled dogs in the streets.[99]
City law and the public’s fear of rabies may have required that unclaimed dogs be killed, but the Women’s
Branch sought expert help to make the killing as humane as possible.[100] They used drowning to kill
neonatal puppies, since that was considered the most humane method for small and very young
animals.[101] The women used carbonic acid gas at first to kill the adult dogs, but they were not satisfied
with the results and within a few years began using carbon monoxide.[102] White reported in 1880 that in
an average year the shelter took in around 3000 dogs, of which about 600 were reclaimed by their
owners, 2300 were killed, and 100 were placed with new owners.[103]
Today many people think of animal control as designed to protect both people and animals. The ability of
state and local governments to regulate stems from the police power to protect citizens, however, and
domestic pets are property.[104] Surrendered animals and unclaimed free-roaming animals who are
impounded by a public shelter generally become the property of the government, and it can be
problematic for a government to spend tax dollars on programs for the benefit of animals themselves
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rather than the public. One advantage of private organizations contracting to run animal sheltering for a
city or county, as the Women’s Branch did, is that private organizations can use donations from the public
to provide care for shelter animals that focuses on their needs and lives rather than on public safety.[105]
Because the Women’s Branch was a private organization contracted to provide a public service, it was not
bound by the financial constraints of a city dog pound. It could use donations to pay for things that were
not covered by the city contract, such as humane animal-control practices, humane housing, longer
holding periods for impounded dogs, adoption efforts, and a painless method of death for the animals it
killed. Lovell reported that in 1870 the city of Philadelphia allotted the Women’s Branch $2500 for the dog
pound, but the Women’s Branch spent “a considerable amount from their own treasury” as well.[106] By
1900 the Women’s Branch had held about forty fairs and other entertainments as fundraisers, and it also
received donations and bequests.[107]
One example of the advantage of private funds was the ability of the Women’s Branch shelter to forgive
the city’s high reclaim fee (the fee that an owner had to pay to recover an impounded dog).[108] Children
were frequently inconsolable when the family dog was impounded, and the Women’s Branch would pay
the reclaim fee if the parents could not afford it.[109] This policy was not limited to children, and White
stated in 1880 that the Women’s Branch “invariably” paid the fee for owners who were attached to their
dogs but too poor to reclaim them.[110] The organization’s annual report for 1909 listed 1223 dogs as
“redeemed” and 133 dogs as “given back to their owners.”[111]
A problem that the Women’s Branch ran into almost immediately upon winning the contract to run the
pound was how to prevent vivisectionists from taking unclaimed dogs. Doctors and scientists who did
medical experiments on dogs and other animals were called “vivisectors” at that time because they often
operated on live animals without anesthesia or with inadequate anesthesia.[112] One source of animals for
the vivisectors’ experiments was city dog pounds. The cruelty of vivisection was an issue for Henry Bergh,
the founder of the ASPCA, who battled vivisectionists in New York City.[113] He fought from 1866 to 1880
to stop vivisection, but finally decided that support for vivisection was so entrenched in New York that it
was futile to continue to seek legislative reform on the issue.[114]
The women in Philadelphia had better luck at stopping vivisectors from taking animals from the dog
pound. Before the Women’s Branch took over the pound, the mayors of Philadelphia had allowed doctors
and scientists to take pound dogs to use in their experiments.[115] When one of the doctors asked White to
allow them to continue the practice of taking dogs for vivisection, “an animated correspondence . . .
ensued,” and she unceremoniously refused his request.[116] Her board unanimously backed her up. The
vivisectors attempted to enlist the mayor, the city council, and the men’s Pennsylvania SPCA to overturn
her decision, but they all supported White.[117] The 1871 ordinance that provided for the Women’s Branch
to operate the shelter under contract further buttressed their position, because it expressly gave the
women power over disposition of the dogs.[118]
Many years later, in 1915, the Women’s Branch had to battle the vivisectionists again when a state law
was proposed that would have allowed medical schools to have all unclaimed dogs.[119] The women did
not have much time to react, but they arranged a state-wide telegram campaign, and the bill was not
even brought up for a vote after a “flood of messages” came in against it.[120] This victory in preventing
shelter animals from being seized by researchers was just a temporary success, however, in what would
be an ongoing battle against vivisectors that would go on across the United States for decades to
come.[121]
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Although the Women’s Branch succeeded in stopping the cruelties of the city dog pound, there was still
much more that needed to be done. Their new dog shelter was located on the edge of the city, and
transportation from the center of the city to the shelter was slow and cumbersome. A downtown facility
was needed so that dogs abandoned by their owners could be held in humane conditions until they were
transported to the dog shelter. Another problem was that the dog shelter did not accept animals of other
species, and the city needed an institution that could care for all sick or injured animals, including cats.[122]
For most of the 1800s in most cities, animal control efforts centered on dogs and cats were largely left
alone.[123] Cats were less likely to call attention to themselves since they did not chase horses or sheep or
bite people in the street, and people appreciated them for keeping rodents under control.[124] Cats were
also harder to catch than dogs. Cats faced their own dangers, though, including being shot, harassed or
killed by boys, or left to fend for themselves when their families moved.[125]
The Women’s Branch in the 1870s had members who had been engaged in individual efforts to help cats
even before the Women’s Branch was formed. One such member was Elizabeth Morris, who had run a
home-based rescue in Philadelphia with a friend, Annie Waln, starting in 1858.[126] They went out into the
streets of Philadelphia to find homeless animals, tried to rehome as many as they could, and killed the
rest with chloroform. Kate Covert of Philadelphia also had a home rescue, and she would answer calls
about sick and injured animals, including cats, and either nurse them back to health or kill them with
chloroform if she thought they were beyond hope.[127]
Elizabeth Morris took on the project of establishing a Women’s Branch facility in downtown Philadelphia
that would serve as a depot for dogs on their way to the dog shelter as well as a shelter for cats and other
animals in need. This facility was called the City Depot at first, and it opened in 1874.[128] In its first 11
months of operation the Depot took in 856 animals, and by 1883 it was taking in close to ten times that
many.[129] The City Depot was the first known shelter in the world that was open to “any and every species
of animal needing shelter.”[130] After a few years its name was changed to City Refuge for Lost and
Suffering Animals.[131] Kate Covert worked with both the Women’s Branch shelter and the City Refuge,
answering calls about sick and injured animals.[132] She would go “several miles for a sick cat,” and she
would tip boys who brought her sick animals.[133]
In 1888, the Women’s Branch and the City Refuge decided to part ways, and a new organization named
the Morris Refuge Association for Homeless and Suffering Animals was formed to take over the City
Refuge.[134] The Morris Refuge took in large numbers of cats, almost 18,000 in 1893.[135] The organization
had a wagon that its superintendent could send when he received notice of a sick or injured animal that
needed help.[136] The Morris Refuge still exists today, and has been known as the Morris Animal Refuge
since 1907.[137] In 1963, one commentator noted that for over 80 years the Morris Animal Refuge had
operated “nights, Sundays, and holidays” and “its doors have never been closed.”[138]
In some cities in the late 1800s, including Boston and Chicago, humane activists formed “animal rescue
leagues” which, like the Morris Refuge, took in cats as well as dogs.[139] One of the priorities of the animal
rescue leagues was to encourage people to turn unwanted animals over to a shelter rather than abandon
them.[140] By the early 1900s, these private organizations were an important part of the effort to provide
sheltering for homeless cats and dogs.[141] As of 1924 there were, by one count, 36 animal rescue
leagues.[142]
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By the early 1900s, SPCAs, humane societies, and animal rescue leagues were increasingly taking over city
dog pounds in order to run them more humanely, just as the Women’s Branch had done.[143] It is hard to
overstate the lasting effect of the Women’s Branch takeover of the Philadelphia city pound (and the
subsequent formation of the City Refuge) on the care of homeless pets in the United States. One historian
of the period called the founding of the Women’s Branch shelter in 1870 “the inspiration for virtually all
innovation in the field of municipal animal control during the formative decades of organized animal
protection.”[144] White and the Women’s Branch “alter[ed] the course of animal protection in the United
States” and established the animal shelter as “a fundamental institution of the humane movement.”[145]
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CHAPTER THREE – NEW YORK CITY: THE POLITICS OF SHELTERING
Before the Civil War many cities in the United States used a bounty system for dog control, paying citizens
or designated dog catchers a set fee for each free-roaming dog killed or brought to a police station or dog
pound. That model began to change after the Civil War, starting with the Women’s Branch of the
Pennsylvania SPCA taking over dog control for the city of Philadelphia in 1870. The same transition to a
public-private partnership happened in New York City, but only after a longer and more complicated
course. Dog control was under city management in New York until 1894, and the system became
notorious for profiteering.[1]
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Bounty seasons on dogs in the 19th century
were often declared for the summer months,
when fear of rabies was high.[2] In New York City
this practice extended back to the early 1800s,
when the mayor advised the police to pay
people 50 cents for every unmuzzled dog who
was found at large in July or August.[3] City
residents killed large numbers of dogs in the
streets during these bounty seasons. In 1836,
for example, citizen bounty hunters killed 8,537
dogs.[4]
Lydia Maria Child, an author, human-rights
activist, and supporter of humane education,
happened to be visiting New York City during a
bounty season in 1841.[5] She wrote that she
ran from the window of her hotel room
whenever she heard the “dog-killers” out in the Figure 10: Lydia Maria Child, circa 1870. Author unknown, public domain.
street, because they were such a “frightful
sight, with their bloody clubs, and spattered garments.” The clubs did not always kill the dogs
immediately: “Sometimes they are horribly maimed and run howling and limping away.” She did not
object to the removal of the dogs, stating that the “safety of the city doubtless requires their expulsion.”
Instead, she characterized the manner of the killing as “exceedingly cruel and demoralizing,” and
questioned the effect of such sights on young people.
The bounty system, in addition to being cruel, provided an incentive for people to steal dogs. This made
the owners of valuable dogs very unhappy. In 1845 the Sportsmen’s Club asked the city aldermen to
revise the dog ordinance to provide that dogs wearing a collar with identification “should be taken by the
men appointed to kill Dogs to some Public Yard” so that owners could have a chance to reclaim
them.[6] The sportsmen pointed out that the existing ordinance led to “the unnecessary sacrifice of many
valuable Dogs . . . .”
The Sportsmen’s Club proposal was not acted on immediately, but several years later, in 1851, the city did
establish a dog pound that was open for the summer months.[7] Valuable dogs were kept for two or three
days, but the others were killed at the end of the day they were impounded unless reclaimed by their
owners.[8] The dogs were reportedly not fed or given water while awaiting their fate.[9]
The pound was moved from one location to another almost every summer in its early years because the
noise and the crowds of people it attracted made it an unpopular neighbor.[10] Nevertheless, public
sentiment seems to have been in favor of maintaining a pound. As one commentator put it, the pound
“rids the City of the nuisance of the living agents of hydrophobia.”[11] Another said, on seeing the dogs at
the pound in 1856: “The first impression while viewing them is one of regret that so many animals should
be slaughtered; but the first thought of hydrophobia, and that impression vanishes.”[12] In the first six
years of its existence the pound received over 22,000 dogs, with the number increasing each year.[13]
The city continued to pay people to catch unmuzzled dogs under the pound system, but bounty seekers
had to bring the dogs to the pound alive rather than killing them in the street.[14] This did not solve the
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problem of dog stealing. Boys from poor and working-class families[15] would lure dogs out of their
owners’ yards, pull boards off fences to steal dogs, or even breed puppies for the purpose of taking them
to the pound and claiming the bounty.[16] Sometimes bounty hunters would take the muzzle off of a dog
in order to have an excuse to take the dog to the pound and collect the bounty.[17] Groups of boys would
gather near the pound waiting for other boys to come along with their canine captives, whereupon the
waiting boys would take the dogs away by force and turn them in for the bounty.[18] The pound’s
policemen put a stop to this by allowing the victimized boys to wait at the pound for the robbers to
appear with the dogs, at which time the robbers got a lecture and the victims got the bounty fee.
People concerned about the welfare of children thought that the bounty system corrupted the young
men of the city, and people who wanted to reform city government criticized the bounty system as
promoting criminal activity.[19] The city tried various ways to improve the system. One method was to pay
for dogs by check instead of cash, but this merely encouraged adult middlemen to pay the boys a low fee
in immediate cash for each dog and then take the dogs to the pound themselves.[20] If a dog was valuable,
the middleman would sell it instead of taking it to the pound.[21] This meant that if a boy stole a valuable
dog and turned it over to a middleman, the owner would have little chance of recovering the dog.
In 1858 the city issued a rule that boys could not collect a
bounty.[22] This merely helped the adult middlemen gain more
control over the business and take a bigger cut of the money.
In 1860 the city combined a ban on paying bounties to boys
with a reduction of the bounty from 50 cents to 25
cents.[23] This resulted in the number of impounded dogs
dropping substantially, an unacceptable outcome for those
who were concerned about rabies.[24]
Bounty hunters were not the only corrupt part of the city’s
dog-pound system. A running joke about the dog pound was
that the pound master did a booming business in owners
having to redeem the same dogs over and over.[25] And in
1855, a scandal erupted that kept city residents entertained
for months, as various officials alleged and denied that money
was being siphoned from dog-pound receipts.[26]

Figure 11: Henry Bergh, founder of the ASPCA.
Engraving by George E. Perine, published in “History of
New York City” by Benson John Lossing, 1884, public
domain.

The pound got dog killing off the streets but did not solve the
problem of stray dogs. A reporter counted 10 free-roaming,
unmuzzled dogs in a six-block walk in New York City in June of
1854.[27] In 1856, a journalist wrote that dogs in Brooklyn
“swarm in all the streets, obstruct the pavements, [and] make
night hideous with their howls.”[28] This journalist counted 27
unmuzzled dogs in a walk of about 1/3 of a mile.

An aspect of the New York City pound system that received
much publicity was the practice of killing dogs by drowning. In the pound’s early years, dogs were
drowned in a reservoir or cistern, or on a barge with a tank.[29] The pound master could drown dozens of
dogs at a time by these methods. The aldermen of Detroit may have been influenced by the New York
City system when they adopted a resolution in 1860 to establish a pound that would kill dogs by drowning
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them in a “tank or vat.”[30] The Detroit resolution also barred distribution of poisoned meat by people
“heretofore employed in the extermination of dogs or other animals.”
New York City’s cruel and corrupt dog-pound system was in place when Henry Bergh founded the ASPCA
in 1866. Bergh was one of the three great leaders of the post-Civil-War humane movement in the United
States, along with Caroline Earle White of Philadelphia and George Angell of Boston. He accomplished
many things in his career, including spearheading the passage of a broad anti-cruelty law in New York
State,[31] supporting the establishment of a society to protect children,[32] assisting with the formation of
other SPCAs, and enforcing better conditions for horses and meat animals. Bergh also worked to stop dog
fighting and overworking of dogs used for turning spits and pulling carts.[33]
Homeless dogs and cats were initially a minor concern for most of the SPCAs formed after the Civil War,
but Bergh nevertheless took an interest in the New York City dog pound. He successfully lobbied the
mayor in 1868 to reduce the bounty to 25 cents and ban young people from turning dogs in at the pound,
repeating what had been done in 1860.[34] Once again, as in 1860, this resulted in a sharp drop in the
number of dogs impounded.[35] The following year there was a battle between the mayor and the Board
of Health over who should control the dog pound, with the result that the pound did not open at all.[36]
Bergh knew Caroline Earle White, since she had consulted with him
before founding the Pennsylvania SPCA in 1867.[37] In 1870 Bergh
was a featured speaker at the first annual meeting of the Women’s
Branch of the Pennsylvania SPCA, which White had founded in
1869, and he congratulated the women on their
accomplishments.[38] White spoke at that meeting about the
women’s contract to do dog control in Philadelphia and their plan
to build a humane shelter. This idea appealed to Bergh, and in
1871 he made an unsuccessful attempt to get New York City to
build a shelter for impounded dogs along the lines of the Women’s
Branch shelter.[39]
Bergh tried again in 1873, sending a letter to the New York City
mayor stating that the ASPCA would “willingly undertake” to
capture free-roaming dogs and kill the “valueless” unreclaimed
ones using carbonic acid gas, if the city would provide a building to
be used for humane impoundment and reimburse the ASPCA for
its actual costs.[40] Bergh proposed that scoop nets be used by dog
catchers and that the ASPCA ambulance follow the dog
catchers.[41] The suggestion was referred to the city’s Committee
on Public Works, which responded that it did not have any money
appropriated to fund such a plan.[42]

Figure 12: Entrance to the ASPCA in Bergh’s
time. Artist unknown. From C. C. Buel, “Henry
Bergh and His Work,” published in Scribner’s
Monthly 17: 872–84. Public domain.

In 1874 the aldermen of New York, perhaps in response to Bergh’s
1873 proposal, asked the ASPCA to take over the existing city
pound and operate it under the bounty system.[43] The ASPCA
would keep the fines paid for reclaimed dogs, and pay the 50 cent bounty from a city contingency
fund.[44] Bergh declined on the grounds that he did not want to perpetuate the cruelty of the existing
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system and did not want to reward young men for stealing and mistreating animals.[45] The bounty system
was not part of the Philadelphia model that he admired and wanted New York City to adopt.
After the rebuff by Bergh, the city decided to try to improve the dog pound system on its own, with
disastrous results. The ordinance for the summer dog-catching season in 1874 dispensed with the system
of paying a bounty to anyone who brought in a dog. Instead, the mayor appointed licensed dog catchers
for each election district, and directed that only the official dog catchers could collect the bounty.[46] One
journalist referred to this plan as licensing dog thieves, and asked if the mayor was planning to license
burglars as well.[47] The journalist was correct in foreseeing that the appointment of official dog catchers
who were paid per dog would not stop the practice of dog stealing, and several stories were published
that summer about the misdeeds of the new officials. One dishonest practice involved dog catchers taking
dogs from under their owners’ noses and then collecting the redemption fee on the spot and pocketing
it.[48]
Outrages by the appointed dog catchers continued for years and were periodically featured in the
newspapers. A particularly egregious example of dog stealing occurred in 1880, when a deputy dog
catcher was arrested for “snatching a dog from the arms of a little girl.”[49] In an 1883 case, a dog stolen by
a dog catcher mysteriously turned up at a saloon after his owner raised a fuss and the mayor demanded
the return of the dog.[50] In 1892, a citizen wrote to the newspaper to report a case of dog catchers who
overpowered a man and his friend and threw the man’s dog into their truck before driving away.[51] An
1893 article described how two dog catchers snuck up behind an elderly woman and grabbed her leashed
dog, carrying it off and leaving her crying.[52] That same article reported an incident of a valuable dog who
saw the dog catchers coming and ran up to his front door. His owner, who was watching him, let him
inside and closed the door, but the dog catchers came up the steps and tried to force the door in. They
were finally driven away by a policeman.
The 1874 ordinance to improve the pound by licensing dog catchers failed to wipe out dog stealing, but an
even more egregious failure was the city’s disastrous attempt that same year to improve the method for
killing the dogs. City officials announced a switch from drowning dogs to using carbonic acid gas.[53] When
the new system was tried, the tank used to gas the dogs leaked and some dogs were still alive even after
two hours in the contrivance.[54] The pound master finally pulled the surviving dogs out and they were
shot or clubbed to death. It was such a debacle that Bergh had the pound master arrested for
cruelty.[55] The tank was deemed suitable for use after it was lined with zinc,[56] but the gassing method
had sustained considerable damage to its credibility.
In 1877 New York City built a new pound, with 300 stalls for dogs, next to a dock on the East River.[57] The
ASPCA had succeeded by that time in persuading the city to hold all dogs for 48 hours, give them food and
water twice a day, and sell valuable dogs to fanciers rather than killing them.[58] The new pound used
drowning as the method of killing, but dogs were drowned in the river instead of in a tank inside the
pound. This was accomplished with a large iron cage, reportedly 7’ long, 4’ high, and 5’ wide, which could
be stuffed with almost 50 dogs at a time.[59] The empty cage was rolled into the pound and dogs were
dropped into it through an opening in the top. The cage was then rolled out onto the dock, where it was
attached to a crane, raised up, swung out, and lowered into the river. Dog pound workers used “clubs in
case of escape from the water.”[60] Although drowning is often thought of as one of the less painful ways
to die, it was certainly a cruel death for a mass of struggling dogs to be forced into a cage and drowned
together, especially when the cage sometimes had to be lowered into the river two or three times to kill
all the dogs.[61]
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The New York Times published a graphic account of the killing procedure on the first day the drowning
crate was used at the new pound.[62] The newspaper reported that 762 dogs and puppies were drowned
that day. Only 20 dogs were thought to be valuable enough to be held back. The outlook of the reporter is
interesting. Although he acknowledged that many of the dogs seemed to know they were going to be
killed, he faulted them for resisting going into the cage. He described a mother dog who tried to protect
her eight puppies by pushing other dogs away from their corner in the cage. But instead of showing
sympathy for her terror and admiration for her attempts to protect her puppies, he merely said that she
caused great difficulty to the dog catchers by her resistance to going into the cage. He described all the
dogs as being “of the very meanest kind,” and showed more sympathy for the dog catchers who were
bitten than for the dogs who were killed. The dog catchers certainly suffered, as many of them had
multiple bites and one had to be hospitalized. The article described “great crowds” watching the
drowning.
During the next five years, this method was used to drown 47,000 dogs at the pound.[63] In 1888 the
mayor of New York asked the Health Department and the ASPCA to investigate whether a more humane
method could be found.[64] Electrocution and carbon-monoxide gas were rejected as too expensive, and in
1889 chloroform was selected as the new method for killing the dogs.[65]
In 1894, six years after Henry Bergh died, the changes that he had wanted for the city’s animal-control
system finally came about. Public pressure and lobbying by Bergh’s successor, John Haines, convinced the
state legislature to appoint the ASPCA to license dogs and do animal control for both cats and dogs in New
York City.[66] The city shut down its pound, and the ASPCA built a new facility and hired its own dog
catchers.[67] They were paid a salary without regard to how many dogs they impounded, and stealing dogs
for the bounty thus finally came to an end in New York City.[68] Haines promised that the people of the city
would no longer read complaints in the newspaper about the brutality of dog catchers.[69] In 1895 the
legislature amended the law to provide the ASPCA with the authority to do animal control in Brooklyn as
well.[70]
Conditions for impounded animals quickly improved after the ASPCA takeover. The new facility had clean
kennels, good food and water, and medical care for the animals.[71] One commentator described the dogs
taken in as mostly “street outcasts, without homes and without the prospect of obtaining such,” with
many being “diseased past recovery.”[72] Haines said that the ASPCA would try to find homes for
unclaimed animals and would kill only the “worthless” ones, using a gas chamber.[73] The ASPCA used a
chloroform chamber at first, but eventually changed to “illuminating gas,” a mixture of several types of
gasses including carbon monoxide.[74]
The ASPCA’s duty under the 1894 law to impound cats as well as dogs marked a major change in the city’s
approach to animal control. Cats in New York City had received much less attention from local authorities
than dogs, even though complaints about cats were common. Newspapers contained frequent references
to people being kept awake at night by the howling of cats.[75] There was no air conditioning in those days,
and people could not simply shut their windows in the summer to keep out the noise.
The problem of stray cats had been discussed by the city and the ASPCA for years before the 1894 law
was passed, and in the 1880s Henry Bergh was at the center of those discussions. Bergh had once ordered
the newly-constructed front of a building taken down because a cat had gotten trapped in the
wall.[76] That made it all the more puzzling when in 1880 he proposed a draconian cat ordinance that
provided that all cats found at large in any public place in the city limits should be seized and killed.[77]
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The proposed ordinance would have allowed only 3 hours for owners to reclaim their cats before they
were killed.[78] In a July 21, 1880, note to the president of the city’s Board of Aldermen, Bergh asked for
approval of the ordinance “for the sake of suffering humanity as well as the wretched cats.”[79]
Bergh’s proposed cat ordinance was criticized by humane advocates in both Boston and Philadelphia who
were concerned that cat owners would not have time to reclaim their pets.[80] The New York City
aldermen passed the ordinance[81] but it did not go into effect, apparently because the mayor refused to
sign it.[82] The mayor’s refusal was reportedly due to a lack of funds for the project.[83]
In the absence of any organized method of dealing with sick and injured cats, some citizens took on the
job themselves. A group of women in Brooklyn who called themselves the “Midnight Band of Mercy”
made it a practice in the late 1800s to catch free roaming cats that they believed were suffering and kill
them with chloroform.[84] One of their number, Sarah Edwards, was arrested in 1893 and charged with
killing cats and throwing their bodies in the street.[85] This became an occasion for several gleeful articles
by reporters, who appeared to think both the actions of the women who killed the cats and the people
who opposed them were risible. One of the reporters wrote an article titled “Cats and Old
Maids.”[86] Edwards was convicted, and the ASPCA warned that anyone caught chloroforming cats would
be prosecuted.[87] Ironically, it was the following year that the ASPCA began to impound cats.[88] In 1895,
just two years after Edwards was convicted, the ASPCA impounded and killed 23,000 cats, a number that
would soar in future years.[89]
For decades to come the kill rate for cats and dogs at the ASPCA shelter would be extremely
high.[90] During this time the number of dogs and cats taken in by the ASPCA each year was astonishing by
today’s standards. In 1914, for example, the ASPCA took in 59,355 dogs and 177,234 cats, of which 88.0%
and 99.6%, respectively, were killed.[91] The ASPCA’s cat intake reached almost 220,000 in the year 1934,
with 99.5% killed.[92]
The Department of Health in New York City was not satisfied with even this high rate of impounding and
killing dogs, and made repeated attempts to take regulation of dogs away from the ASPCA.[93] The city’s
health department was part of a wave of public-health reform that sought to get animals of all types off
the city streets. The growing influence of public health departments kept the pressure on for cities to
impound and kill homeless dogs and cats.[94]
One of the New York City Department of Health initiatives was a June 1908 shoot-to-kill order directing
the police to kill all unleashed, unmuzzled dogs on sight.[95] The directive sparked a public backlash
following publicity about pet killings, and the city decided to allow the directive to expire in October.
Although the ASPCA and the Department of Health eventually worked out an uneasy coexistence, this
battle is an example of the dilemma that the ASPCA and other humane organizations of the era faced in
dealing with homeless pets. If the humane organizations had simply refused to kill animals, it seems very
likely that the cities would have gone back to doing the job themselves, far less humanely.
The movement to protect wild birds, which began in the United States by the 1880s, became something
of a threat to cats. Efforts to protect birds had initially concentrated on trying to reduce depredations by
humans, who killed large numbers of birds for feathers and food.[96] The number of birds killed for
feathers used for trimming hats, for example, led to a “startling decrease” in the population of wild
birds.[97] Conservation and animal advocacy groups campaigned for laws to protect birds, and a boycott of
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feathered hats soon made them unfashionable.[98] As the threat to birds from milliners died out, though,
some bird advocates began to focus on cats.
In 1916 the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture published a bulletin by Edward Forbush, the state
ornithologist, discussing the effect of cats on wildlife.[99]Forbush pictured the cat as a hyper-efficient killer,
stating: “No animal that it can reach and master is safe from its ravenous clutches.”[100] He made an
economic argument that since birds eat insects, the killing of birds by cats resulted in more insects, which
cost people money for crops destroyed by the insects.[101] He acknowledged that cats could be useful to
control rodent populations in buildings, but opined that free-roaming cats were overall a “serious
detriment to the agriculturalist.”[102]
Forbush recommended confining owned cats indoors, arguing that
cats allowed outdoors were “beyond control, except by means of a
shotgun or rifle.”[103] He stated that cats have “two to four broods
yearly, with from five to nine in each brood,” which produced a
“necessity for checking such increase promptly by killing all
superfluous kittens soon after birth.”[104] A study published in 2004
in the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association
reported, by contrast, that free-roaming female cats have a mean
of 1.4 litters per year with a median of 3 kittens per litter, and that
75% of the kittens of free-roaming mothers died or disappeared by
6 months of age.[105]

Figure 13: The preserved body of Martha, the last
passenger pigeon. Public Domain.

Ironically it was in 1914, only two years before Forbush singled out
cats as being the great destroyer of wild birds, that the last
passenger pigeon died. Passenger pigeons were so numerous in
North America in the mid-1800s that their flocks could take hours
to pass overhead.[106] The rapid extinction of the passenger pigeon
is thought to have been due to people killing the birds for meat
and clearing land for farming.

Public health officials and bird conservationists would have preferred that cats, if kept at all, be kept
indoors, but it did not become common for people to keep cats exclusively indoors until the last decades
of the 20th century. Cats, like dogs, had fleas in the years before flea control was a matter of routine
health care for pets.[107] And although people used litter boxes for cats as far back as the 1800s (often a
box or an enameled pan filled with sand, ash, sawdust, or torn newspaper[108]), modern cat litter was not
available until after World War II.[109]
New York City was not alone in having large numbers of outdoor cats. Humane organizations in
Philadelphia and Boston were also engaged by 1900 in rounding up and killing free-roaming cats.[110] We
do not have any reliable data about cat populations in cities in the period from 1870 to 1920, but the
perception was that their numbers were high, and possibly increasing.[111] That impression was certainly
borne out by the number of cats impounded by the ASPCA, which did not level off and begin to decline
until around 1930.[112]
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CHAPTER 4 – BOSTON: A DIFFERENT APPROACH
Animal control in Boston, the third of the three leading cities of the post-Civil-War humane movement,
developed more slowly than in Philadelphia and New York. In fact, the city did not even hire an official
dog catcher until 1877.[1] George Angell, who along with Emily Appleton founded the Massachusetts SPCA
in Boston in 1868,[2] believed that Boston had very few free-roaming dogs compared with other cities and
therefore had little need for dog catchers.[3] The impetus for Boston to finally implement a more formal
dog-control system in 1877 was an 1876 rabies outbreak that killed 44 people before it subsided by
1881.[4]
Boston’s first official dog catcher was veterinarian Albert “Al” Watts.[5] Watts, a show-dog fancier who had
written a book about canines, was head dog catcher until 1889.[6] In the summertime he and his assistants
went out on daily rounds to capture unlicensed dogs.[7] They were paid a fee by the city for each dog they
caught, but there was no bounty system to pay civilians to catch dogs. Watts used a poison given orally in
powder form to kill the dogs. He believed this was a humane method because the dogs died in 30 seconds
or less after administration of the poison.[8] Dogs that Watts judged to be mongrels were killed at the end
of the day they were captured, while purebreds were held for a few days to allow their owners to reclaim
them.[9]
Like the staff at the Women’s Branch shelter in Philadelphia, Watts sometimes returned dogs without
charge to owners who could not pay the fines. A newspaper article from 1885 reported how a homeless
man with tears streaming down his face begged Watts to release his dog instead of taking him to the
pound, saying that the dog was his only friend and he would die if the dog was taken away.[10] Watts
released the dog and gave the man a silver coin. Watts’ successor, Dr. Schenck (another veterinarian),
“often paid the fee from his own pocket” for children’s pet dogs when the parents could not afford a
license.[11]
Schenck believed that cats were more of a nuisance in Boston than dogs.[12] City authorities took no action
as to cats, however, and eventually a private humane organization stepped in. Anna Harris Smith founded
the Animal Rescue League of Boston (ARL) in 1899, and one of the first items on its agenda was to capture
homeless cats and kill them with chloroform.[13] The ARL was modeled on Philadelphia’s Morris Refuge
Association, and the ARL in turn inspired the formation of other animal rescue leagues.[14] It was endorsed
by George Angell.[15] The founders of the ARL saw homeless cats in the city as suffering, and they
encouraged people to bring their unwanted cats to the ARL rather than abandoning them.[16]
The ARL took in dogs as well as cats, and it grew quickly. In its first year, it reportedly took in over 2,000
cats and several hundred dogs.[17] In 1901, just two years after its founding, it took in 7,759
animals.[18] The ARL sent out 1500 circulars and posters to the beaches near Boston that year to remind
people to take their unwanted cats to the ARL when they returned to the city.[19] In 1906, the ARL’s total
intake was almost 19,000.[20] The number of cats taken in by the ARL in the 10 years from 1905 through
1914 was over 215,000, with 98% of them destroyed.[21] Smith attributed the steady increase in the
number of cats taken in to the increasing capacity of the ARL, not to an increase in the number of cats in
the Boston area.[22]
In 1908 the city of Boston appointed three ARL officials (including Smith’s husband), as the city’s dog
catchers.[23] The city was motivated to make the change because the previous year the city dog catcher,
who was a successor of Dr. Schenk, had been investigated for graft.[24] Existing law did not allow the ARL
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itself to enter into a contract with the city for dog control, so the city paid the three ARL officials a salary
which they turned over to the ARL.[25] The ARL nevertheless lost $1000 per year on dog control because of
the expense of doing the work humanely.[26]
A controversy erupted in 1911 when the ARL was accused of selling dogs and cats for medical
research.[27] Smith denied the allegation and said that all animals who were not reclaimed or placed as
pets were killed with chloroform.[28] In 1922 when a city ordinance was proposed to allow medical schools
to seize shelter animals, an ARL representative said that the organization never had and never would turn
over an animal for experimentation.[29] The ARL is still in existence today and still takes in homeless
animals, although Boston now has a municipal animal care and control department.
In the early 1900s more and more cities followed the lead of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston and
turned their dog pounds over to SPCAs and humane societies.[30] The issue of money was one that would
continue to bedevil humane institutions that took over animal care and control duties for cities. Humane
organizations were lucky if city contracts covered their expenses for animal control, much less the extra
expenses it took to do animal care and control humanely.
Because the Massachusetts SPCA was not responsible for animal control in the late 1800s and early
1900s, George Angell was able to concentrate on humane education, an issue he felt was very important.
Efforts to teach children an ethic of kindness to animals predated the Civil War.[31] The theory of early
humane educators was that if children were taught kindness to animals they would apply those lessons in
all of their dealings with humans and animals.[32] In those days advocates had great hopes that humane
education would wipe out cruelty and help perfect humankind.[33]
The post-Civil-War humane movement directed humane education at both adults and children. Lectures
on issues of the day were a popular activity at the time and preventing animal cruelty was a frequent
topic.[34] Humane education for adults included material targeted at working men who used animals,
particularly horses, in their daily labors. Pamphlets and cards with simple rules were distributed. “Sponge
horses under collar and saddle,” and “[s]table foreman should be good-tempered and not a drinking man”
were examples.[35] The Illinois Humane Society went further and offered a series of classes for men who
worked with horses.[36] These popular
classes were given in the evening and
covered topics such as the economic cost of
overloading horses, how to prevent harness
sores, and the scope of the anti-cruelty laws.
In 1882, Angell and Thomas Timmins, a
Unitarian minister from England, founded an
international humane organization for
children called Bands of Mercy.[37] A
practical aspect of the Bands of Mercy
program was to give children guidelines for
humane treatment of animals. The
“suggestions” for one Band of Mercy in
England were aimed at boys and directed
them not to take eggs from bird nests (or, if
they must take eggs, to leave one or two),

Figure 14: Band of Mercy formed by the Women’s Branch SPCA in Philadelphia.
Photo from the collection of Women’s Animal Center, America’s First Animal
Shelter – formerly known as Women’s Humane Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals.
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not to chase butterflies, to take regular care of pets, to feed wild birds in the wintertime, and to speak
kindly rather than roughly in correcting boys who committed acts of cruelty.[38] In 1889 Angell founded
the American Humane Education Society (AHES), which became an organization with international
reach.[39]
In addition to the organizational approach to promoting kindness, Angell invested heavily in an effort to
create empathy for animals in children by using stories. The basis for this approach was the idea that if
children could identify with animals and imagine themselves in the place of an animal, they would
naturally want to treat animals kindly.[40] Today we have
some expert evidence for the proposition that stories are a
good way to shape children’s moral education.[41]
Angell promoted a genre of children’s fiction called the
“animal autobiography” that was popular in the 1800s in
England.[42] In these tales, an animal tells its life story in the
first person as though it were writing the story itself. The
stories are realistic except for the device that the animal is
speaking in its own voice. The animal autobiography was part
of a larger genre of 19th century British children’s fiction that
featured talking animals. The hope for the genre was that it
would instill morality and compassion for animals in children
while amusing and engaging them at the same time.[43]
Possibly the most effective, and certainly the most popular,
of the animal autobiographies was the novel Black Beauty,
by Anna Sewell, published in England in 1877.[44] Angell
published the first edition of Black Beauty in the United
States in 1890 and distributed two million free
copies.[45] Black Beauty is generally considered to be a
children’s book, but Sewell did not direct it specifically at
children.[46] In fact, the book works on several levels, from a
guide to proper treatment of horses to questioning the
nature of the human-animal relationship to a metaphor for
Figure 15: Cover of Black Beauty, by Anna Sewell,
slavery in the 19th century.[47] The novel even reflects the
published in 1877. Cover artist unknown. Public domain.
class structure of the times. Early in the narrative, Black
Beauty’s mother takes him aside and tells him that he must
behave better than the cart-horse foals he plays with because he is of better breeding.[48] Angell, who was
concerned about the broad effect of animal cruelty on society, was aware of the potential of the novel to
reach both adults and children.[49] He did not limit the distribution of the book to children, and gave
copies of it to drivers of horse-drawn vehicles.[50]
Black Beauty is written in the first-person voice of its narrator, the eponymous horse. It uses several
devices to negate the narrative distance between its human readers and its putative animal
author.[51] The prose style is simple and, for the most part, unsentimental. As one reads the book, it
comes to seem natural that Black Beauty is able to converse with other horses and communicate his
memoirs to the reader, and the “autobiographical” device quickly fades into the background. The novel is
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effective at getting readers to imagine themselves in an animal’s head, thinking and feeling as an animal
would.
Sewell made her points organically in the course of the narrative rather than presenting them overtly as a
plea for kindness. Those points included the fact that there are both cruel people and humane people in
the world and an animal cannot choose which type of owner it has. Black Beauty talks matter-of-factly
about his reactions to the various types of tack and harnesses that were used at the time, including the
bearing rein, which was used to hold carriage horses’ heads up in an unnatural position. Black Beauty was
a factor in the abolition of the bearing rein in England.[52] The novel also inspired Ann Lindo to found the
Home of Rest for Horses in England in 1886, where horses who were temporarily unfit for work could be
rehabilitated and returned to their jobs.[53]
People who criticize Sewell for anthropomorphizing a horse may be missing the point. No one other than
a young child would take the device of a horse writing a book literally. The point of the first-person device
is to underline that on the level of feeling, animals are similar to people. Animals can feel emotions, have
bad temperaments or good, and be influenced by their upbringing. On that level it does not matter that
horses cannot write or talk.
The same theme of an animal speaking in the first person about its life was used in a book by Margaret
Marshall Saunders about a dog called Beautiful Joe, published in 1894 by AHES.[54] This book used the
dog’s narrative to call attention to various types of physical abuse that dogs experience, such as tail
docking and ear trimming. We don’t know whether Black Beauty, Beautiful Joe, and other such books
inspired long-lasting empathy for animals in the children (and adults) who read them, but the approach
seems logical and it is easy to understand the appeal it had to early humane educators. Whether we
equate “sentiment” with “sentimental” or not, it seems almost axiomatic that childhood feelings can help
shape adult beliefs and actions.
Some educators viewed humane education as important primarily or entirely because of its salutary effect
on people, rather than any benefit to the animals. A 1906 set of humane-education principles for schools
in a California city stated, for example: “The temporary desires and pleasures of the inferior animals are to
be taken into consideration, rather in view of the effect of their recognition upon human character, than
from the standpoint of the positive rights of the animals themselves.” According to these instructions,
sympathy for animals should not be “spasmodic [or] overwrought” but instead should be guided “along
proper lines” of preserving economic value, helping society, and improving character.[55]
A recurring theme of humane education was that a pet owner had a duty to kill a no-longer-wanted pet
rather than abandon it outdoors.[56] John Lawrence, an Englishman, put the case for this view strongly in a
1796 book, arguing that if a person no longer wanted a dog or cat, they should kill it rather than abandon
it. He asked: “Who do [the owners] expect will entertain a poor forlorn stranger” whom they themselves
“would drive back . . . from their own door?”[57] He describes the state of mind of a pet “exiled” from its
comfortable home and “exposed to all the horrors of famine, wet and cold, and to the constant
apprehension of insult and torture, pining for the loss of its happy home.” Harriet Beecher Stowe, in an
1896 book for children, praised a young girl who drowned a homeless kitten after taking it from some
boys who were tormenting it.[58]
Today some people believe that the humane-education movement of the late 1800s and early 1900s had
only marginal impact. It is worth noting, though, that by the 1920s gratuitous cruelty toward animals was
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no longer accepted by society. One observer of the early humane movement, writing in 1910, stated that
“conditions have undergone marked change since the earlier days of anti-cruelty work” and the “grosser
forms of cruelty are now exceptional.”[59] This change in the attitude of the general public probably had
many causes, including the fact that by 1920 humane organizations had succeeded in criminalizing
gratuitous cruelty to animals,[60] but it seems reasonable to think that early humane education also had an
influence.
The humane movement of which humane education was a part made great strides in the period from
1866 to the early 1900s, but the momentum of the movement stalled by 1920.[61] Various reasons have
been proposed to explain this phenomenon, including the passing of the charismatic leaders who started
the movement, the replacement of the horse by the car, the relocation of livestock out of the city and out
of sight, disruptions caused by World War I, and changing alignments within the movement.[62] One of the
main reasons for the stalling of the humane movement, though, was that by 1920 many humane
organizations had become deeply involved in the overwhelming day-to-day task of caring for homeless
dogs and cats.[63] The public-private partnerships in animal sheltering that had become common by 1920
would continue throughout the 20th century, and would significantly affect both sheltering and the
humane movement.
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PART II: THE TRADITIONAL ANIMAL SHELTER
CHAPTER 5 – SHELTER OPERATIONS IN THE 20TH CENTURY
As cities grew in the 1900s, so did the number of animal shelters. The distinction that had developed in
the late 1800s between public and private shelters continued in the 20th century. “Public” shelters, often
called “municipal” shelters, were operated by the city or county government and had the duty to do
animal control and take in strays. Many public shelters also accepted “owner surrenders” from people
who either no longer wanted their pets or could no longer care for them. “Private” shelters, run by
individuals or non-profit organizations, did not have any legal duty to do animal control or take in strays
or owner surrenders, unless they created such a duty for themselves by contract with a city or county.
Animal control was a routine function of local government in the 20th century, but jurisdictions varied
widely in how they carried it out.[1] There were several reasons for the variations. One was the degree of
involvement of the private sector. Involvement of the private sector ran the gamut from volunteers who
did menial tasks at the municipal shelter to full management of the municipal shelter granted by contract
to a humane organization, including delegation of the police powers necessary to do animal control. A
common arrangement was a public-private partnership where the city or county did animal control and a
private humane organization assumed part or all of the burden of animal care and disposition.
State laws and local ordinances could create differences in public shelter operations from one jurisdiction
to the next.[2] Holding periods for stray animals and policies for feral cats are examples of animal issues
that were often addressed in laws and ordinances.
The level of funding for shelters varied widely from place to place. A study in the state of New York in the
early 1970s found everything from “small, inadequately financed shelters with little community
acceptance” to “large, professionally staffed and community supported operations.”[3] Four counties in
the state had no shelters at all, including one with a population of over 100,000 people.[4] The problem of
funding variations has persisted. A study published in 2008 showed that per-capita spending on animal
control in a sample of 10 jurisdictions nationwide ranged from a low of $2.11 per person in New York City
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to a high of $14.12 in San Francisco.[5] And even today there are counties with no formal animal control
services.[6]
Private shelters that have no contractual relationship with a government and no duty to take in owner
surrenders or strays can, if they wish, avoid killing adoptable animals simply by limiting their intake to the
number of animals they can care for. Shelters that rejected the killing of adoptable animals have existed
in the United States since the late 1800s, but such shelters were rare until the 1970s.[7] For most of the
20th century, most private humane organizations that operated shelters treated their intake much as
public shelters did, by killing most of them. Taking in homeless animals was seen as a moral duty to
prevent suffering, and it was a point of pride for many private shelters to never turn away a homeless
animal.
The mix of public and private involvement in animal care and control
may have hindered the development of standard models of
operation, but the involvement of the private sector greatly
increased available resources. Private humane organizations were
not always happy about the burden they carried, because the time
and money they spent on caring for homeless pets meant that they
had fewer resources for other core missions such as lobbying for
humane treatment of livestock and research animals.
At a conference in 1974, the president of the Humane Society of the
United States (HSUS), John Hoyt, spoke of the long history of humane
organizations having to step in and do animal control and sheltering,
spending their own funds because no one else would do it.[8] Barbara
Cassidy of HSUS argued at a 1987 conference that municipalities
should pay the full cost of animal control and sheltering so that
humane societies could work on things like humane education and
preventing cruelty.[9] John Kullberg, president of the ASPCA, stated at
the 1987 conference that the ASPCA was subsidizing New York City
for over $1.5 million yearly in operating costs.[10] Kullberg contrasted
the ASPCA’s situation with that of the city-run shelters in Chicago and
the city of Los Angeles, where the local governments funded the
shelters more generously.[11]

Figure 16: Cover of the proceedings of the
1974 national conference on sheltering issues.
From author’s collection.

Shelters that had adequate funding, whether they were large private organizations or the occasional wellfunded municipal system,[12] became the leading institutions in animal sheltering in the 1900s. These elite
shelter systems had the resources to offer training to staff, hire talented directors, and send their
directors to national conferences.[13] Their directors were the voice of the traditional shelter
establishment and they were influential in determining shelter standards of the day. These organizations
represented only a small percentage of shelters, though, and there was a substantial resources gap
between them and the great mass of cash-starved municipal shelters.[14]
Municipal animal shelters were frequently a low priority for cities and counties.[15] Both government-run
animal shelters and private organizations that ran public shelters under contract often operated with little
oversight or regulation.[16] As one commentator wrote about the early 1970s, it was “difficult to convey”
to beginners in animal-welfare work how “isolated and lacking in resources shelter work could be.”[17] The
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authors of a 1973 survey reported that workers in shelters in New York were “so busy coping with
everyday problems that they [had] little time for anything else.”[18] Municipal animal sheltering was so
neglected in many communities that even basic things like ordinances, procedures, and training received
little or no attention.[19]
In the early 1970s in Otsego County, Michigan, the sheriff held impounded animals in an unheated
concrete-block cell and killed them by gunshot.[20] Animal control officers in the Corvallis, Oregon, area in
the 1970s sometimes shot dogs that were chasing livestock.[21] The rural “shelter” that served Kane
County and the town of Kanab in Utah in the early 1980s was a tin-roofed shed in an open field in the
desert, where a veterinarian came once a week to kill the occupants.[22]
Gretchen Wyler,[23] an actor who became an animal-welfare activist, was motivated to get involved in
humane work after visiting a dismal local shelter in Warwick, New York, in 1966.[24] She described it as a
“very medieval dungeon where the rats were killing the puppies.” The location was “in the village dump
amidst burning garbage.” Every week a truck came “and took the animals off for research.” Wyler led a
movement to reform the shelter, and in October 1968 it was relocated to a new facility, which Wyler
oversaw for the next 10 years.[25]
The period from the mid-1800s to the late 1900s saw two generations of animal-shelter buildings. The
first generation housed animals in large, open “gang pens.” This type of building, which was common
from before the Civil War until after World War II,[26] was primarily for housing dogs. The dogs were
typically kept for only a short holding period during which owners could reclaim them. If the hold period
was 48 hours, for example, all the dogs brought in on Monday were put in one pen and held there
through Wednesday, when the unclaimed dogs in
that pen were killed. Another pen held dogs
impounded on Tuesday, who were held through
Thursday, and so forth. The gang-pen system
allowed for efficient identification of dogs whose
time was up.
The second generation of municipal shelters, which
became standard in the latter half of the
20th century, featured low-cost, functional buildings
designed for processing large numbers of animals.
They were often located as close to a landfill as
possible to make it convenient to dispose of the
bodies of animals killed by the shelter. These
shelters frequently had loading docks in the back
where trucks could be filled with dead animals for
transport to the landfill.

Figure 17: Corridor runs for dogs are often divided into two parts,
inside and outside, connected by a small door. Photograph by
Andreas Bohnenstengel, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 DE.

One of the features of the second generation of
shelters was individual runs for dogs instead of gang
pens. This was called “corridor housing” because it
typically consisted of long corridors with runs
opening off of one or both sides. Having one dog in
each run helped control disease and made cleaning

easier but it resulted in boredom and isolation for the dogs, who could not interact normally with their
neighbors. Although corridor housing was generally designed for one dog per run, shelters sometimes put
multiple dogs together in a run when they ran short of space.
The transition from the first generation to the second generation of shelter buildings was a gradual
process, but by the 1970s gang pens were becoming uncommon. In Denver, the city animal-control
shelter transitioned from gang pens in the 1970s.[27] In Yolo County, California, a second-generation
shelter that replaced the gang pens was built in 1971.[28] In the original Yolo County pound, which was
built in 1936, the gang pens held from 18 to 25 dogs each. The corridor-style runs in the new shelter held
1 to 3 dogs each.
A state-of-the-art second-generation facility in the 1970s had two sections in each dog run, so that a dog
could be shut in one part of the run while the other was cleaned.[29] An underfinanced city pound,
however, might have only one section in each run. Shelter workers would either have to hose down the
runs with the dogs in them, which was abusive, or take out and secure dogs for each run each time they
cleaned.
Disease prevention was a challenge in municipal shelters. Animal control officers were often responsible
for picking up both live and dead animals, and in many cases their vehicles did not have adequate means
to separate them. This meant that live animals were sometimes exposed to pathogens from animals who
had just died from disease.[30] Live and dead animals were unloaded together at the shelter, and people
who then redeemed their lost pet might take home diseases with the pet.[31] The prevalence of diseases
among shelter animals sometimes caused veterinarians to advise people against adopting an animal from
a shelter.[32]
Animals who made it into the shelter without catching a disease in transport were not safe, because many
shelters had no facilities for isolation of sick animals. Many of the second-generation shelters were built
of materials that harbored bacteria and viruses, and the buildings frequently had poor air circulation.
Animals who got sick were killed to keep them from spreading disease. Even when animals had illnesses
that were easily treated, the cost of treatment could be a prohibitive factor.[33] Sterilizing a shelter
building following a major disease outbreak often meant killing all the animals, including the healthy ones.
It was a tradition going back to the 1800s for public shelters to try to make it easy for owners to surrender
unwanted pets. “Drop boxes”—cages or pens where animals could be dropped off when the shelter was
closed, were common. [34] Drop boxes ranged from simply a few cages set outside the shelter at night to
quite elaborate indoor-outdoor holding pens with climate control and safeguards for the animals. In
recent decades drop boxes have become a point of controversy.[35] Their proponents believe that allowing
people to drop off an animal at any time, anonymously, prevents animal abandonment. Opponents
believe that drop boxes facilitate retaliatory pet theft, are dangerous for animals when unsupervised, and
encourage people to think of giving up pets as a casual decision.[36]
A common rationale cited for shelter killing in the 1900s was lack of time or space to continue to care for
an animal. A 1998 survey of 186 shelters in the United States found that on average, shelters had capacity
for an animal to remain only 9.5 days.[37] Shelters are typically required to hold unidentified impounds for
a certain amount of time mandated by state or local law, and that can lead to shelter crowding. One way
many shelters dealt with crowding was to kill owner-surrendered animals on intake, since hold periods
generally did not apply to owner surrenders.
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The widespread policy of accepting any animal that came to the door added to the “time or space”
problem because it made planning for workload difficult. Animal-control raids also contributed to the
issue of unpredictable workload. Animal-control officers sometimes had to confiscate substantial
numbers of animals, as when puppy mills were closed for cruelty or when hoarding or dog fighting cases
were discovered.[38] Ownership of confiscated animals might be contested, sometimes leading to drawnout court proceedings during which the shelter had to house the animals. Animals from such situations
were often in poor condition and required expensive care.
A somewhat predictable influx of animals happened each year in “kitten season,” the spring and earlysummer period when both feral and tame cats have litters. For most of the 1900s there was also an
onslaught of litters of puppies in spring and early summer. Kittens and puppies too young for immediate
adoption were another group of animals often routinely killed on intake.[39]
Because most shelters adopted out only a small percentage of their animals in the 1900s, there was a
tendency to make only young, healthy, attractive, friendly animals available for adoption.[40] Relatively
few shelter animals are considered unadoptable today, generally 10% or less, but a much higher
percentage were classified as unadoptable in the 1900s. As late as 1998, a large survey found that shelters
on average classified 39% of their intake as unadoptable.[41] Behavior was the most common reason,
applying to 40% of unadoptable dogs and 41% of unadoptable cats.[42]
In the 1950s many shelters began to use restrictive adoption criteria to screen potential adopters.[43] One
shelter in 1953, for example, had a policy that barred a family from adopting if the adults worked and no
one would be home with the animal.[44] A pet could not be adopted as a gift at that shelter, and a cat
could not be adopted to someone who wanted it for controlling rodents. Puppies and kittens could not be
placed in homes with small children. The use of adoption interviews and questionnaires became common
in the 1970s.[45] Restrictive adoption policies and practices remained common throughout the rest of the
20th century.[46]
Shelters took widely varying approaches to impoundment of cats. Many jurisdictions did not impound cats
at all. Public shelters that did take in cats frequently restricted their intake to “over the counter,” meaning
that local residents were allowed to surrender owned cats or drop off cats they had trapped, but animal
control officers would not routinely trap cats in the field.[47] In the Los Angeles city shelter system in fiscal
year 1969–1970, animal control officers caught 9,765 dogs but only 270 cats.[48] And less than half as
many cats as dogs were picked up by request. The only intake category where cats exceeded dogs in Los
Angeles that year was animals brought to the shelter by the public.
Some shelters loaned traps to people to catch “nuisance” cats.[49] When a trap was returned to the shelter
with a cat inside, the cat was often killed either on intake or after expiration of a holding period. The Yolo
County, California, shelter accepted cats brought in by residents in the early 1970s but did not keep
statistics on how many they handled or their outcomes.[50] In shelters where cats were impounded they
were often housed in cages where they could hear dogs barking and see dogs being moved around.[51]
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The treatment of cats as an afterthought was partly due to the historical emphasis on dog control that
arose from fear of rabies and the nuisances caused by dogs. Those concerns led to widespread licensing
requirements for dogs in the 1800s, and the revenue from licensing was traditionally used to offset the
costs of animal control.[52]Cats were (and still are) very commonly considered to be free-roaming, and
therefore not requiring licensure.[53]Animal control management thus had a motive to focus on revenueproducing dogs rather than cats.
The hold periods of a few days that most states or
localities set to allow owners to reclaim their stray
pets did not work well for cats. In the 1970s some
ordinances provided for only a 48-hour hold period
before an animal found at large could be killed, and
did not require that the shelter notify owners of pets
with identification.[54] More commonly, ordinances
required that owners of animals with identification
were to be notified, and unidentified animals were to
be held for 3 to 5 days unless they were sick or
injured, in which case they could be killed
immediately.[55] Those time limits were set up with
dog owners in mind, because people notice quickly
when their dog has disappeared. People expect cats
to roam, and it might take the owner of a missing cat
two or three weeks to decide to visit the shelter. By
that time the shelter would have killed the cat or, if
the cat was very lucky, adopted it out to a new home.
Return-to-owner rates for cats hovered around the
2–3% level in the 1990s, compared to about 15% for
dogs.[56] The difference in reclaim rates was one
Figure 18: This type of arrangement for cat cages is typical in many
reason that cats were considerably more likely than
shelters. Photograph by Ciell, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.
dogs to be killed in a shelter. A large national survey
of shelters in the mid-1990s found that 71% of impounded cats were killed versus 56% of impounded
dogs.[57] A 1998 shelter survey found a kill rate of 65% for cats and 52% for dogs.[58] (These surveys may
have understated the typical kill rate because many shelters declined to participate and it could have
been the better-functioning shelters that responded.)
Reuniting lost pets with their owners, whether the pets were cats or dogs, was not a priority in many
shelters. Gretchen Wyler described in 1987 how in shelters she visited the return-to-owner system was
often “a bulletin board filled with yellow papers that have been stuck up there for years, that no one even
looks at.”[59] In large metropolitan areas with several shelters it could be very daunting for an owner to
look for a lost animal. Before the internet era, and sometimes even afterward, people had to visit each
shelter in their area in person. The restricted hours of operation typical of municipal shelters made it
difficult for working people to visit them to look for a lost pet.
Animal sheltering is a labor-intensive endeavor, and services such as lost-and-found and adoption
suffered when there were not enough employees. Employees were needed for necessities such as
cleaning kennels, answering animal-control calls, and accepting owner surrenders. Helping people decide
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on an animal to adopt could be seen as optional. Because of the relatively low pay and difficult work,
hiring qualified shelter staff was sometimes a challenge.[60] Shelters run by a city or a county often had a
higher wage scale and better benefits than shelters run by private humane societies, but the overall pay
scale in sheltering was low.
A shelter director remarked at a 1974 conference that
until recently the main considerations in hiring animalcontrol officers had been whether they were “over the
age of 21 years, in reasonable physical condition and
willing to work for very little money.”[61] According to this
official, shelter-management jobs were so low in status
that directors did not “want their best friends to know
they are directing an animal control agency.”[62] The
usual practice in filling management jobs at a shelter was
simply to appoint people from within the
organization.[63] Another shelter director noted at a 1976
conference that sometimes the animal shelter was a
convenient place to get demoted police officers out of
the way.[64]

Figure 19: Phyllis Wright with HSUS President Oliver Evans.
Reprinted with permission from The Humane Society of the
United States.

Phyllis Wright of HSUS ran a program in the 1970s and
1980s that was designed to help municipal shelters keep
up with best practices.[65] Wright had worked in animal
sheltering before joining HSUS in 1969, and one of her
primary goals was to reach out to substandard shelters
and help them professionalize their operations.[66] She
traveled around the country holding workshops that
taught fundamental aspects of good shelter
management.[67] These meetings also provided a way for
shelter workers and officials in a region to get to know
each other.[68]

Wright was especially concerned with promoting humane shelter practices, and she campaigned against
inhumane methods of shelter killing like the decompression chamber and the use of hot, unfiltered
vehicle exhaust in gas chambers.[69] She did not mince words. When she visited North Carolina in 1976, for
example, she commented that one facility was “not fit for a dog.”[70] She noted that in all 18 of the states
she had visited in the preceding year “animal control is still below garbage pick-up” as a priority for local
officials, and said that the practice of local governments foisting off animal control on private humane
societies without paying the cost had to stop.
On the 1976 trip to North Carolina, Wright criticized a county dog pound for, among other things, allowing
two injured dogs to suffer for several days without treatment.[71] She succeeded in getting county officials
to make changes, including switching from using hot car exhaust as a killing method to euthanasia by
injection. Shelter workers in many of the places she visited, far from resenting her criticisms, welcomed
her help in bringing about changes in shelter funding and operations.
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In addition to the traveling workshops that were designed to help shelter staff improve their practices,
HSUS investigators helped citizens take action when their local pounds were treating animals cruelly and
were not interested in reforming. The investigators, including Wright, would provide support to local
groups for the time-consuming process of first documenting the cruelty and then working through
solutions with city and county officials, with legal action as a last resort when nothing else succeeded.[72]
In 1978 Wright started HSUS’s Shelter Sense magazine as a way of getting information to shelters that
could not afford to send their staff to conferences.[73] In 1996 Shelter Sense became Animal Sheltering, a
magazine that is still published today.[74] Barbara Cassidy, Wright’s successor, kept up the tradition of
outreach to local shelters. She said at a 1987 conference that she visited 25 to 30 shelters each
year.[75] The American Humane Association (AHA) was also involved in the effort to improve training,
offering programs at various venues for shelter workers and animal-control officers.[76]
Although animal control is often seen as a low-status job by the public and by city officials, it requires a
variety of skills.[77] The job of an animal-control officer can include responding to complaints about
barking dogs, teaching humane-education classes, dealing with dog bites, and investigating cases of
animal cruelty.[78] Animal-control officers are often granted limited police powers to enforce animal
ordinances.[79] They have to know the animal-control codes, how to issue citations (which requires
knowing something about public relations), how to preserve evidence and prepare cases for court and
testify if needed, and how to inspect facilities that require licensing. They are called upon to recognize
diseases, provide first aid for injuries, and capture and restrain animals.[80]
Training for animal-control officers is complicated by the fact that the ordinances they enforce vary from
place to place. Ordinances typically cover issues including animal cruelty and neglect, licensing, leashing,
housing, tethering, and how nuisance cats are handled. Animal-cruelty definitions are primarily matters of
state law, which varies from one state to another.[81] State anti-cruelty laws can differ in the types of
animals covered, the types of acts that are considered animal cruelty, the definition of neglect, and
whether neglect is criminalized.[82] Training that is developed for one city or state therefore cannot just be
transplanted to another.
In spite of the demands of the job, training for animal-control officers up until the 1970s, and even later in
many places, was generally either non-existent or of poor quality.[83] Animal-control officers who had not
been trained in the basics of the job were sometimes the cause of bad publicity, as in one case in the
1970s where officers were shown on television rounding up dogs and improperly carrying them by the
nooses of their control sticks.[84] When Orange County, California, developed its training course for
animal-control officers in the 1970s it found that there was so much to cover that the program required
200 hours of instruction time.[85]
Animal-control officers did not have their own national organization until the National Animal Control
Association (NACA) was formed in 1978.[86] State associations for animal-control officers were also slow to
form. For example, at the time that Texas A&M began to develop an animal-control training program in
1974 there was no state organization in Texas for animal-control officers (one was formed in conjunction
with the training program) and no listing of who had the responsibility for animal control in each city in
the state.[87] Today NACA (now the National Animal Care and Control Association, but still known as
NACA) provides training for animal-control officers and publishes a handbook.[88]
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Shelter managers, like animal-control officers, suffered from a lack of resources for professional
development. As Bernard Unti of HSUS put it: “[The need for training] is undeniable—an animal shelter is a
complex operation. It’s a social institution, it often has political and legal authority, licensing and
regulatory and enforcement authority; it’s herd medicine, there’s obviously a serious medical, veterinary,
public health nexus; and there’s an educational mission—there’s a lot of things that are associated with
it.”[89] One of the places where animal-shelter administrators could find guidance was the Society of
Animal Welfare Administrators (SAWA), formed in 1970. [90] SAWA has conferences for animal shelter
administrators that provide professional development opportunities.[91]
A consistent practice of most shelters nationwide from the time the first shelter was founded in 1870
throughout the 1900s was killing a high percentage of the animals who were impounded. An AHA official
estimated in 1974 that public shelters were killing 90% of their intake on average.[92] By the year 2000,
various estimates placed shelter killing at around 65% to 75% of intake. These high rates of killing were
due to several factors, including an imbalance between intake and the number of potential homes
available for shelter animals. The issue of pet overpopulation became prominent in the 1970s, but before
that there were controversies, discussed in the following two chapters, that would call attention to
shelter killing and help set the stage for change.
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CHAPTER 6 – DEATH AT THE SHELTER
The outcome for most dogs and cats who entered animal shelters in the United States in the 20th century
was death. According to an estimate made by the director of the American Humane Association (AHA) in
1974, shelters nationwide were killing 90% of the animals they took in.[1] This high rate of shelter deaths
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did not apply just to municipal shelters. A researcher who studied shelters in California in the 1970s found
that, contrary to popular belief, there was little difference in operations between private shelters that had
contracts to run city shelters and shelters that were entirely run by city employees. The ASPCA, in the
years from 1894 to 1994 when it held the animal-control contract for New York City, killed a high of 98%
of its intake in 1934 and a low of 77% in 1994.[2]
Shelter killing in the United States was accepted as a necessity and largely unquestioned until the latter
decades of the 20th century. It appears that the number of homeless cats and dogs exceeded the number
of available homes until late in the 20th century. The pet overpopulation crisis that was recognized in the
early 1970s and the ensuing extensive campaign to reduce the number of homeless pets are discussed in
Part III of the book. That campaign had a significant effect, and shelter intake nationwide plunged in the
years from 1970 to 2000 and has continued to decline since then at a slower rate. This chapter looks at
how shelters dealt with the situation they faced during the years of pet overpopulation.
As discussed in chapter 9, spaying shelter animals was not practical before the 1970s at the earliest.
Spaying (surgical sterilization of the female animal) is major abdominal surgery and is more timeconsuming and expensive than castration (surgical sterilization of the male animal). The cost of routine
spaying put it beyond the means of most shelters. It was common until at least the 1970s for people to
allow pets to roam freely,[3] and shelter workers were faced with the fact that an adoption of an
unsterilized female dog or cat, while it would save one life, would likely result in many more homeless
pets being born. As a result, many shelters were reluctant to adopt out female cats and dogs.
In the early 1900s some shelters, such as the Animal Rescue League of Boston and the ASPCA, allowed the
adoption of castrated male cats but killed female cats.[4] A 1913 newspaper human-interest story about a
puppy at the Boston shelter said that she was “under sentence of death . . . because [she] was a
female.”[5]This policy or variations on it was common up until the 1970s, and even beyond in some places.
One director of a humane-society shelter remarked at a 1971 conference: “As do so many other societies,
we hesitate before placing an unspayed female.”[6] As late as 1975, the San Francisco SPCA still had a
policy of killing females rather than adopting them out.[7]
Another tactic used by shelters to mitigate the possibility of adopted animals reproducing was to have
highly selective adoption policies. The shelter industry in the 1970s saw selective adoption standards as
part of a comprehensive plan to control the pet overpopulation problem.[8] Since the late 1990s shelters
have been steadily moving away from strict adoption policies, and people today often wonder why such
policies were ever thought to be a good idea. One reason was that in the days when shelters were not
able to spay and neuter any significant portion of their animals, shelter managers believed that their only
defense against adopted animals producing more puppies and kittens was finding owners who were
responsible enough to keep their pets confined. This rationale makes some of the common adoption
requirements, like a fenced yard for dogs and keeping cats indoors, easier to understand.
In addition to the fact that shelter killing took breeding animals out of the population, some humane
advocates accepted shelter killing because they considered homeless dogs and cats to be living miserable
lives. As one journalist put it in 1907, homeless animals had “an existence that can be no joy to them and
of no benefit to anybody.”[9] Shelter personnel thought that the only alternative to killing would be to
leave the animals in the street, where they would be struck by cars, starve, die of exposure or disease, or
be subjected to deliberate cruelty. Trying to attract people into the shelter to adopt, at a time when
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puppies and kittens were widely available for free from their coworkers, neighbors, and family, was not
seen as a realistic solution.
The attitude of early humane leaders like Henry Bergh, Caroline Earle White, and George Angell about
shelter killing was pragmatic, notwithstanding statements they made about the rights of animals. Caroline
Earle White once said that “animals have certain rights, as inalienable as those of man to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.”[10] She was a vegetarian and refused to wear fur coats or the ubiquitous
women’s hats decorated with feathers from wild birds.[11] Yet the shelter she managed killed many
healthy animals. Henry Bergh wrote a “Declaration of the Rights of Animals,”[12] and referred to “rights”
granted to animals by the “Great Creator.”[13] Yet he also stated: “Kill, if necessary, but torture not, is the
command of intelligent reason.”[14] He unsuccessfully asked the New York City mayor and aldermen to
build a shelter along the lines of White’s dog shelter in Philadelphia, to be managed by the ASPCA, where
dogs and cats could be killed humanely.[15] George Angell, the dedicated advocate of kindness to animals
and humane education, supported the establishment of the Animal Rescue League of Boston, which killed
most of the animals it took in.[16]
Shelters had great difficulty with the mechanics of killing. As discussed in Part I, city pounds in the 1800s
typically used drowning, clubbing, and poisons to kill animals. When humane organizations began to take
over city pounds in the latter decades of the 1800s in order to run them more humanely, one of their
goals was to find a way to kill animals that would not frighten them or cause pain, would be fast enough
to allow workers to get through the day’s killing, would be cheap enough to allow the shelter to pay for it,
and would not stress or disgust everyone so much that it was intolerable.[17] It turned out to be very hard
to find such a method.
Chloroform was one of the earliest methods used for “humane” killing of homeless animals, starting in
the mid-1800s. It could be placed on a cloth and held over the animal’s nose and mouth or used in a
chamber.[18] Among its disadvantages was that animals sometimes struggled fiercely when they smelled
it.[19] Poisons administered by mouth were used to kill homeless animals in some places, but even fastacting poisons caused pain. Shooting animals was considered humane (as it still is today in some
circumstances, such as field emergencies[20]), but shooting is loud, traumatic, can be dangerous to
bystanders, and must be done precisely in order to be effective. The AHA’s 1904 paperback edition of the
novel Black Beauty had diagrams for shooting horses and dogs for a quick death.[21]Electrocution was used
in some shelters in the early 1900s, but people eventually realized that it was not painless, and it fell out
of favor by 1930.[22] A modified method of electrocution was promoted by the Humane Society of the
United States (HSUS) in the 1960s, but that too was abandoned.[23]
Gassing—introducing a gas such as carbon monoxide into a sealed chamber with one or more animals—
used to be a common method of shelter killing but is no longer recommended.[24] Like electrocution,
gassing was initially thought to be painless and humane. Gassing can lead to a prolonged and stressful
death, though, especially if the chamber is not constructed, maintained, and used correctly.[25] Chambers
are subject to both equipment and operator malfunctions, and having to import gas into the chambers is
cumbersome. In the mid-1900s it was common for shelters to vent unfiltered, hot exhaust from a vehicle
into a compartment where the animals were placed.[26]Needless to say, this was clumsy and dangerous as
well as inhumane.
There have been reports of shelter workers being sickened and killed by carbon monoxide exposure, and
chronic exposure to even low levels of gas is dangerous.[27] In addition to the practical problems with
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gassing, many members of the public are repelled by the idea of using chambers to gas animals to
death.[28] The problems with gassing have led to a sharp decline in the number of shelters using that
method, and HSUS has reported that as of July 2016 only four states still had shelters where use of a gas
chamber was confirmed or suspected.[29]
“Decompression” chambers—chambers that mimicked the effect of high-altitude decompression in
airplanes—were introduced as a method of shelter killing after World War II and were used until the
1980s.[30] While gassing operates by adding a gas to the chamber that prevents the animal’s body from
getting enough oxygen to maintain life, decompression operated by removing the air from the chamber
using a vacuum pump.[31] Pilots at high altitude experience decompression when their planes lose cabin
pressure. As the level of oxygen saturation in their blood decreases they can lose consciousness and die.
Some pilots who experienced a relatively slow decompression and survived reported euphoria and a lack
of any realization of what was happening to them.[32] These reports were the basis for the shelter industry
adopting decompression as a method of killing.
Decompression was popular with shelter managers because it was easier for shelter workers to use than
gas chambers and did not require dangerous gasses.[33]It was a common method of shelter killing in the
1960s and 1970s, at least in larger shelters. Decompression chambers were metal cylinders that looked
like trash cans turned on their sides and placed on
carts.[34] These “Euthanair”[35] chambers were available in
different sizes, and the large ones could accommodate
several animals per cycle.[36] Animals were put in cages on
wheels and rolled inside the chamber. After the machine
had gone through its cycle the dead animals were rolled
out. This could be repeated throughout the day.
In spite of the theory that the decompression process
provided a humane death, horror stories about
decompression became common.[37] When
Figure 20: A British medical doctor, Benjamin Ward
decompression is too rapid, it results in the extremely
Richardson, designed this “lethal chamber” for the Battersea
painful condition which divers refer to as “the bends.”
Dog’s Home, circa 1884. He tested 22 anesthetic agents to
Rapid decompression also causes air to rush from the
find the least painful one, and settled on carbon monoxide
lungs, which sometimes made animals panic. There were (carbonic oxide). Public domain.
reports that decompression chambers could cause
intense inner ear or lung pain, and that it was slow to kill puppies and kittens, causing them excruciating
organ pain and a prolonged death.[38]
By the 1970s a grassroots movement was working against the use of the decompression
chamber.[39] Local activists stole the compressor for a Euthanair machine from a humane society in Florida
in 1971.[40] In 1972, Frederick “Doc” Thomsen, who wrote a newsletter called Report to Humanitarians,
did an in-depth study of the available findings about decompression and concluded that the likelihood of
intense pain from decompression, even if the pain lasted only a short time, made it an unacceptable
method for killing an animal.[41] Richard Avanzino removed the San Francisco SPCA’s decompression
chamber, which was the largest one in California at the time, when he took over as SPCA president in
1976.[42] In 1978 the ASPCA, under new president John Kullberg, changed the ASPCA’s method of shelter
killing from the decompression chamber to injection of drugs.[43] Prominent humane experts like Phyllis
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Wright and veterinarian Michael W. Fox testified before state legislatures in support of laws to ban
decompression chambers.[44]
The American Veterinary Medical Association
(AVMA) periodically issues reports from its panel
on euthanasia that state its views on acceptable
and unacceptable methods of euthanasia. Its
opinion about decompression fluctuated in the
1960s and 1970s, but by the time of its 1986
report it listed decompression as “not a
recommended method,” along with a
devastating critique of the procedure.[45] The
1986 report listed seven disadvantages of
decompression, including: “Commonly used
chambers are designed to produce
decompression at a rate 15 to 60 times faster
than that recommended as optimum for
Figure 21: Navy diver monitors a decompression chamber used to help
animals.”[46] By 1990 over half of the states had
divers avoid “the bends.” The attempt by the shelter industry to use
decompression technology for killing shelter animals was ill-advised and
bans on the use of decompression chambers, and
took years to stamp out. Public domain.
the Euthanair company was out of
[47] The battle over decompression was one factor in re-energizing the humane movement, which
business.
had fallen into a period of stasis after World War I.
As decompression and the gas chamber fell from favor, more and more shelters adopted the technique of
euthanasia by injection, or EBI. This technique uses an overdose of an injected chemical, usually sodium
pentobarbital, to cause rapid unconsciousness and death.[48] Injection of the chemical is usually done
intravenously today. Training in using EBI is essential, since improper techniques can be painful to the
animal and lead to complications.[49] Training and certification methods for euthanasia technicians are
regulated at the state level and vary widely.[50]
Some shelter managers resisted switching to EBI, believing that it would be too expensive, or that the
paperwork required for using sodium pentobarbital would be burdensome because it is a controlled
substance. Some were concerned that shelter workers would be in danger when performing EBI on feral
or wild animals. As people gained experience with EBI, though, those issues proved to be manageable.
One advantage of EBI is that it can be done in a way that does not alarm the animal. In fact, many people
feel that EBI is the least emotionally stressful euthanasia method for both animals and the shelter workers
who perform the procedure. Although EBI is not a perfect method for ending the life of an animal, since
technical difficulties with the procedure can happen, it is currently accepted as the best of the available
methods.[51] The Association of Shelter Veterinarians, ASPCA, HSUS, and AHA recommend EBI using
sodium pentobarbital for euthanasia of shelter dogs and cats.[52] The AVMA’s 2013 euthanasia guidelines
state that EBI is the preferred method for shelter and rescue facilities.[53]
In the 1980s the animal-rights movement, along with other developments, raised new challenges to
shelter killing, and pressure increased for shelters to release more animals alive. The very difficult ethical
and practical issues those developments raised for shelter workers are discussed in chapter 18.
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CHAPTER 7 – POUND SEIZURE
The dog pounds that cities in the United States established in
increasing numbers starting in the mid-1800s were a convenient
source of laboratory animals for medical doctors and scientists.
Pounds—and later shelters—had a constantly renewed supply of
ownerless dogs and cats whom researchers could acquire at
little or no cost. This practice was the cause of a running battle
between humane advocates and researchers that lasted for over
100 years.
Researchers who experimented on animals were known as
“vivisectionists” in the 1800s and into the mid-1900s because
they generally conducted their experiments on live,
unanesthetized animals. This was partly because the anesthetics
of the day were inconvenient, dangerous, and unpredictable,
and partly because scientists largely discounted animal
pain.[1] An anti-vivisection movement in the United States gained
Figure 22: Dr. Albert Leffingwell. Public domain.
many adherents in the late 1800s, but when its early leaders
died the movement stagnated. Caroline Earle White, who
founded the American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS) in 1883,[2] and Albert Leffingwell, another
prominent leader of the early anti-vivisection movement, both died in 1916. By 1920 the AAVS was down
to a few hundred members and the movement’s legislative
proposals were routinely defeated.[3]
Meanwhile, public approval of animal research was
growing due to some dramatically effective treatments
that resulted from experiments on animals. The use of
dogs was key in experiments that led to the development
of insulin, the mainstay of treatment for diabetes.
Researchers created diabetic dogs by removing their
pancreases and then demonstrated that the dogs could be
kept healthy by injections of insulin. Injections of insulin
were first tried on a human being in 1922. The subject was
a 14-year-old diabetic boy who was near death, and he
made a full recovery after receiving insulin. Two scientists
who had carried out the experiments on dogs to discover
insulin received the Nobel prize for medicine in 1923.[4]

Figure 23: C.H. Best & F.G. Banting in 1921. Banting was
one of two researchers who received the Nobel Prize in
Medicine in 1923 for the discovery of insulin. The dog is an
experimental subject, ID #408. From the Thomas Fisher
Rare Book Library, license CC BY 2.0.

Animal experimentation received much favorable publicity
in the years after the development of insulin, but there
was unfavorable publicity too. William Randolph Hearst,
the newspaper magnate, employed several journalists to
report on the many cases of stolen pets winding up in
research laboratories.[5] The research industry could have
taken steps to discourage animal dealers from supplying it
with stolen pets, but it did not do so effectively and
therefore continued to have damaging publicity.
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Another public-relations problem for the industry was researchers who mocked and belittled concerns
about animal use. James Warbasse, a medical doctor, argued in a 1910 book that some women who
opposed animal experimentation were obsessed with dogs to the point of mental illness.[6] An editor of a
prominent research journal once referred to anti-vivisectionists as “ignorant fanatics.”[7] In the 1960s
researchers called animal advocates “humaniacs.”[8] During a time when there were regular reports of
horrifically painful experiments performed in laboratories on conscious animals, including dogs, cats, and
apes, this scorn for humane concerns left researchers open to charges that they were cruel and unfeeling.
Medical and scientific research in the United States ramped up sharply after 1945 due to generous postwar federal funding, and researchers suddenly found themselves needing many more animals for
experimentation.[9] It was natural for researchers to think of public animal shelters as part of the answer
to their need for more dogs and cats, because researchers had been taking smaller numbers of animals
from pounds for so many years. The humane organizations that operated public animal shelters under
contract in many cities were an obstacle, however. Despite the stagnation of the battle against vivisection
at the national level, individual humane organizations still won some local battles. The Animal Rescue
League of Boston, for example, successfully fought off efforts by medical schools to seize animals from its
shelter in 1922.[10]
Scientists decided following World War II to solve the problem of local resistance by making a nationwide
push to enact state laws that would compel pounds to supply animals for research. These state “pound
seizure” laws would guarantee scientists a large, low-cost supply of animals into the indefinite future,
without having to fight humane organizations in each individual city. And researchers may have assumed
that dogs and cats obtained from pounds were less likely to be stolen pets than those obtained
elsewhere.
Scientists used many types of animals for their experiments in the post-World-War II years, but for some
types of experiments they preferred dogs. Dog anatomy was similar to human anatomy for purposes of
some studies and for surgical training. Dogs were, for the most part, well socialized to people and were
easy to handle and restrain. Unfortunately for researchers, the same social qualities that made dogs
tractable experimental subjects made the public sympathize more with dogs than with many other types
of laboratory animals.[11] Researchers thought that using dogs from pounds should neutralize some of this
sympathy, since the animals that pounds would turn over to researchers were destined to be killed
anyway.[12]
The research industry’s vehicle for fighting regulation of vivisection and pushing its new pound-seizure
strategy was an organization called the National Society for Medical Research (NSMR).[13] NSMR began its
work in 1946, and by October 1947 it had the backing of 226 member organizations.[14] NSMR quickly
began to advocate for state laws mandating pound seizure.
The first such state law was enacted in Minnesota in 1948.[15] The bill was passed by the legislature and
signed by the governor before the humane community was even aware that it had been proposed. The
Minnesota law applied only to impounded animals from shelters that were publicly funded. The theory
behind the law was that local governments owned the impounded homeless animals in their jurisdictions,
at least after any mandatory holding period had expired, and the state could therefore order their
disposition in any manner it wished.
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The following year a law was passed in Wisconsin with a broader scope. The Wisconsin law required that
all shelters, not just tax-supported ones, had to turn over homeless animals to scientific institutions on
request.[16] An Illinois proposal that was similar to the Wisconsin law was defeated in the state legislature,
but laws similar to the less-extreme Minnesota version were enacted by several other states.[17] Some
cities in states without pound-seizure laws passed local ordinances mandating pound seizure.[18] Poundseizure ordinances in Baltimore and Los Angeles passed by large margins.[19]
Pound seizure was a crisis for the organized animal-protection movement, which was very deeply
involved in animal sheltering. Many humane organizations had contracts with cities or counties to operate
the local municipal animal shelter. These organizations had long ago accepted “euthanasia” as a necessary
evil for the homeless animals in their care, but turning the animals over to laboratories for painful and
sometimes torturous experiments was another thing entirely.[20] As Christine Stevens, one of the leading
campaigners to regulate the use of animals in research put it, if shelters were forced to surrender their
animals “the entire structure would lose its moral basis as a sanctuary for animals where they would be
safe from inflicted suffering.”[21] Some shelters, such as the Maryland SPCA in Baltimore, discontinued
contracts with cities that tried to force them to turn over animals for experimentation.[22]
Municipalities soon began to realize that pound seizure
could have a bad effect on animal control at a purely
practical level. In some cases, the amount that researchers
paid per animal was so low that it did not even pay the
shelter’s costs.[23] This meant that the local government or
humane agency, in addition to being forced to turn over its
animals, was also being forced to subsidize the biomedical
community. Another problem with pound seizure was that
people were less likely to cooperate with animal-control
officers if they knew that animals brought to the pound
could be turned over to researchers.[24] When Los Angeles
eventually banned pound seizure, it was reportedly in part
because of concerns that the practice was making it harder
for the city’s shelter system to do its job.[25]
The American Humane Association (AHA), a national
umbrella group for humane organizations, made an
attempt to have a dialogue with NSMR but that attempt
was unsuccessful.[26] The challenge that NSMR presented
to the humane community was instrumental in the
formation of two important new organizations in the early
1950s, the Animal Welfare Institute (AWI) in 1951 and the
Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) in
1954.[27] Although both of these organizations had a broad
animal-protection agenda, they were very active in fighting
pound seizure.

Figure 24: This townhouse was an early home for HSUS.
Photograph reprinted with permission from The Humane
Society of the United States.

Christine Stevens, who founded AWI and was its president until her death in 2002, was a pragmatic
leader who was one of the most effective animal welfare advocates of the time.[28] AWI’s goal as to animal
research was not radical. Stevens wanted reasonable regulation of the industry, charting a middle course
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between anti-vivisectionists, who wanted abolition of animal research, and the research industry, which
wanted no regulations at all.[29] As part of accomplishing the goal of regulation, AWI and other
organizations publicized examples of painful and mutilating experiments conducted on animals without
anesthesia or with inadequate anesthesia.
Christine Stevens’s father, Robert Gesell, a professor of physiology at the University of Michigan who
supported Stevens’s efforts to regulate animal experimentation, observed that NSMR saw no difference
between people who opposed all research on animals and people who merely wanted the use of animals
to be as humane as possible.[30]Gesell experienced severe criticism from fellow scientists after speaking
out at a medical meeting in 1952 against NSMR’s opposition to measures to require humane treatment of
research animals.[31] One colleague called Gesell’s statement “hysterical,” and other colleagues wondered
if his brain had been affected by a stroke he had suffered years earlier.[32]
AWI opposed state and local laws that required shelters to turn over animals for research. Its preferred
middle ground on the pound-seizure issue was to permit animal shelters to voluntarily turn unclaimed
animals over to researchers, but only for experiments where the animals would be properly anesthetized
for the experiment and killed without ever regaining consciousness.[33] NSMR, in a 1956 statement,
claimed that although AWI presented itself as more moderate than the anti-vivisection “cult,” it
nevertheless wanted to enact the anti-vivisection agenda.[34] From 1946 to 1964, NSMR presented an
annual Research Dog Hero Award to a dog who had been used in cancer or heart disease experiments, to
emphasize the benefits of animal research.[35]
AWI and HSUS both wanted a federal law to regulate experimentation on animals, rather than fighting the
battle on the state level.[36] In the early 1960s HSUS deployed field investigators to gather information
about animal dealers and help document the interstate nature of the animal trade, which was an
important prerequisite for federal legislation.[37] Further publicity for the regulatory push in the early
1960s came from well-known activist Cleveland Amory, who founded the Fund for Animals in 1967. He
published two articles in major national magazines in 1963 and appeared on the “Today” show arguing for
the necessity of laws to protect research animals.[38]
Due largely to humane activists’ tenacious work in documenting the suffering of laboratory animals, an
increasing number of members of Congress were sympathetic to the call for reasonable regulation. But
the research industry was strong enough to kill the bills that were repeatedly introduced in Congress from
1960 to 1965 to regulate animal experimentation.[39] Ultimately, it was the research industry’s lack of
attention to how it acquired dogs and cats that would finally initiate Congressional action.
In 1965, the story of a stolen dog—a middle-aged female Dalmatian named Pepper—brought public
attention to the research industry’s relationship with private animal dealers. Pepper was owned by Julia
Lakavage, who lived with her family on their farm in Slatington, Pennsylvania.[40] On June 22, 1965, Pepper
disappeared. Lakavage advertised and searched for her without success. One week after Pepper’s
disappearance, on Tuesday, June 29th, the police in nearby Easton, Pennsylvania, stopped the driver of a
pickup truck that was overloaded with 18 dogs and 2 goats.[41] The local animal shelter impounded the
animals and held them overnight.[42] The driver, William Miller, paid an $84 fine for animal cruelty on
Wednesday and was allowed to pick up the animals and resume his journey.[43] On Thursday, July 1st,
Miller sold some of the dogs, including an adult female Dalmatian, to Montefiore Hospital in New York
City.[44] The hospital’s research laboratory used the unidentified Dalmatian in an experimental surgery the
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following day, ten days after Pepper had disappeared.[45] The dog died during the surgery and the hospital
incinerated her body.[46]
Miller’s arrest had been publicized in local news stories, including the fact that two of the dogs he had
were Dalmatians.[47] Lakavage saw the stories and contacted the shelter where the dogs and goats had
been taken, but not before Miller had picked up the animals and left.[48] Lakavage was told that Miller was
on his way to sell the dogs to another animal dealer at a farm in High Falls, New York.[49] She drove to High
Falls in the hope of finding Pepper, but was not allowed to visit the dealer’s farm and was unable to get a
search warrant.[50]
Lakavage was not the only one following the news about Miller’s arrest. The case had also attracted the
attention of humane activists who had been investigating the activities of dog dealers for some time.
When Lakavage was not allowed to look for Pepper at the High Falls farm, the activists contacted
members of Congress for help.[51] Representative Joseph Resnick asked the FBI if it could help Lakavage
get a search warrant.[52] Meanwhile, further questioning of Miller led him to admit that he had taken the
Dalmatians to Montefiore Hospital. One of the humane activists called the hospital on July 3rd, and was
told that an adult female Dalmatian had died in surgery the day before.[53] Although the hospital had
already disposed of the dog’s body, and Miller denied that the dog was Pepper, Lakavage identified
Pepper as one of the dogs in Miller’s possession from photographs taken by the animal shelter that had
held the dogs overnight on June 29th.[54] The other Dalmatian in Miller’s load was a puppy.[55]
Pepper died on July 2nd, 1965, and on July 9th, Resnick introduced a bill to require licensing, inspection,
and humane standards for dealers who acquired dogs and cats for research.[56] The goal of the experiment
that took Pepper’s life—to develop a pacemaker that would not require periodic invasive surgery to
replace its battery[57]—was one that most people probably would have supported. What made the case
infuriating to so many ordinary people, and stimulated Resnick to introduce his bill, was not that the
Montefiore Hospital scientists were doing the pacemaker experiments on dogs (who appear to have been
anesthetized for the surgeries), but that scientists in general were so careless in how they obtained dogs.
Resnick himself made it clear that he was not an anti-vivisectionist, and that his bill was directed at the
theft of dogs and cats and the conditions they were kept in by dealers rather than the work by
researchers.[58]
A subcommittee of the House of Representatives held a hearing on the Resnick bill on September 2,
1965.[59] HSUS investigator Frank McMahon testified about dealers who bribed shelter employees to give
them cats and dogs, sometimes before families had even had a chance to visit the shelter to look for their
lost pets.[60] Dog owners testified about cases where municipal pounds had given their lost pets to dealers
and then, when the owners came looking for their pets, claimed they never had them.[61] An admitted dog
thief testified to details about how dealers stole dogs and moved them across state lines.[62] HSUS
investigators had found evidence of dog-theft rings in Delaware, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, and
Connecticut, and had concluded that large numbers of dogs and cats “lost” each year were really stolen
by dealers.[63] The problem was particularly acute in Pennsylvania, which was centrally located to many of
the major research centers of the east and midwest.[64] One witness testified that boys in Pennsylvania
were paid $2 for each dog they could deliver to a dealer.[65]
On November 28, 1965, while the Resnick bill was still pending, the New York Times published an article in
support of a broader bill that was also pending in the House and Senate.[66] That bill, and other pending
bills, proposed to regulate animal experimentation on several species, not just dogs and cats. This had
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been the goal of AWI, HSUS, and other humane organizations for a long time and now support was
growing. The New York Times article pointed out that laboratory animals were often kept in cages that
were not big enough to allow them to turn around, left to suffer for days after experiments, and
subjected to multiple experiments.[67]
Researchers tried to counter the momentum of the Resnick bill by supporting an alternate bill that
focused on voluntary measures rather than mandatory standards. One medical doctor who wrote to the
New York Times in support of the alternate bill decried the idea that a “nonscientist bureaucrat” could use
“sentimental criteria” in making a decision on a laboratory’s licensing application.[68] The doctor raised the
specter that requiring laboratories to be licensed would delay experiments and cause thousands of people
to die, while making lawbreakers out of the best and brightest doctors who merely wanted to put their
new ideas into action quickly.[69]
For a while it looked as though the research industry would succeed in killing the Resnik bill despite the
momentum for reform created by the Pepper case, but then another scandal erupted that attracted even
more public attention and outrage. While debate on the Resnick bill was underway, Stevens had sent
Henry Luce, publisher of Life Magazine, evidence of shocking conditions that investigators had discovered
at animal dealers’ properties.[70] In February 1966, Life Magazine published a feature called
“Concentration Camps for Dogs.”[71] The text of the story was about family pets stolen by dealers and
maltreated before being sold for research, but it was the numerous photographs taken by Life
photographer Stan Wayman that really caught the public’s attention.
One striking photograph was of an emaciated purebred Pointer that was purchased by rescuers at an
Oklahoma dog auction for $3. Other photographs were from a raid on a dealer’s property in Maryland.
The Maryland raid was based on evidence gathered by HSUS investigator McMahon, who accompanied a
Life Magazine crew to the scene. One photograph showed a dog that had frozen to death in a box.
Another was of a beautiful collie who was lying on the ground with its eyes open, but was too weak to
move. Two dogs were in a crate that was so small they could not even stand up. When they were lifted
out of the crate they were unable to walk.
The Life article also told the stories of a few dogs who had been stolen from their owners or seized from
the pound but were lucky enough to have returned home. One was a mixed breed who escorted the
children in his family to school. He had been picked up by the dog warden on his way back home one day
and was then sold to Harvard Medical School. The resourceful dog escaped and traveled the 20 miles back
home on his own. He was still wearing a tag that said “H.M.S” with his laboratory number. Another dog
had been stolen from her owner’s back yard in Virginia and wound up with a dealer in Pennsylvania who
sold her to the National Institutes of Health (NIH). NIH returned her to her owner after investigators
traced her chain of custody.[72]
Stevens made sure that every member of Congress got a copy of the Life article.[73] When a Congressional
subcommittee held a hearing in March 1966 on one of the proposed bills to regulate how laboratories
acquired animals, the crowd was too large to fit into the hearing room.[74] Fay Brisk, one of the humane
activists who had been involved in the Pepper case, told the subcommittee about an auction she had
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attended where obviously sick cats and dogs were
sold. Members of Congress reported that they
were receiving more mail on pet theft and
mishandling than on any other issue, and that
most of it was in favor of the legislation.[75]After
two days of testimony, the subcommittee
approved the bill.[76]

Figure 25: Laboratory cat. Cats are one of the species protected under
the AWA. Photograph by USDA. Public domain.

On April 28, 1966, the House of Representatives
passed a bill to regulate dealers, but it had been
watered down in the full Agriculture
Committee.[77] A struggle ensued to pass a stronger
bill in the Senate.[78] On June 22, 1966, one year to
the day after Pepper disappeared, the Senate
passed a somewhat stronger bill by an 85 to 0
vote.[79] A conference committee reported out a
consensus version,[80] and on August 24, 1966,
President Lyndon Johnson signed Public Law 89–
544, known as the Laboratory Animal Welfare Act
(LAWA), into law.[81]

The passage of the LAWA was a hard-fought victory for humane advocates. Their efforts over many years
had been stymied until Pepper’s death set in motion a series of events that rallied the public and
persuaded Congress to act. As Stevens said in referring to Pepper’s case, “it was the excesses of the
random-source dog dealers themselves that made it possible to pass the Laboratory Animal Welfare Act
in 1966.”[82]
The LAWA’s stated purpose included protecting owners of cats and dogs from the theft of their
pets.[83] The bill went beyond the protection of pet dogs and cats, however, and authorized the Secretary
of Agriculture to regulate the transportation, housing, and care of dogs, cats, monkeys, guinea pigs,
hamsters, and rabbits to be used for experimentation.[84] It provided, among other things, that interstate
dealers had to be licensed and research facilities could purchase dogs and cats only from licensed dealers
or people who were exempt from licensing.[85] Both dealers and laboratories had to document the
previous ownership and means of acquisition of dogs and cats.[86]
In spite of these important provisions as to dealers, the law was weak in regulating laboratories. The
LAWA stated that it did not give authority to the government to regulate the “handling, care, or treatment
of animals during actual research or experimentation” by a laboratory, and researchers were allowed to
define when actual research or experimentation was taking place.[87] The law has been amended several
times since 1966 and strengthened in many respects, including the addition of provisions that affect
actual experimentation on animals.[88] It has been known since 1970 as the Animal Welfare Act (AWA).[89]
Under the licensing system created after the passage of LAWA and its amendments, animal dealers who
collected and sold dogs and cats from pounds, flea markets, etc. were designated as “Class B” (random
source) dealers. The law did not prohibit pound seizure, but its requirement to document the previous
ownership and means of acquisition of cats and dogs may have discouraged Class B dealers from taking
cats and dogs from pounds before their hold periods had expired.
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Inspired by its success with the AWA, the humane movement returned to the battle against pound
seizure. The first major target of the renewed effort was New York.[90] In 1952 the state of New York had
passed a pound-seizure law known as the Metcalf-Hatch Act. All municipal shelters in the state and all
private shelters that received state funds were required to turn over unclaimed animals on demand to
any research institution.[91] Since humane societies in New York could get out of the obligation to turn
over animals for research by getting out of their municipal sheltering contracts, several of them did
exactly that.
The ASPCA, which held the contract to manage animal control and sheltering for New York City from 1894
to 1994, had not worked to defeat the Metcalf-Hatch bill when it was before the legislature in 1952 and
was not one of the organizations that gave up its sheltering contract to avoid complying with the
law.[92]Eventually though, in 1972, the ASPCA stopped turning over animals for research and joined the
effort to repeal Metcalf-Hatch.[93] In 1977 a repeal bill passed one chamber in the state legislature by a
wide margin, but did not make it out of committee in the other.[94] In 1979 the logjam was broken when a
large coalition led by Henry Spira, an animal-rights activist, was able to get the repeal measure out of
committee so that it could come up for debate.[95] Repeal finally passed the legislature and the governor
signed it.[96]
New York was the first of a wave of states that repealed their pound seizure laws.[97] Connecticut followed
in 1980, not only repealing the law that compelled pound seizure but banning transfer of animals from
shelters to research institutions.[98] This was important because merely repealing a pound-seizure law did
not necessarily stop animals from going to research laboratories. Even without a law requiring pound
seizure, individual shelters could choose to voluntarily sell animals to dealers and research institutions.[99]
In 1990 Congress enacted an amendment to the AWA known as the Pet Theft Act.[100] The Pet Theft Act
requires that any public animal shelter, private entity with a contract to run a public shelter, or licensed
research facility must hold dogs and cats not less than five days before selling them to a dealer.[101] The
hold requirement does not make an exception for owner-surrendered animals. The Act states that the
purpose of the hold period is “to enable such dog or cat to be recovered by its original owner or adopted
by other individuals.” The Pet Theft Act did not ban dealers from acquiring animals from public shelters,
but it did add another hoop for Class B dealers to jump through.[102]
The AWA, the repeal of many state pound seizure laws, and the Pet Theft Act placed some limitations on
Class B dealers and created some barriers for their business, but enforcement was problematic. Class B
dealers licensed under the AWA could, if they wished, acquire animals in dishonest or deceptive ways and
then falsify or launder paperwork to make it appear legitimate.[103] Nevertheless, the number of licensed
Class B dealers declined from over 100 in the early 1990s to only nine in 2010.[104] Developments since
2010 have slashed that number even further.[105]
Legal restrictions were no doubt part of the cause for the plunge in the number of Class B dealers, but
other factors were at work as well. One such factor was that Class B dealers were confronted with a
declining market for their goods. Researchers increasingly purchased cats and dogs for laboratory use
from Class A dealers, who sell so-called “purpose-bred” animals (animals bred specifically for a particular
purpose, such as research). Using purpose-bred animals whose genetic background and growth conditions
are known helps remove random variables from experiments, and many scientists therefore prefer to use
them in spite of their higher cost.
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The use of purpose-bred animals, while it helps reduce the likelihood that pets and shelter animals will
wind up in laboratories, still causes concern to humane activists and the public. In fact, public approval of
animal research has declined steadily from its high point after World War II. Approval of animal research
was around 85% in polls held in the late 1940s.[106] Surveys by the National Science Board in the years
from 1985 to 1990 found that approval for using animals like dogs and chimpanzees in medical research
fell from 63% to 50%.[107] The Gallup organization’s “Morals and Beliefs” survey showed a decline of 9
percentage points in public opinion about the morality of animal research from 2001 to 2015.[108] A poll
conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2014 which asked whether people favored or opposed the use
of “animals” in scientific research, with no reference to particular species, found only 47% of the public in
favor of it.[109]
Researchers themselves have questioned the use of animals in experiments, both because of their own
ethical concerns and because results from animal experiments cannot always be applied to
humans.[110] The desire of both the public and researchers to minimize the use of animals in laboratories
has led to a host of new research techniques that do not use animals.[111] HSUS estimates, however, that
over 25 million vertebrate animals are still used annually in research and training in the United States, the
great majority of which are species like rats and mice that are not covered by the AWA.[112] Although
much progress has been made and there is hope for a future end of animal experimentation, research on
animals remains an important issue for humane advocates.
The battle against pound seizure was important for shelter animals, but it had a broader importance as
well. The research industry’s aggressive use of pound seizure after World War II mobilized the humane
movement, and the failure of researchers to take steps to prevent pet theft in their supply pipeline gave
the movement an effective weapon against animal research. The resulting passage of statutes and
regulations for the protection of animals in research was an accomplishment that would have seemed
impossible before the 1950s. The pound-seizure controversy is generally credited with waking the
humane movement up from the stasis it had fallen into between 1920 and 1950, and making it into a vital
social movement once again.[113]
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PART III: SHELTERS AND PET POPULATION
CHAPTER 8 – THE PET OVERPOPULATION CRISIS
In the early 1970s, scientists published
alarming reports in academic journals on
the deleterious effects that free-roaming
cats and dogs were having on human
health and quality of life in the United
States.[1] They warned that the problems
would get worse if nothing was done. The
term “pet overpopulation” was heard with
increasing frequency, and the popular
media weighed in with articles about the
worsening crisis.[2]
City residents took these messages to
heart because they were experiencing
problems with free-roaming pets in their
own neighborhoods.[3] A 1974 national
survey of mayors reported in the July 29, Figure 26: Highbridge Park in Manhattan was home to a substantial pack of feral
dogs for decades, including “Ricky,” visible in this 2011 photograph. Photograph
1974, issue of Nation’s Cities
by Kristine Paulus, licensed under CC BY 2.0.
Weekly showed that animal-control issues
were the top concern of city residents. Traffic ranked second to animal issues on the list of complaints,
and crime was way back in 8th place.[4] Animal shelters in the United States were reporting increased
intake of dogs.[5] A study done in Baltimore from 1978 to 1981 documented that over 50% of surveyed
households reported problems with free-roaming cats and over 80% reported problems with freeroaming dogs.[6] A 1979 book on the problem stated that packs of roaming dogs were a common sight and
unsupervised dogs were a nationwide concern.[7]
The situation could seem overwhelming to people concerned about the welfare of animals. A member of
an anti-cruelty group in Albuquerque, New Mexico in the 1960s described the city as having free-roaming
dogs and cats everywhere.[8] Puppies were offered for free on the street, and dead cats and dogs who had
been killed by cars were often seen on the side of the road.
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We have some data on shelter intake in individual cities and counties from the 1960s and 1970s. That
data indicates that the pet-overpopulation crisis was real, at least from the perspective of animal shelters.
The state of California collects data on shelter intake for its rabies control program. In the 19 years from
1956 through 1974, the number of dogs impounded annually by public shelters that reported to the state
rose from 126,472 to 808,038.[9] A survey done in New York state showed that intake for a group of 19
shelters increased from 272,418 in 1967 to 307,956 in 1971.[10] The San Francisco SPCA reportedly had
intake of around 65,000 a year in the mid-1960s.[11] The City of Los Angeles Department of Animal
Regulation took in 144,530 cats and dogs in fiscal year 1971–1972, up from 133,040 in fiscal year 1969–
1970 and 118,082 in fiscal year 1968–1969.[12] The ASPCA’s intake in New York City peaked in the 1920s
and 1930s due to an extremely high cat intake in the early decades of the 20th century, but it still took in
over 136,000 cats and dogs in 1974.[13] If these individual reports were representative of the nation as a
whole, then animal-shelter intake nationally in the 1960s and 1970s was far higher than it is today.
Much of the publicity about the pet-overpopulation crisis centered on free-roaming dogs. The apparent
increase in the number of free-roaming dogs may have been due in part to the rapid suburbanization that
occurred after World War II.[14] As returning veterans married, moved to the suburbs, and started families,
the demand for pets increased. Suburban homes with yards were particularly conducive to keeping dogs,
and the picture of happy family life in those days often included a dog. Dog food sales increased at an
average rate of 13% per year from 1965 to 1975.[15] Owned pets may have produced more puppies more
often than in years past due to better veterinary care and nutrition.[16] And, as discussed in the next
chapter, sterilization of pets was uncommon before the 1970s.
Purebred dogs had been status symbols since the 1800s, but before World War II they were primarily
bred as a hobby, often by wealthy people who showed dogs. The pet puppies sold by these hobby
breeders had usually been well fed, given veterinary care, and socialized. During the era of
suburbanization, purebreds spiked in popularity. The American Kennel Club registered 1.1 million dogs in
1972.[17] Commercial breeding operations that grew in scale after World War II catered to the demand for
purebred dogs.[18] Many of these operations marketed puppies through pet stores.
Free-roaming cats did not receive nearly as much media attention as free-roaming dogs in the
1970s.[19] One 1975 study in California concluded, however, that the overpopulation problem with cats
was even worse than with dogs because cats reproduced at a more rapid rate.[20] The free-roaming cat
population has always been hard to track, partly because of the large reservoir of feral cats and partly
because shelter statistics for cats are of limited value since animal-control operations have historically had
wide variations in their approach to impounding cats. When pounds, and later animal shelters, originated
in the 1800s their primary purpose was dog control, and throughout the 1900s many shelters treated cats
as an afterthought, if they impounded them at all. In Baltimore in 1970, for example, the animal shelter
accepted owner-surrendered cats but animal control did not routinely pick up free-roaming cats.[21]
Although the media concentrated on problems presented by free-roaming dogs in the 1970s, publichealth officials were concerned about health threats posed by both cats and dogs. Rabies, of course, was
at the top of the list of zoonotic diseases. In the 1970s a bite from a mammal who was not available for
quarantine meant a very painful series of preventive rabies vaccinations (today the vaccinations are much
less painful).
Another major zoonotic problem was parasites. A 1974 article by a public-health expert noted that 40 of
the 65 zoonoses that could be transmitted from cats and dogs to humans were known to occur in the
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United States.[22] Worms in dogs were common in those days, and could cause serious health
consequences in people.[23] Children were especially prone to acquiring infections from dog feces because
they played outdoors. In addition to the esthetic problem of large amounts of feces and the difficulties
caused to pedestrians, dog feces led to large numbers of flies. Dog feces were second only to trash cans in
the production of flies in residential areas, which in turn led to a significant possibility of salmonella
transmission.[24] Runoff of animal feces generally went into the storm-sewer system instead of the
sanitary system. In Baltimore, dog feces wound up in the city’s harbor.[25] “Curb laws” and “scoop laws”
requiring people to clean up their dogs’ feces began to be enacted in the 1970s in reaction to these
problems.[26] Another sanitary problem with free-roaming dogs was that they overturned trash cans,
which encouraged the growth of rat populations.[27]
Cat parasites could be a more difficult problem for homeowners than dog parasites, since it was not easy
to fence cats out of yards. A 1980 study in Baltimore showed that more than 40% of homes with fenced
yards and no resident pets nevertheless had visible cat feces in the yards.[28] Many of the cats admitted to
the Baltimore city shelter were shedding various types of parasitic eggs.[29] Cat feces can contain eggs of
the parasite toxoplasma gondii, the cause of toxoplasmosis. Fifteen percent of a sample of cats of mixed
origin in Baltimore in the late 1970s and early 1980s had antibodies to the parasite, although only one cat
was found to be actively shedding toxoplasma gondii eggs.[30] Even when feces were not visible, soil could
be contaminated. In the 1980 Baltimore study, 9% of soil samples from yards were positive for hookworm
and 24% were positive for some type of parasite.[31]
One of the most widely read of the academic articles about the
pet-overpopulation crisis appeared in January 1973 in the
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.[32] Carl Djerassi, a professor of
chemistry at Stanford University, was the lead author. The
authors estimated that over 12% of the dog and cat population
(excluding neonates killed by their owners) was destroyed each
year in animal shelters.[33]
Another influential paper about the pet-overpopulation problem
appeared in the December 1973 issue of the journal Health
Services Reports.[34] The authors of the article, Bruce Max
Feldmann and Tony Carding, stated that in many communities
free-roaming cats and dogs had created severe
problems.[35] They listed bites, diseases transmitted to humans,
property damage, harm to wildlife, accidents, pollution, cost of
animal control, and nuisances as issues created by free-roaming
dogs and cats. To solve the problem, they advocated
discouraging pet ownership, encouraging sterilization of female
Figure 27: Carl Djerassi, 2004. Photograph from
cats and dogs, encouraging people who no longer wanted their
Science History Institute, licensed under CC BY-SA
pets to surrender them to animal shelters, and prohibiting
3.0.
abandonment of pets.[36] Feldmann published a shorter version
of these concerns as the lead editorial in the September 1974 edition of the prestigious
journal Science.[37] He warned that the perception of the American people that the dog was a harmless
companion was changing.
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Feldmann was a veterinarian who directed the University of California Pet Clinic at Berkeley. Carding was
the director of the World Federation for the Protection of Animals. Feldmann and Carding appear to have
believed that the pet-overpopulation crisis was so dire that they—as animal welfare professionals—had
to recommend that public officials discourage pet ownership and have animal-control organizations take
in unwanted animals. One concern was that if the situation continued people would begin to see cats and
dogs more as dangerous nuisances and less as beloved pets, and turn against them. Alan Beck, an expert
on free-roaming dogs, observed that dogs, once regarded as man’s best friend, were increasingly
attracting the attention of physicians and policymakers due to the problems they were causing.[38] A
veterinarian who spoke at a national conference in 1976 remarked that people were becoming hostile to
pets due to the pet-overpopulation situation.[39]
Much of what we know today about free-roaming dogs and cats in the 1970s and 1980s comes from
ecological studies, including studies done in Baltimore, Sacramento, and Brooklyn. Baltimore was the
venue for several of the studies because it is the home of Johns Hopkins University, with its school of
public health. One of the first of the studies was done by Alan Beck in Baltimore in 1970 and 1971,
examining the urban dog.[40] Robert Allen and William Westbrook compared the ecology of free-roaming
dogs in different neighborhoods in Sacramento in 1974 and 1975.[41] James Childs did studies on urban
cats in Baltimore in the late 1970s and early 1980s.[42] Carol Haspel and Robert Calhoon did studies in the
early 1980s on free-roaming cat populations in two neighborhoods in Brooklyn.[43]
The ecological studies on free-roaming cats and dogs, in addition to providing information about public
health issues in the 1970s and 1980s, give us a picture of what life was like for outdoor dogs and cats in
those years. Some homeless dogs and cats lived their entire lives in the streets, and they could be studied
in this habitat in much the way that non-domesticated animals are studied in the wild. Many owned
animals spent considerable time roaming freely as well. The work of the urban ecologists in the 1970s and
1980s showed that homeless cats and dogs could not only survive but thrive in city environments.
There were several striking findings in these studies, but one of the most surprising was that free-roaming
cats and dogs found plenty of food. Dogs often obtained food by turning over trash cans and digging out
their contents.[44] The photographs from Beck’s study show mostly metal garbage cans with non-locking
lids, which were easy for dogs to turn over.[45] Beck observed dogs picking up plastic garbage bags and
carrying them to a hiding place where they could go through the contents at their leisure.[46] Dogs
followed garbage trucks and scavenged what was spilled or left behind. Some residents also fed them.
Two dogs that Beck studied never spent more than 11% of any activity period in directly foraging for
food.[47] If a dog was noticeably thin, it was often an indication of illness rather than lack of food.[48]
The 1975 Sacramento study looked at free-roaming dogs in three types of neighborhoods: inner city,
suburban, and rural.[49] The area with the highest number of free-roaming dogs was the suburbs, but the
difference in numbers among inner city, suburban, and rural areas was not large.[50] The study found that
71% of free-roaming dogs were wearing collars, indicating that they were owned. Significantly more dogs
were observed free-roaming on the weekend than on week days. The dogs generally appeared to be
healthy. Of 2,588 direct human-dog interactions observed, 78% were friendly, including social interactions
and people feeding dogs.[51] About 4% of the total direct interactions involved aggression or threat
initiated by the dog. The researchers noted that the results of their study were consistent with the results
of other studies of free-roaming dogs, indicating a predictability in the behaviors of free-roaming dogs
across a variety of environments.[52]
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In examining cats killed by cars in Baltimore, Childs found that their weights were similar to the weights of
indoor cats.[53] Few of the cats he saw in alleys appeared to be underfed. Calhoon and Haspel found that
food was plentiful in Brooklyn for cats as well, and that the number of cats was not limited by the
available food.[54] They found that food in trash was sufficient to feed all the cats present in both of the
neighborhoods they studied and that people also fed the cats.
Calhoon and Haspel found that shelter was a limiting factor for cat populations, and that the number of
cats was directly proportional to the accessible space in abandoned buildings.[55] English biologist Roger
Tabor similarly found that the amount of shelter was related to feral cat density in his studies of feral cats
in London in the 1970s.[56] Calhoon and Haspel theorized that sheltering in abandoned buildings allowed
cats to hide from people and come out at night to forage. Beck noted that dogs, by contrast, could shelter
in relatively public areas in Baltimore because they were accepted by their human neighbors.[57] He used
the term “cultural camouflage” for the phenomenon of homeless dogs who were tolerated because they
were indistinguishable from free-roaming owned pets.[58]
Conventional wisdom portrays most
people as despising homeless cats, but
Childs found that many people cared
about them. He noted that 16% of the
surveyed households in his study fed
outdoor cats.[59] Mother cats and their
litters were sometimes given food,
shelter, and support by nearby
residents.[60] People also had sympathy
for free-roaming dogs. In spite of the
problems caused by dogs, people would
sometimes shoo dogs away to safety
when they spotted an animal-control
truck.[61]
Another enduring belief about freeFigure 28: Baltimore’s Charles Village neighborhood was one of the areas Childs
roaming cats and dogs is that they live
surveyed. Public domain.
only a few weeks or months because
they are killed quickly by disease, injury, or exposure. Beck’s Baltimore study indicated that the life of a
free-roaming dog was hazardous, but perhaps not as bad as the popular perception. The number of dead
dogs picked up by Baltimore animal control in one year from July 1970 through June 1971 represented
about 1 in 5 of the estimated number of free-roaming dogs.[62]This understates the number killed to some
extent because not all of the dogs who died were picked up by animal control. Automobiles were the
most likely cause of death from injury, and death from exposure to the elements appeared to be rare.[63]
Shelters could be as much of a hazard to free-roaming animals as were disease and injury. Roughly 15% of
the entire estimated dog population in Baltimore, both owned and free-roaming, was killed or sent to
research laboratories by the city shelter during the year from July 1970 through June 1971.[64] Shelter
killing, disease, and injury were apparently not enough to keep the population of free-roaming and
owner-surrendered dogs in check in Baltimore, as the number of dogs taken in by the shelter had
reportedly been continuously increasing for the previous 30 years.[65]
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The odds of survival for owner-surrendered cats who were impounded in Baltimore were abysmal. The
Baltimore shelter received 4,178 owner-surrendered cats and kittens in 1978 and 4,951 in 1979.[66] Only
13 of them were adopted.[67] All the rest were transferred to laboratories for experimentation or killed by
the shelter.
Mortality of puppies and kittens born to free-roaming mothers was much higher than mortality of freeroaming adult animals. The observed survival rate for puppies born to free-roaming mothers in Beck’s
study in their first eight months was a little more than 25%.[68] Only 33% of kittens in Childs’ survey
survived their first four months, but even this low survival rate was likely overstated because it did not
include kittens who died in the first four to six weeks after birth, before the litters were located and
observed.[69] Kittens who survived their first four months had an excellent chance to survive their first
year.[70] Several kittens who were observed to be sick before dying had symptoms consistent with an
upper respiratory virus complicated by subsequent bacterial infection.[71] Other kittens found dead
showed no sign of trauma or disease, and may have been killed by rat poison.[72]
The number of free-roaming dogs per square mile in Beck’s study was estimated at from 627 to 835 in
one neighborhood with predominantly single-family housing, and 1270 to 1690 in a neighborhood with
predominantly multi-unit housing.[73] Cat density was estimated in Childs’ study as ranging from 725 to
1812 per square mile.[74] Baltimore was undergoing an economic downturn in the 1970s, so it may have
had more free-roaming animals than an average city, but these numbers are strikingly high.
The ready availability of unowned cats and dogs in neighborhoods in the 1970s may have reduced the
likelihood that a person would go to the effort of adopting a pet from a shelter. A person in the 1970s
who wanted a pet could often acquire one from the street or from a friend or neighbor whose pet had a
litter. In a study done in the Las Vegas area in 1982, 84.3% of owned dogs and 88.3% of owned cats had
been acquired at less than one year of age.[75] Of those, 56% of dogs and 46% of cats were acquired from
other pet owners, and 8% of dogs and 19% of cats were acquired as strays. Breeders or pet stores were
the source of 20% of dogs and 10% of cats, and only 13% of dogs and 10% of cats had been acquired from
a shelter.
One could argue that if it were not for the dangers presented by automobiles and animal control the lives
of adult dogs and cats in the street in the 1970s and 1980s, with freedom to come and go as they wanted,
to choose other animals to socialize or breed with, and with adequate food and water, would have been
better than the lives of some “pampered” pets who were confined in a yard or house and had to wait all
day for owners to return home from work. The lives of free-roaming cats and dogs as documented by
ecological studies did not correspond to the conventional wisdom that a dog or cat out on the street was
almost certain to suffer horribly from hunger, thirst, and abuse and die quickly. Animals “rescued” from
the street and taken to a city or county shelter in the 1970s and 1980s faced a very high probability of
being killed or sold to laboratories as research subjects, so most of those animals no doubt would have
preferred to take their chances on the street if they had had a choice.
Leaving free-roaming dogs and cats where they were, though, may not have been a realistic option in
most places. Before the advent of mass spay-neuter, shelter killing and fatal car strikes appear to have
been the only significant checks (outside of environmental limitations) on the growth of the population of
free-roaming cats and dogs. The fact that animal complaints were the most frequent of all complaints
made to city mayors in 1974 indicates that citizens would not have been happy with a laissez-faire
attitude toward free-roaming pets. And public health officials had good reason to be concerned about the
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health risks to people presented by free-roaming animals. In the absence of any non-lethal alternative, it
is unlikely that city officials or the general public would have allowed municipal shelters to simply turn
animals away in order to avoid killing them.
Society’s harsh treatment of dogs in the 1800s was a reminder of what could happen when people feared
dogs and cats more than loved them. People who were concerned about the welfare of dogs and cats in
the 1970s and 1980s were facing a problem with no easy solution.[76]
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CHAPTER 9 – A SIMPLE SURGERY
As the population of free-roaming cats and dogs was reaching crisis levels in the United States in the early
1970s (see chapter 8), veterinary medicine was developing a partial solution to the problem—safe,
practical sterilization methods that could be incorporated into routine veterinary practice. Although we
think of sterilization surgeries for cats and dogs as relatively simple and routine procedures today, that
was not always the case. The techniques for doing spaying of the female and neutering (also called
“castration”) of the male have been known for centuries, but it was not until the 1960s and 1970s that
attitudes of pet owners and surgical techniques used by veterinarians developed to the point where
sterilization could become a practical solution to pet overpopulation.
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Figure 29: In the Civil War, farriers were expected to treat horses as well as
shoe them. From “The Photographic History of the Civil War.” Public domain.

The veterinary profession has a long history.
The term “veterinarian” was used in print as
far back as the 1640s, and veterinary
schools were founded in several European
countries in the latter half of the
18th century.[1] The profession was slower to
develop in the United States, and until the
latter part of the 19th century many people
who provided medical care for animals were
self-trained “cow doctors” or “horse
doctors.”[2] Robert Jennings, a medical
doctor who was interested in veterinary
training, described self-trained veterinarians
in the United States in the mid-1800s as
illiterate and intemperate men whose
treatments for animals were based on
ignorance and superstition.[3] Before the
advent of veterinary colleges in the United
States, the most qualified veterinarians
were medical doctors and people who had
trained in European veterinary universities,
or had served apprenticeships with those
veterinarians.[4]

The earliest veterinary schools in the United States were three
private institutions founded in the 1850s. The first was the
Veterinary College of Philadelphia, which was founded in 1852
by Jennings.[5] It shut down in 1866 after years of struggling to
attract students. The Boston Veterinary Institute lasted an even
shorter time, opening in 1854 and closing by 1860.[6] The only
one of the three earliest veterinary schools to survive for a
significant period was the New York College of Veterinary
Surgeons, chartered in 1857 by another medical doctor, John
Busteed.[7] It operated until 1899. Several other private
veterinary schools of varying quality were established in the
latter half of the 1800s, but the failure rate was high.[8] These
19th century private schools were almost all urban, and they
focused on preparing their graduates to take care of the
ubiquitous horses that were used for transportation of people
and goods in cities in the 1800s.[9]

Figure 30: Dr. Alexandre Liautard, a French
veterinarian who emigrated to the U.S. and
founded the U.S. Veterinary Medical Association.
Public domain.

One step along the road to the professionalization of veterinary
medicine in the United States occurred in June of 1863, when a
group of forty veterinarians from seven mostly east-coast states
met to form the United States Veterinary Medical Association.[10] The organization was rechristened the
American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) in 1898.[11] For the first several decades of the
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Association’s existence no degree was required to join, but in 1913 the AVMA instituted a requirement
that members had to be graduates of accredited veterinary schools.[12]
In the late 1800s and early 1900s the locus of most veterinary training shifted from cities to rural areas,
with profound consequences for the profession. Several agricultural (“land-grant”) universities
established veterinary colleges, beginning with Iowa State University in 1879.[13] The veterinary colleges at
land-grant universities were primarily concerned with the care of livestock. The predominance of the
land-grant universities in veterinary education led to a literal distancing of the profession from the urban
academic centers of human medicine and public health.[14] The land-grant veterinary colleges
nevertheless proved more successful and longer-lasting than the private urban veterinary schools, which
were driven out of business in the early 1900s by competition from the land-grant schools and the
replacement of the horse by the internal-combustion engine.[15] The rapid change in the nature of
veterinary practice caused by the advent of the automobile can be seen in AVMA membership surveys
that showed treatment of horses making up 80 percent of members’ work in 1900, but only 10 percent in
1920 and 19% in 1931.[16] By 1927 the private veterinary schools in the United States had closed, and the
university veterinary colleges were firmly in control of veterinary education.[17]
The reorientation of the
veterinary profession away
from the urban horse and
toward agriculture was further
strengthened by the Bureau of
Animal Industry (BAI), a
federal agency that employed
many veterinarians during its
existence from 1884 to 1953
within the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.[18] The BAI was
concerned with promoting
economic uses of animals and
was heavily involved in meat
inspection and the control of
several devastating diseases of
Figure 31: New York State Veterinary College, circa 1898. Public domain.
livestock.[19] The dominance of
the land-grant colleges in veterinary education and the emphasis on livestock, as reinforced by the BAI,
led to the profession’s academic leadership placing less emphasis on small-animal medicine.[20]
Despite the relative lack of interest in companion animals shown by academic leaders of the veterinary
profession, urban veterinarians found that they could have viable practices treating small animals.[21] As
horses disappeared from cities, veterinarians could support their practices and bolster their professional
reputations by treating dogs.[22] A non-veterinarian who treated dogs noted in 1881 that people were
willing to make “any sacrifice to save a pet dog.”[23] Even poor people would find a way to pay for
treatment of the family pet.[24]
Urban pets, as relatively pampered animals accustomed to living in and around homes, required a
different type of veterinary approach than livestock and horses. A small-animal veterinarian had to have a
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professional appearance, and pet owners expected gentler treatment for their pets than the wrangling
used on large animals.[25]
Some animal hospitals founded by non-profit humane organizations in the early 1900s offered smallanimal medicine as part of their services, including discounted or free care for the companion animals of
poor people. The first such hospital had a modest start as a clinic in Manhattan. In 1910, Ellen Prince
Speyer, the founder of the Women’s Auxiliary of the ASPCA, spearheaded the establishment of a
dispensary and clinic for treating animals whose owners could not afford care.[26] The dispensary provided
care to over 6,000 animals in its first full year of operation, and the women realized that a larger facility
was needed. They incorporated the New York Women’s League for Animals, which was independent of
the ASPCA, and raised funds for a hospital that opened in 1914. This hospital grew over the years to
become a leader in veterinary research and education as well as direct animal care. It was renamed the
Animal Medical Center in 1959.[27]The ASPCA opened its own dispensary in 1912 that grew into a
respected veterinary department and hospital.[28]
Another notable non-profit hospital was built by the Massachusetts SPCA in 1915 and named the Angell
Memorial Hospital after George Angell, who had died in 1909.[29] The hospital had a “stray ward” where
injured strays were taken in and treated.[30] The Angell Memorial Hospital developed advanced surgical
protocols in the early 1930s, including the use of intravenous pentobarbital for anesthesia and careful
sterile technique to prevent infection.[31] Angell Memorial was ahead of the profession in its aseptic
surgical techniques, and its procedures were not adopted by private veterinarians or even taught in
veterinary schools for some time to come.[32] An interesting note about Angell Memorial is that it never
used animals in research.[33] Other non-profit organizations, including SPCAs and animal leagues in
Philadelphia, Boston, San Francisco, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Cleveland, also opened free veterinary
clinics by the mid-1920s.[34]
A monthly newsletter that began publication in 1920, The North American Veterinarian, provided aspiring
pet veterinarians with information about small-animal practice.[35] Members of the AVMA organized a
special section on small animals at the AVMA’s 1925 meeting.[36] From 1922 to 1931 in New York City, the
number of veterinarians whose practice was at least 75% in small animals grew from 47 to 126.[37] An
AVMA survey of veterinarians in 1930 showed that 81% of the ones who responded reported that they
treated pets, although treatment of pets occupied only 24% of their time on average.[38] In the 1930s,
standardized vaccinations for both rabies and distemper became available,[39] and the advent of
vaccinations gave veterinarians an additional foothold in companion-animal practice. The editors of the
journal Veterinary Medicine observed in 1935 that although veterinarians with livestock practices were
struggling, small-animal medicine was developing at a rapid pace.[40]
A few private veterinarians had small-animal hospitals as part of their practice before World War I.[41] It
was not until the late 1920s and early 1930s, though, that a significant number of veterinarians in private
practice built hospitals designed specifically for small animals.[42] Joseph Flynn, a veterinarian in Kansas
City, Missouri, built a small-animal hospital in 1915 that was regarded as a model.[43] He toured the
country speaking to veterinary organizations in the 1920s, promoting small-animal practice and hospital
design.[44] Flynn was also known for developing a sutureless spaying technique for dogs, which he
demonstrated to his audiences.
By 1933 there was enough interest in small-animal hospitals that the American Animal Hospital
Association (AAHA), which was dedicated to small-animal practice, was founded.[45] About 100
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veterinarians attended an informational meeting in August 1933, followed by formal organization in
November. As of 1935 there were 19 hospital members of the new organization (up from only 7 founding
members in 1933).[46] The AAHA helped remedy the lack of instruction in small-animal techniques with its
publications and conferences.[47]
Specialized veterinary care for pet cats was slower to develop than for pet dogs.[48] Louis Camuti set up
the first veterinary practice devoted exclusively to cats in the 1930s.[49] A later proponent of feline
medicine was Jean Holzworth, a 1950 Cornell graduate who worked at Angell Memorial Hospital.[50] There
was sufficient demand from cat owners by the 1960s to support specialized hospitals for cats, and in the
late 1960s and 1970s veterinary colleges began to pay more attention to feline medicine.[51] The American
Association of Feline Practitioners, which was established in 1971 with 25 members, had 200 members
when it incorporated in 1974.[52] By that time, small-animal medicine was well on its way to being a
dominant practice area in veterinary medicine. The percentage of AVMA members who listed themselves
as small-animal practitioners increased from 10% in 1954 to over half in 1990.[53]
In addition to changes in the type of practice, veterinary medicine has seen a major change in its gender
balance. Veterinary colleges in the 1930s favored applications from young men who had experience
working with large animals on farms.[54] Discrimination on the basis of race[55] and religion[56] was common
in veterinary-college admissions, and discrimination on the basis of gender was almost universal.[57] In
1915 only four female veterinarians were listed in AVMA records as having active practices.[58] One study
found that veterinary medicine was the most male-dominated of 34 professional categories in the period
from 1910 to 1930 and remained among the most male-dominated into the 1970s.[59] In 1960, the
veterinary profession was 98% male.[60] By the 1969–1970 academic year, women made up 8.85% of
students admitted to veterinary schools.[61] Change was happening, but at a very slow pace.
In 1972 a federal law was enacted that, with a few exceptions, barred gender discrimination on the basis
of sex in federally funded education programs.[62] This law dramatically increased the pace of change, and
in the years from 1972 to 1976 more women graduated from veterinary colleges than in the previous 70
years combined.[63] By the mid-1980s approximately as many women were enrolling in veterinary school
as men.[64] Since 2011 the AVMA has had more female than male members.[65] That year, 78% of
veterinary students were female,[66] a reversal that has sparked comment about the feminization of the
profession.[67]Progress in increasing racial diversity in veterinary medicine has lagged, however, and as of
2011 only about 10% of veterinarians in the workforce in the United States were non-Caucasian.[68]
The pet-overpopulation crisis that was recognized in the early 1970s had a major impact on small-animal
veterinary practitioners. Spaying and neutering are mainstays of veterinary practice today, but the
surgeries were rare for dogs and cats until at least the 1930s.[69] Spaying of the female and castration of
the male are different in their level of technical difficulty and in their risk to the animal. Castration of the
male animal is a relatively straightforward surgery that does not involve cutting into the abdominal cavity.
A veterinarian noted as far back as 1884 that castration of horses was one of the safest
operations.[70] Spaying of the female is abdominal surgery and is far more complex.
A spaying technique for pigs and cows was known in the 15th and 16th centuries, and the procedure for
sows was described in several colonial-era publications in the United States and England.[71] The
innovative veterinarian George Dadd, in his 1850 book American Cattle Doctor, recommended the spaying
of cows for improving the quality of their meat.[72] His charge for the surgery was $2 for heifers and $3 for
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adult cows.[73] Dadd is also credited with being the first veterinarian in the United States to successfully
spay horses.[74]
Spaying of small animals seems to have been uncommon in the 1800s. An 1881 treatise on dogs stated
that spaying of bitches was “almost unheard of” and was “inhuman and useless.”[75] Frank Billings, a
prominent veterinarian in the late 1800s,[76] had a different view. He was certainly ahead of his time in
anticipating the importance of spaying dogs, commenting that “it will tend to decrease the number of
dogs.”[77] Billings reported that he had spayed “400 bitches of all ages,” with only one death. The death
was caused not by the surgery itself but by the chloroform anesthetic, which led him to switch to ether.
One barrier to widespread adoption of spaying of dogs and cats was economic. Because spaying was
abdominal surgery, it was expensive. An idea of the difference in the difficulty of spaying as opposed to
castration can be gleaned from fees charged in 1936—an average of $3.71 to castrate a cat versus $10.57
to spay a dog (a price for castrating dogs was not given).[78] Another deterrent to sterilization was a
common belief that the surgery was bad for the general health of an animal even beyond the dangers of
the surgery itself.[79] A 1935 survey of 22 proprietors of veterinary hospitals showed that although most
of them would recommend spaying a dog, 17 of them believed that there was some danger that spaying
would make a dog fat and lethargic.[80]
One of the technical difficulties in spay surgeries was the risk of infection. In the early 1900s the lack of
modern antibiotics, combined with a sometimes-careless approach to keeping the surgical site clean,
meant that spaying had far more risk of infection than today.[81] A veterinarian named Charles Saunders
developed a model aseptic technique for spay surgery for dogs in 1915,[82] and sterile techniques for
small-animal surgery became the standard method taught at veterinary colleges by the mid-1940s.[83] The
first safe and effective modern antibiotic, penicillin, was mass produced for use in World War II. After the
war ended, penicillin and several additional antibiotics became available for veterinary use.[84] By the early
1950s the development of antibiotics and sulfa drugs had greatly reduced the incidence of infection as a
complication of surgery.[85]
Anesthesia was another important surgical consideration. In the early 1900s there was no safe anesthesia
agent for cats, and the anesthesia options for dogs were inadequate.[86] Veterinarians in the 1800s and
early 1900s therefore frequently did surgery on unanesthetized animals.[87] Surgery on unanesthetized
animals had to be done very quickly, leading to errors.[88]
Many veterinarians had a lack of appreciation for animal pain. One 19th-century veterinarian suggested
that the primary reason to use anesthesia on veterinary patients was to relieve their owners’ perceptions
of pain.[89] Another argued that animals did not need anesthesia for most surgeries because they were not
significantly influenced by the “nervous shock” that humans experience when subjected to surgery.[90] In
1898 a veterinarian-physician identified anesthesia as a “neglected branch of veterinary medicine,”
wondering if the lack of interest in it reflected a lack of experience with the techniques or a low valuation
assigned to animals.[91] As late as 1920 a veterinarian decried the fact that veterinary medicine still lagged
in its use of anesthesia, noting the bad impression made on pet owners by the cruelty of surgery without
pain relief.[92]
George Dadd, a leader in promoting spay surgeries for livestock, was also a leader in promoting the use of
anesthesia for humane reasons.[93] Dadd used a mixture of ether and chloroform and recommended it in
his writings in the mid-1800s.[94] But there were many difficulties with ether and chloroform, including
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danger to the people who administered them, the unpredictability of an animal’s reaction to them, and
the risk of killing the animal by an overdose.[95]
Overdosing the patient was a particular concern, since veterinarians often worked alone and it was
difficult to adequately monitor ether and chloroform dosing while also doing surgery.[96] In the 1930s
veterinarians began to use epidural anesthesia and barbiturates.[97] Barbiturates, which were injected
before surgery, were easier to use than inhaled agents such as ether or chloroform, but they had the
disadvantage that there was no way to modify the dose once it was injected.
In the 1960s and early 1970s, medical doctors who specialized in human anesthesiology undertook the
training of veterinarians at several universities across the United States.[98] This helped veterinarians learn
to use the monitoring equipment developed for human anesthesiology.[99] The use of monitoring,
combined with the availability of a new generation of inhalant anesthetics, greatly increased the safety of
anesthesia, allowing veterinarians to quickly correct the dosage if an animal had too much or too little
anesthesia. By 1975 the AVMA had recognized anesthesiology as a specialty, and the American College of
Veterinary Anesthesiologists was founded.[100]
Modern techniques for spaying dogs and cats were not immediately recognized as a possible solution to
the pet-overpopulation problem described in chapter 8. In 1974 spaying was described at a major shelterindustry conference as having so many drawbacks that alternatives, including chemical sterilization,
should be sought.[101] The difficulties cited included the need for a pre-operative examination, general
anesthesia, cutting open the abdomen (with its greater risk of infection and concomitant requirement for
careful sterile procedures), the need for an experienced surgeon, and care following surgery. The report
noted that spaying was time consuming and expensive due to the requirements for a surgical suite and
staff to assist the veterinarian. In 1976, a veterinarian at another national conference raised similar
objections to sterilization of pets.[102]
What was not foreseen in the early 1970s was how quickly the veterinary profession would develop the
capability to do safe, low-cost, high-volume sterilization of dogs and cats. The next chapter discusses the
development of major nationwide campaigns in the period from 1970 to 2000 to solve the petoverpopulation problem, including attacking the problem at its source by sterilizing cats and dogs. Those
campaigns worked synergistically with the development of mass sterilization procedures by the veterinary
profession in a concerted effort to solve the pet overpopulation problem.
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CHAPTER 10 – REDUCING SHELTER INTAKE
When the pet-overpopulation crisis came to the attention of the media in the early 1970s, the question
was what to do about it. One possible reaction would have been for cities to redouble efforts to collect
cats and dogs off the street and kill them. This approach may have been used in some cities, but there
was a growing realization that it was impractical to try to round up and kill enough animals to reverse
population growth.[1] Local governments were reluctant to spend the money that would have been
needed to impound and kill all free-roaming cats and dogs, and such programs would have been deeply
unpopular with citizens, many of whom allowed their own pets to roam. A different approach was
needed.
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In the 1950s the usual recommendation for preventing unwanted litters was to urge people to isolate
their female pets during heat.[2] As techniques for sterilization surgeries became safer and more efficient
(see chapter 9), sterilization was increasingly seen as a possible way to reduce the population of homeless
cats and dogs. Friends of Animals, an organization founded in 1957 by Alice Herrington,[3] was an early
national leader in advocating for and subsidizing low-cost spaying and neutering.[4] The Humane Society of
the United States (HSUS) began to advocate for mass spaying and neutering in the 1960s.[5]
Kay Clausing, a New Jersey shelter official and humane advocate, wrote an article in 1966 that urged
humane advocates to promote spay-neuter to pet owners and private veterinarians.[6] She commented on
the conundrum faced by shelter workers when adopting out unspayed females, and reported on the
success of early-age spaying and neutering of cats and dogs as young as five weeks of age. Many shelter
workers who were stressed and frustrated due to the large numbers of animals pouring into shelters
became strong advocates for spaying and neutering.[7]
Most populations of free-roaming dogs and cats are not isolated, but constantly have new members
coming in from outside. Under these circumstances neutering of males has little effect, and spaying of
females is the key to reducing population.[8] The percentage of female cats who must be spayed to
achieve zero population growth may be higher than the percentage of female dogs.[9] Pet-sterilization
campaigns were generally aimed equally at all cats and dogs, however.
The city of Los Angeles started a low-cost municipal spay-neuter clinic in February 1971,[10] and adopted a
differential licensing system that charged more to license unsterilized animals.[11] The clinic was available
to any pet owner regardless of income and charged $17.50 for
a spay and $11.50 for castration.[12] This initiative attracted a lot
of attention, and by 1976 there were six low-cost clinics in
California and a few clinics in other places.[13]
Despite the enthusiasm for these clinics, the spay-neuter
movement faced considerable criticism in the early and mid1970s. Some people argued that spay and neuter surgeries
were not a practical method of birth control because they were
costly and resource-intensive.[14] The campaign for more spayneuter surgeries went forward not because everyone approved
and was sure it would work, but because no one had come up
with a non-surgical solution.[15] A supporter of the low-cost
spay-neuter effort pointed out in 1976 that state and local
governments were increasingly turning to sterilization surgeries
as an answer to the pet population crisis because no better
alternative had been identified.[16]
Opposition to the early spay-neuter programs also came from
private veterinarians who saw a threat to their business. Many
in the veterinary profession felt that tax-supported spay-neuter
clinics were unfair competition.[17] Veterinary opposition grew
so strong that one article characterized the result as “the war
between the humane and veterinary communities.”[18] In the
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Figure 32: Dr. Marvin Mackie. Photograph by Esther
Mechler, used with permission.

1980s the struggle included court cases and an appeal to Congress to impose taxes on non-profits that
engaged in unrelated business operations.[19]
One of the biggest questions faced by the early spay-neuter movement was whether there were enough
veterinarians in the United States to do the volume of spaying and neutering that would be needed to
control the pet population.[20] This question was answered in the affirmative by the development of new
surgical techniques that reduced the time it took to do safe, high-quality spay operations. Marvin Mackie,
a veterinarian in private practice who cofounded several spay-neuter clinics in California from 1976 to
1982,[21] was a pioneer in developing high-volume spay procedures that did not sacrifice safety.[22] That
concept was developed and expanded into today’s “high-quality, high-volume spay/neuter” (HQHVSN)
clinics. The Humane Alliance, founded in 1994 in Asheville, North Carolina, has been a leader in training
veterinarians in HQHVSN and mentoring the formation of HQHVSN clinics.[23]
Some local governments passed ordinances in the early 1970s requiring shelters to spay and neuter
animals before adopting them out,[24] but cost was a problem. When shelters raised adoption fees to
compensate for the cost of sterilization, adoption rates could drop, at least temporarily. New York City
and Charlotte both saw declines in adoptions after they enacted pre-adoption sterilization
requirements.[25] A 1970 state law in California that required shelters to ensure sterilization of all cats
before adoption correlated with increased killing of cats in shelters.[26]
Despite doubts about whether spay-neuter efforts would
work, the evidence we have suggests that shelter intake
started to decline around 1970. The decline was not uniform,
but shelter statistics and surveys indicate it happened in a
large number of cities and counties across the United States.
Anecdotally, it was not just the number of dogs and cats
going into shelters that began to decline, but also the
number of homeless dogs and cats on the streets. In 1970 it
was common to see dogs and cats in the streets. By the year
2000 that was much less common, at least in some places. A
problem that had seemed intractable had begun to abate.

Figure 33: Andrew Rowan and his dog, Charles. Used
with permission of The Humane Society of the United
States.

Andrew Rowan, Chief Scientific Officer of HSUS, has tracked
animal shelter statistics for decades. He believes that “where
sterilization was promoted, it was associated with a change
in dog/cat intake.”[27] Rowan found that estimates of shelter
intake nationwide relative to human population showed “a
big drop (40% or so) in the 1970s and then a leveling off in
the 1980s.”[28] In the 1990s “dog intakes began a steady
decline” and after the year 2000 “cat intakes began to
decline.”

What part did low-cost sterilization clinics play in the fall in
shelter intake that started in the 1970s? The spread of low-cost clinics correlated with the fall in shelter
intake, but Rowan does not think it was simply cause and effect. He believes that the clinics were part of a
national debate about pet overpopulation that stimulated private veterinarians to begin offering spayneuter surgeries to their clientele in order to avoid losing that segment of their business.[29] It appears to
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have been this entry into the field by private veterinarians that ultimately succeeded in pushing spayneuter rates up to the point where the pet-population crisis began to abate.[30] A study in the early 1970s
showed that the willingness of owners to get their pets spayed was extremely sensitive to cost.[31] The
reduced-cost clinics may have led private veterinarians to lower their prices on the surgeries, which in
turn made the surgeries more attractive to pet owners.[32]
The motive for private veterinarians to do more spay-neuter surgeries in their practices may not have
been entirely a matter of protecting themselves from the low-cost spay-neuter clinics. One veterinarian
said at a 1974 conference that “until recently the vast majority of practicing veterinarians were unaware
of the problem of overpopulation of pet animals.”[33] Competition from the clinics may have accelerated a
trend that would have happened anyway as veterinarians realized they could help control the population
of homeless cats and dogs.
In addition to a possible role of low-cost spay-neuter clinics in motivating private veterinarians to perform
more sterilizations at lower cost, the publicity surrounding the clinics may have had the effect of
educating the public about the importance of sterilizing their pets. An executive with the Peninsula
Veterinary Medical Association noted in an editorial in a veterinary magazine in the 1970s that
controversy over low-income spay-neuter clinics had increased people’s awareness of the pet-population
issue.[34] As a result, the social acceptability of allowing a pet dog to have a litter was declining. A 2007
study showed that low-cost sterilization programs increased the number of regular-cost spay-neuter
surgeries as well, perhaps because of the increased marketing of the benefits of sterilization.[35]
If an increasing acceptance of sterilization as a part of health care for pets was behind the fall in shelter
intake in the 1970s, and the fall in intake leveled off in the 1980s, what caused the renewed fall in dog
intake in the 1990s and cat intake in the 2000s? Several factors were probably at work, but Rowan points
to the fact that in the 1990s veterinarians began to recommend spay-neuter as part of a routine package
of pet care, so that their clients had to opt out in order to avoid sterilizing their pets.[36] This differed from
the 1970s, when veterinarians simply made spay-neuter available and clients had to opt in for the surgery.
Another factor that may have been important in the renewed fall in shelter intake in the 1990s was the
increasing acceptance of pediatric spay-neuter (sterilization at as young as 8 weeks of age). The prime
breeding age for cats and dogs is one to three years.[37] A 1991 study that was done before the use of
pediatric spay-neuter had become widespread showed that spayed female cats and dogs had 78% as
many litters as unspayed females.[38] This happened because the females had not been spayed early
enough in life to keep them from reproducing.
For the spay-neuter campaign to have maximum effect, it had to convince people to not only spay their
female pets, but to spay them early in life before they had a litter. That was difficult. A tradition of waiting
to do spaying and neutering on cats and dogs until they were six months old or older had started in the
early 1900s, at a time when anesthesia was still primitive.[39] It was thought that adult animals, with their
larger body size, were better able to tolerate the anesthetics in use at the time.[40] By the 1970s
sterilization surgeries were much safer, but the old tradition of waiting to six months of age for
sterilization hung on.
Leo Lieberman, a veterinarian in private practice, was a pioneer in advocating for pediatric spay-neuter.
Lieberman published a letter on pediatric spay-neuter in 1982 that reported good results with sterilization
of over 100 puppies and kittens at 8 to 10 weeks of age.[41] In 1987 he published a widely-read article
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about the safety and advantages of pediatric sterilization.[42] Marvin Mackie was also a proponent of
early-age spay-neuter. He began doing early-age spay-neuter in 1988 and found that puppies and kittens
tolerated the surgery well.[43] Acceptance of pediatric spay-neuter grew rapidly in the 1990s.[44]
Early-age spay-neuter helped solve a problem that had been bedeviling shelters, which was what to do
with puppies and kittens who were too young (under the old rule of waiting until at least 6 months of age
before sterilization) to be spayed or neutered before adoption. Shelters had tried requiring adopters to
sign a contract promising to get their new pet sterilized when the pet was old enough, but that was not
very effective. The National Animal Control Association reported in the 1980s that up to 70% of owners
failed to carry out the promised sterilizations.[45] In 1987, the ASPCA, which offered free spaying and
neutering for adopted puppies and kittens when they reached six months of age, was reported to have
had as low as a 20–30% response rate to their program.[46] Another shelter reported that even when the
entire cost of sterilization surgery was collected at the time of adoption, 30% of puppy and kitten
adopters failed to follow up and have the surgery performed.[47]
Shelters were under considerable pressure starting in the 1970s not to add to the pet overpopulation
problem by adopting out animals who could breed,[48] and some shelters reacted to this difficult situation
by simply killing all puppies and kittens who were under six months of age rather than adopting them out
unsterilized.[49] The ability to sterilize puppies and kittens before they went out the door took away what
had been a serious obstacle to their adoption.
In addition to the increased acceptance
of pediatric spay-neuter, another factor
in the renewed decline in shelter intake
in the 1990s may have been further
growth in the availability of low-cost
spay-neuter programs for owned pets. In
1990 Esther Mechler founded SpayUSA
to serve as a nationwide referral center
for low-cost spaying and
neutering.[50] The SpayUSA referral
procedure was a streamlined version of
the Friends of Animals
approach.[51] Instead of collecting the
discounted spay-neuter fee from the
clients and then paying the providers as
Friends of Animals did, SpayUSA
arranged with providers for a discounted
Figure 34: The SpayUSA concept is not limited to the USA. This spay-day event was
fee and then referred clients to them
held by SpayPanama, which was founded by Patricia Chan. Photograph used with
directly. This approach proved so popular permission of SpayPanama.
that Mechler could not keep up with the
number of calls that SpayUSA received.[52] In 1993 North Shore Animal League took over SpayUSA and
provided a telephone center and full-time referral agents to answer calls. Mechler continued to manage
the program for the next 17 years.[53] She was a popular speaker at conferences and helped many people
develop local programs.
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Another consequential event in the 1990s was a conference held by the International Society for Animal
Rights in Washington, DC, in September of 1991 on the current state of efforts to manage pet
overpopulation.[54] The conference included presentations on mandatory spay-neuter, pediatric spayneuter, trap-neuter-return programs for feral cats, pet-population issues as part of the veterinary
curriculum, the effect of purebred dog breeding on the dog population, and prospects for non-surgical
sterilization.
Barbara Carr and Peter Marsh of New Hampshire attended the 1991 conference. Carr was a shelter
director in Dover at that time and she was interested in identifying ways to reduce shelter
intake.[55] Marsh was a New Hampshire attorney who was working on state legislative initiatives for
animal welfare.[56] They heard Arthur Baeder, a veterinarian from New Jersey, speak at the conference
about New Jersey’s state-subsidized program for spaying and neutering the pets of low-income people at
very low cost.[57] That same year Carr did a study on kitten intake at her shelter and found that 48% of
people who surrendered litters of kittens had incomes below the poverty line, even though the poverty
rate in the county was only 12%.[58]
New Hampshire had various pet-sterilization programs at that time that reduced the cost of spaying and
neutering by about half, but Carr and Marsh realized that was still too much for poor families to
pay.[59] They succeeded in getting the state to adopt a program for subsidized cat and dog sterilization
where pet owners with poverty-level incomes had to pay only $10.[60] The program took effect in 1994.
Between 1994 and 2000, the yearly intake of cats and dogs at New Hampshire shelters fell from 18,388 to
12,800.[61] The fall in intake in New Hampshire may not have been due to the spay-neuter effort
alone,[62] but the fact that reasonably accurate intake statistics were available for the state and showed a
steep decline attracted interest to the New Hampshire program and the importance of very-low-cost and
free spay-neuter services.
The percentage of pets who are sterilized appears to have trended up sharply in the United States since
1970. Surveys of sterilization rates for owned pets in the 1970s produced widely varying results, perhaps
reflecting differences from one location to another, or differing survey methodologies. A nationwide
survey by the Pet Food Institute in 1975, after the spay-neuter movement had been underway for a few
years, found that 47% of female dogs but only 12% of male dogs had been sterilized.[63] For cats, 31% of
females and 38% of males had been sterilized. Recent surveys show a greatly improved picture. The
American Pet Products Association estimated that in 2012, 83% of owned dogs were sterilized (up from
72% 10 years earlier) and 91% of owned cats were sterilized (up from 84% 10 years earlier).[64]
A concept that attracted much interest in the 1970s was chemical birth control. A 1973 article proposed
that chemical birth control might solve what was then believed to be a problem of not enough
veterinarians to do spay-neuter surgeries.[65] The authors of the article argued that owners would be more
willing to accept chemical birth control than sterilization because chemical birth control did not involve a
large up-front cost and could potentially be reversible.[66]Chemical birth control, although it was regarded
as a great hope in the 1970s,[67] did not develop as quickly as its proponents had expected.[68] The rapid
development of safer and more efficient surgical sterilization techniques took away some of the perceived
need for developing chemical birth control.
Sterilization was the first of two major campaigns that gained momentum in the 1970s to solve the petoverpopulation problem. The second campaign, which got underway around the same time as the spayneuter effort, was to persuade or require people to keep their pets off the streets by keeping cats indoors
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and confining dogs to their property or walking them on leashes. The effect of this second campaign is
even harder to quantify than the effect of spay-neuter. But it did lead to a considerable cultural change in
how people regarded free-roaming dogs and, to a lesser extent, cats.
To succeed, the campaign to get cats and dogs off the streets had to change the perception among many
pet owners that it was acceptable to allow their animals to roam. Since colonial times, pet owners in the
United States had typically allowed their cats and dogs outdoors for at least part of the day to roam about
as they pleased. As shown by several field studies of free-roaming animals, this practice was still very
common in the 1970s.[69] Alan Beck’s Baltimore study in the early 1970s, for example, found that at least
37% of owned dogs were allowed to roam and that it was common in the morning and evening to see
people letting their dogs out to run.[70] A 1975 Sacramento study found that 71% of free-roaming dogs
wore collars, indicating that they were owned and their owners were simply letting them roam.[71]
The authors of a study done in Manhattan, Kansas, observed that pet owners who did not allow their
female dogs to roam were generally not contributing to the dog population problem whether the dogs
were spayed or not.[72] Beck pointed out that having dogs leashed could not only solve the dog
overpopulation problem but also stop the nuisance and public-health problems caused by roaming
dogs.[73]
The twin needs for sterilization of pets and keeping pets off the street were behind a program called LES
(Legislation, Education, and Sterilization) developed by HSUS in the early 1970s.[74] The LES program was
promoted by Phyllis Wright, director of HSUS’s Animal Sheltering and Control department.[75] The
concepts behind the LES program were discussed at two national conferences on the pet-overpopulation
problem held in 1974 and 1976.[76] The LES program, with its slogan that “LES is more” became a central
focus in animal sheltering.[77]
The legislation portion of the LES program was aimed at modernizing laws affecting companion animals,
especially animal control ordinances. Animal control ordinances were made at the local level and varied
widely, leading to what one commentator in 1976 called a “hodgepodge” of different procedures in
different places.[78] An animal control superintendent from Albuquerque noted at a 1971 conference that
most of the towns and hamlets in New Mexico had no animal control ordinances for pets.[79] The simplest
animal-control ordinances in the United States in the mid-1970s generally applied only to free-roaming
dogs, not cats.[80] In larger cities, ordinances were likely to be more comprehensive and have provisions
such as impoundment and reclamation fees that increased with the number of violations.[81] Ordinances
in the 1970s were heavily weighted toward protecting people from nuisances and diseases caused by
animals, and few of them contained provisions for animal welfare.[82]
Many jurisdictions enacted new or revised animal-control ordinances in reaction to the petoverpopulation crisis of the 1970s.[83] HSUS developed a proposed model ordinance that included a leash
law and mandatory licensing for dogs and cats.[84] Leash laws that were enacted throughout the country in
the 1970s helped change the public perception that allowing dogs to roam was acceptable. Today we take
it for granted that in most urban and suburban areas dogs must be under their owners’ control, and this
change in the culture largely correlated with the passage and enforcement of leash laws.
Recommended control measures in the 1970s were somewhat different for dogs and cats. Dogs can be
walked on leashes, and many dogs can be trained to be reliable under voice control off lead. Cats are not
usually leashed, and are not easy to confine with a fence. The lack of effective options for maintaining
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control of cats outdoors resulted in recommendations for making cats indoor-only animals, a step that
many cat owners were reluctant to take.
The “education” aspect of LES was designed to emphasize the importance of sterilization and owner
responsibility, and was part of the broader effort on the part of humane advocates to increase awareness
of the need for pet sterilization.[85] Barbara Cassidy of HSUS described at a 1987 conference some of the
marketing efforts that shelters were making to encourage owner responsibility and sterilization.[86] One of
her examples was a campaign created by the Massachusetts SPCA, which was a leader in humane
education dating back to the 1800s. The program used newspaper advertisements and posters with
messages such as: “Surprise! Your four-year-old is the grandfather of 173.”[87]
Another type of promotion was designed to get attention by informing the public about the extent of
shelter killing. Shelters had traditionally downplayed how much killing they were doing, but by the 1980s
many people in the shelter industry felt that this silence was harmful to the cause of pet-population
control.[88]In the early 1990s officials of the Peninsula Humane Society in California invited the media into
the euthanasia room to witness animals being killed.[89] A less graphic version of this approach was the
“chain of collars” vigil, where each collar represented an animal killed at a shelter.[90]
The “sterilization” aspect of LES encouraged differential licensing, low-cost spay-neuter programs, and
sterilization or sterilization contracts for all animals placed by shelters.[91] Differential licensing charged
significantly more to license an unsterilized animal than a sterilized one. A differential licensing program
in Los Angeles in the 1970s correlated with a sharply increased sterilization rate of licensed animals.[92]
LES was just one of many programs promoting spay-neuter, but it was a leader in advocating for pets to
be kept at home or under their owner’s supervision. LES may have had its greatest impact in helping to
change the culture to make it less acceptable to allow dogs and cats to roam.
Mandatory-sterilization ordinances were another popular idea in the period from 1970 to 2000. A 1998
survey of 186 shelters found that shelter managers named mandatory sterilization as the most important
and effective type of program for reducing pet overpopulation.[93] There was considerable sentiment in
those days for emphasizing penalties rather than persuasion in animal control ordinances, because people
felt that persuasion had been tried and had not worked.[94] Today, mandatory sterilization ordinances are
thought by many animal-control experts to be ineffective or even counterproductive, as people who do
not want to sterilize their pets will simply avoid licensing them.
Programs to sterilize owned pets and ordinances requiring owned pets to be kept off the street do not
directly target homeless cats and dogs. Even so, the number of feral and unowned dogs decreased from
an estimated 20% of the total dog population in 1969 to a very small number as of 1995.[95] Beck has
suggested that unowned dogs do not have a high rate of reproductive success and that maintaining their
population requires input from the owned-dog population.[96] Thus, a decrease in the number of litters
born to owned dogs may eventually cause the population of unowned dogs to decline. It is not clear
whether the free-roaming cat population declined from 1970 to 2000. Shelter intake of cats appears to
have declined substantially during that time, but cat intake is not necessarily an accurate reflection of cat
populations since impoundment policies for cats can vary a great deal from one place to another and
from one time to another.
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In addition to an increasing percentage of sterilized pets and a decreasing acceptance of allowing pets to
roam, a change in how people valued their pets may have been a factor in the fall in shelter intake from
1970 to 2000. There are anecdotal reports from some people who were active in the shelter industry in
the 1970s and 1980s that people became more reluctant to surrender pets to shelters for trivial reasons.
The phenomenon of changing attitudes toward pets is discussed at more length in the next chapter, but it
appears as though for an increasing number of people in the 1970s and 1980s it was no longer a casual
matter to surrender a pet to the shelter.
The fall in shelter intake that happened in
the years from 1970 to 2000 set the stage
for shelters to begin to raise their live
release rates and finally reduce shelter
killing. This effort was aided by the fact
that, while shelter intake was declining,
the number of people in the United
States was increasing, thus providing
more potential homes for those shelter
animals. Shelter statistics such as intake
and disposition are often reported “per
thousand people,” to reflect the fact that
the size of the population served by a
shelter is a relevant variable when
looking at shelter performance.
Most experts agree that by the year 2000
annual shelter intake in the United States
was around 7 million cats and dogs, or
about 23 per thousand people. Estimates
for nationwide shelter intake in the
1970s and 1980s vary, and the 1970
intake number per thousand people in
Figure 1 is based on an average of those
estimates. Whether a low or high intake
estimate is used for 1970, though, the
trend in intake between 1970 and 2000 is
sharply down. Figure 1 shows estimated
shelter intake per thousand people from
1970 to 2000. Figure 1 is derived from
estimates that have a good deal of uncertainty, and the downward trend was probably not as uniform as
it appears in the graph.
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We have actual data from a couple of
large shelter systems for the period
from 1970 to 2000, and that data also
shows a downward trend. Figure 2
shows data from a county in
California.[97]
A striking conclusion from this graph is
that at least until 1997 (when the
method of data collection changed) the
reduction in shelter killing in this
California county closely paralleled the
reduction in shelter intake. This meant
that, although the percentage of
animals killed declined sharply, the
decline was due to fewer animals
[98]
coming in the door, not more animals leaving alive. As has been pointed out by Peter Marsh, this
phenomenon was a common trend in shelters.[99]
Actual data from the New York City shelter system from 1970 to 2000 also shows shelter intake declining
sharply and in parallel with shelter killing. In New York City, though, the two lines in the graph begin to
diverge in the early 2000s. For the first time, the number of live releases per thousand people was
increasing.

What explains this pattern of live releases failing to increase from 1970 to 2000 even as shelter intake was
declining? The explanation may be that the number of pets that could be easily obtained from friends,
neighbors, and on the street had to decline to a certain level before shelter animals could compete for
homes. As long as dogs and cats were freely available in the environment, people may have had little
interest in adopting from a shelter. And shelters in the 19th and 20thcenturies were ill-equipped to take
advantage of a better climate for marketing their animals, since their operating procedures had been
designed for taking in and killing large numbers of animals.
An alternative model for shelter operations existed in which healthy and treatable animals were not
killed. This model, although it originated in the late 1800s, was never able to gain much traction during
the years of pet overpopulation. Around 1970, at about the same time that shelter intake started to
decline, this model slowly began to evolve from its very simple beginnings and gain in popularity. The next
three Parts discuss the origin of this new operational model, which came to be known as No Kill, in the
years from 1970 to 2000.
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PART IV: THE NO-KILL IDEA
CHAPTER ELEVEN – EVOLVING ATTITUDES TOWARD HOMELESS PETS
As shelter intake relative to human population fell in the period from 1970 to 2000, interest in new
models of shelter operation grew. The way in which these new models developed was naturally affected
by public attitudes toward shelter animals. Before looking at the evolution of new models, it is worth
examining the evolution of human attitudes toward homeless pets.
The way the media treats homeless cats and dogs has changed notably over time. Newspapers in the
post-Civil-War years often took a dismissive attitude toward shelter killing and sometimes took a mocking
attitude toward humane advocates who tried to protect homeless cats and dogs. For example, journalists
belittled the Women’s Branch of the Pennsylvania SPCA in 1870 for opening a humane shelter for
impounded dogs.[1] By the early 1900s, though, newspapers were running occasional sympathetic stories
about homeless pets.
In 1902 the Boston Globe featured such a story, describing how a homeless mixed-breed dog who had
become a police mascot had a narrow escape from the dog catcher.[2] And in the fall of 1905 the
Philadelphia Inquirer reported that the mayor of Atlantic City had decided to close the city’s pound until
the following year because of public protests that the dogs were starved and mistreated.[3] This story was
reported in a straightforward manner, not with the jocular tone that was common in articles about dog
pounds in the middle and late 1800s.
The sympathetic approach struck a chord with the public. One example was a story that started in March
of 1913 in Boston, when a young woman found a four-month-old puppy shivering in a doorway on a cold
day. The woman lived in an apartment where she could not keep a pet, so she took the puppy to the city
shelter, which was run by the Animal Rescue League (ARL) of Boston. The ARL named the puppy “Susie.”
No owner appeared to claim her and she was scheduled to be killed. The woman who had found Susie
and brought her to the shelter did not want that to happen, so she made an appeal to the Boston Post.
The ARL agreed to delay Susie’s killing to see if an adopter would come forward.
On March 31st the Boston Post featured a prominent article about the puppy and her impending
execution.[4] The story included a photograph of Susie, who was a homely, nondescript little mutt
described as having a friendly and playful nature. She was scheduled to be killed at noon the following day
if no one came to adopt her. Susie made news again the next day when the Boston Post reported that
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“hundreds of men, women, and children” who had seen her story “wrote, telephoned, telegraphed, and
called in person” wanting to adopt her.[5] The successful applicant was Mrs. Estelle Tyler-Warner, a
woman of “wealth and social standing.” The newspaper printed a photograph of Mrs. Tyler-Warner
posing with Susie before carrying her off to a new life.
Some of the change in attitude toward homeless dogs that had occurred by the early 1900s was probably
due to the discovery of a post-exposure vaccine for rabies in the late 1800s. Free-roaming dogs,
particularly homeless, mixed-breed dogs, were seen as the primary vector for transmitting rabies to
humans in the 1800s,[6] and as the danger of death from rabies waned the status of mixed-breed dogs
increased. Animal-welfare organizations began to make efforts to promote homeless dogs as pets. The
San Francisco SPCA held a children’s pet show in 1905, a concept that became widely promoted as part of
humane education.[7] The Women’s Pennsylvania SPCA held a “Just Plain Dog Show” in 1915 with silver
cups for prizes.[8] Humane societies, SPCAs, and animal rescue leagues started to promote adoption of
shelter pets and worked to change the bad image of mixed breeds.[9] By the 1920s the view that mixedbreed dogs were inherently inferior had faded.
Another important factor in changing attitudes toward homeless pets may have been humane education.
When the early SPCAs started their humane-education programs in the years after the Civil War, they
used written materials and lectures to promote their message.[10] Later, in the 1890s and early 1900s,
humane-education advocates used evolving forms of media to promote their message, although some
educators were suspicious of the corrupting influence of popular media on children.[11] In the period from
1920 to 1970, formal humane education in many places relied on animal control officers or other humane
workers or volunteers visiting schools and talking to children about kindness to animals.[12] This school
outreach did not generally deal with controversial issues like the increasing use of factory-style conditions
for raising meat animals, the ongoing cruelties of livestock transport and slaughter, and animal
experimentation.
Although humane-education advocates made some
use of popular media in the 1920s and beyond, their
influence was small compared to that of
commercially-produced animal stories. Sympathetic
stories about animals, particularly dogs, became a
fixture of films, radio, and eventually television in
the 20th century. These stories often echoed the
“animal autobiographies” that were central to
humane education in the late 1800s,[13] although the
motivation for their production appears to have
been more commercial than hortatory. Films and
television programs about animals allowed children
to imagine what it felt like to be an animal and may
have helped children realize that animals are
creatures with their own awareness and emotions.
Figure 35: Sunnybank Lad, the prototype of a hero collie in

A popular theme in both print and films following
Albert Payson Terhune’s stories. Public domain.
[14]
World War I was the hero dog. Albert Payson
Terhune wrote stories during this time that drew on his experiences with collies he raised on his 40-acre
estate in New Jersey. Terhune’s collie stories might seem sentimental to some readers today, but they
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have considerable narrative force and are notable in
their respect for the intelligence and character of dogs.
Silent films, which were popular from the late 1800s to
the late 1920s, made a star of a dog named Rin Tin Tin.
The real-life story of Rin Tin Tin was as remarkable as any
of his movie roles. He was a German Shepherd who was
born in 1918 in an area of active battle in France during
World War I.[15] An American soldier, Lee Duncan, found
him and his mother and littermates in the remains of a
bombed-out kennel when the puppies were a few days
old. Substantial numbers of dogs were deployed by
armies in World War I—an estimated 30,000 by the
Germans and at least 20,000 by the Allies—and the
kennel where Rin Tin Tin was found had probably been
used to train German war dogs.[16]
Duncan kept two of the puppies, a male and a female,
and found homes for the mother and the rest of the
litter. He named his puppies Rin Tin Tin and Nanette
Figure 36: Rin Tin Tin circa 1929. Public domain.
after small dolls that were popular with the soldiers as
good luck charms. When the war ended the future of the
puppies was uncertain. The majority of war dogs were killed, but Duncan wanted to bring the puppies
home with him. At the last minute he was able to obtain the needed paperwork, and all three of them
boarded a ship for the United States.[17]
Rin Tin Tin appeared in 29 films, most of them silent films that have been lost.[18] He died in 1932, but left
many descendants (including one who starred in a Rin Tin Tin television series in the 1950s).[19] Silent films
offered an ideal vehicle for hero dog stories. One barrier that can prevent people from fully identifying
with animals is their lack of speech. This
barrier was overcome in novels such as Black
Beauty by the device of having the animal tell
his or her own story. In silent movies no one
could speak, and the hero dog communicated
the same way the human actors did, by actions
and facial expressions.[20] This served to
equalize dog and man. Rin Tin Tin was an
excellent silent-film actor, with the ability to
telegraph his emotions on screen and draw his
viewers in.
Lassie, like Rin Tin Tin, was a hero dog who
had a career in film and television. The first
Lassie movie, adapted from Eric Knight’s 1940
book Lassie Come-Home, was released in 1943
and was very successful.[21] The message from
the Lassie films was that any dog, even the

Figure 37: Pal, the dog who played Lassie in the 1943 film Lassie ComeHome. Public domain.
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family pet, could be a hero. Although the fictional Lassie was a female, the movie and television Lassies
were played by a series of male dogs. The trainer of the original Lassie (a dog named Pal) felt that Pal had
several qualities that drew audiences to the dog both on and off the stage, including an ability to perceive
how people were feeling and a true actor’s instinct to play to a crowd. Like Rin Tin Tin, he was able to
engage the audience by his expressiveness. When MGM gathered 58 of its greatest stars for a group
photograph in 1949, Pal was not only included but was front and center.[22]
“Old Yeller” was another hero dog whose popularity in the media spanned multiple genres. His story was
told first in Fred Gipson’s eponymous 1956 novel,[23] and then made into a movie by Disney. Old Yeller
was like Lassie in that he saved his family many times. Unlike Lassie, Rin Tin Tin, and Terhune’s collies,
though, Old Yeller was a mixed breed. In fact, the term “yellow dog” was a synonym for mongrel. Old
Yeller was a talented working dog, which was more valuable than bloodlines in the mid-1800s frontier
setting of the story. One interesting thing about this story is that, although Old Yeller is ultimately shot
because he was bitten by a rabid wolf (while saving the family yet again), he is presented as a sympathetic
victim of the dread disease rather than a propagator of it.
In addition to realistic films like Old Yeller, Disney made a series of animated films featuring talking
animals. These films solved the language problem in a new way, by allowing animals to speak directly to
each other and to the audience. Disney movies presented a wide variety of animals in a humanlike way,
including wild animals. And whereas the hero-dog genre featured only animals of exceptional ability and
intelligence, Disney movies included typical, everyday animals.
The trope of the speaking animal was carried even further in Universal Studio’s movie Babe, adapted from
a 1983 novel and released in 1995. Babe was a typical realistic movie except that it featured a pig who
could converse with other animals, although not with humans. The movie received both critical and
popular acclaim.
Books, films, and television programs that presented sympathetic depictions of animals had several
different relationships to reality. The novel Black Beauty was realistic in everything except the device that
the book was narrated by a horse. The Terhune books told stories that were realistic and believable about
dogs who were almost, but not quite, too good to be true. The Rin Tin Tin and Lassie movies and
television shows featured real dogs but the stories they told about the dogs sometimes stepped over the
line of a real dog’s capabilities. The Disney animated films had an even more tenuous relationship to
reality, but this allowed Disney films to deal with issues like hunting that might have been thought too
brutal for a realistic film for small children.
One of the Disney movies—Lady and the Tramp, released in 1955—had special relevance to animal
shelters. At the time the film was released, American Kennel Club registration of purebreds was on the
way up,[24] but the male star of the movie was a mixed-breed dog. He was also homeless—a “tramp,” as
unowned dogs were called in the 1800s and early 1900s.[25] In the animal autobiographies from the 1800s
and the hero dog books and films from the 1900s, the animals existed to serve humans. Black Beauty, Rin
Tin Tin, Lassie, and Old Yeller were all presented as admirable due to their devotion to their human
masters and their willingness to sacrifice their own interests for those of humans. Tramp’s life, as
depicted in the film, contradicted the idea that homeless dogs and cats were miserable, helpless creatures
and that shelters were doing them a favor by impounding and killing them. In fact, Lady and the
Tramp presented shelter killing as an evil and undeserved fate that ended worthwhile lives.[26] By
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challenging the idea that dogs cannot live happy lives
as strays, the film implicitly challenged the idea that
that death is a kindness for a homeless animal.
Books in the post-World-War-II period featured many
types of humanized animals. Cleveland Amory, the
founder of the Fund for Animals (1967), and a
successful novelist, reporter, commentator, and critic,
wrote a popular series of stories about his rescued cat,
Polar Bear. E.B. White, the legendary expert on
English-language style and a longtime contributor to
the New Yorker magazine, wrote the novels Charlotte’s
Web and Stuart Little, which featured a pig, a spider, a
rat, and a mouse among other creatures. Stuart
Little is particularly interesting in that it presents the
hero as simultaneously a human (the child of two
humans) and a mouse, which is one of the most
despised types of animal.
The genre of books and films that presented animals as
comparable to humans, at least as to their ability to
feel emotions, served as a counterweight to the
scientific emphasis in the mid-1900s on condemning
anthropomorphism. The post-World-War-II baby-boom generation was arguably exposed to more
anthropomorphic animal stories, in more types of media, than any generation before it. Stuart Little was
published in 1945, Charlotte’s Web in 1952, and Old Yeller in 1956. Some of the most popular Disney
movies about animals were from that period as well, including Bambi (1942), Lady and the
Tramp (1955), Old Yeller (1957), and 101 Dalmatians(1961). The original Lassie novel was published in
1940, and there were seven Lassie movies between 1943 and 1951, as well as the Lassie television series
that started in 1954 and ran for 20 years.[27]
Figure 38: Cleveland Amory wrote popular stories about his
rescued cat, Polar Bear. Public domain.

Stephen Kellert, who was a professor of social ecology at Yale University, did research in the 1970s on
attitudes of people in the United States toward animals, including wildlife.[28] He found that there were
two common positive attitudes toward animals, which he called Humanistic (a love of individual animals,
usually pets), and Moralistic (a concern with the ethical treatment of animals and opposition to animal
exploitation).[29]
At the time Kellert did his surveys in the 1970s, people expressing Humanistic and Moralistic attitudes
toward animals were disproportionately young.[30] The Humanistic view was especially common in people
age 18 to 25. Negative attitudes toward animals were more common in people over 45.[31] In the mid1970s people under age 25 were in the baby-boom generation, which constituted a major demographic
bulge. As the large number of baby boomers with Humanistic and Moralistic attitudes toward animals
matured, it is possible that they retained those attitudes.
The increased incidence of pet sterilization in the 1970s may itself have had a part in a change of attitude
by pet owners, because a sterilized pet is less likely to wander and may have better behavior within the
home. The greater tendency of sterilized pets to stay at home and the decline in nuisance behaviors may
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have made people bond more closely with their pets. And as the number of homeless pets in the
environment declined, people may have valued the remaining animals more. It was easy to place a low
value on cats and dogs when there were strays everywhere and a puppy or kitten could be had for the
asking.
Andrew Rowan has proposed several other factors that may have been at work in changed attitudes
toward animal issues in general since 1950. These include a movement away from the “behaviorism”
school of animal psychology to a greater appreciation for the cognitive abilities of animals, the migration
of people away from farms where they had direct experience with the realities of meat production, the
animal rights movement, and the increasing social status and political power of women, who show
measurably higher support than men for animal protection.[32]
The 1960s and 1970s also coincided with an increased concern about the environment and more
attention to conservation. And increased pet food advertising may have helped create the perception that
it was socially permissible to regard a pet as a valued family member.[33] All these factors may have helped
influence people’s attitudes toward their pets and toward homeless dogs and cats.
This change in attitude toward pets in the 20th century, and the public’s increasing willingness to embrace
homeless and mixed-breed cats and dogs as well as purebreds, may have been an important factor in
encouraging new models for shelter operations that emphasized live releases. The next chapter looks at
early adoption-promoting shelters, particularly a very successful one called Bide-A-Wee Home.
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CHAPTER 12 – EARLY NO-KILL SHELTERING
The great majority of animal shelters in the United States in the 1800s and 1900s killed most of the dogs
and cats they took in, whether the shelters were public or private. There were a few private shelters that
were exceptions to this rule. Bide-A-Wee Home in New York City was one of the most influential of those
exceptions. Its operating plan was that only incurably ill animals would be killed.[1]
Flora D’Auby Kibbe, née Jenkins, the founder of Bide-AWee, was born in Utica, New York after the Civil War.[2] Her
father, who was the district attorney, died soon after her
birth and her mother moved the family to New York City.
Kibbe was impressed with a shelter she visited in France
called Barrone d’Herpents Dog Refuge, which had a policy
of finding adoptive homes for animals rather than killing
them.[3] In 1903 Kibbe founded the Bide-A-Wee Home as a
private organization, modeling it on the French shelter. She
formally incorporated the organization as the Bide-A-Wee
Home Association in the state of New York on May 28,
1906.[4] It was a membership corporation with seven
original members, all women.[5]
Kibbe had cared for strays in her home for several years
before establishing Bide-A-Wee.[6] She had Fox Terriers as
Figure 39: Flora D’Auby Kibbe
pets, including a special favorite named Beau who was born
in 1898 and lived for 18 years.[7] Kibbe cited her love for Beau as her inspiration for founding Bide-A-Wee,
and she sometimes took Beau with her when she went to visit the shelter.[8]Bide-A-Wee was not intended
as a sanctuary for permanent housing, a fact that was emphasized by its name, which means “stay a
while” in the Scottish dialect. Although animals could stay as long as it took until they found a home, the
expectation was that they would find homes.[9]
Bide-A-Wee took in sick, injured, and abandoned dogs and cats as well as owner surrenders, and it offered
temporary boarding for dogs whose owners were on vacation.[10] The shelter was designed to provide
comfort to the canine and feline residents and emphasize their dignity and value.[11] Cats had group
housing, with indoor and outdoor areas for adult cats and a separate area for kittens.[12] Their diet was
described as “plenty of milk and the finest cat meat.”[13]Dogs apparently liked the Bide-A-Wee shelter, as
there were stories of dogs who were placed in adoptive homes and then ran away and made their way
back to the shelter.[14] By 1907 Bide-A-Wee was operating a free emergency hospital for animals.[15] There
were isolation areas in the shelter for new arrivals and for dogs suffering from distemper, which was
common in those years.[16]
Since Bide-A-Wee’s mission was to find homes for all of its healthy and treatable animals, adoptions were
a priority. Kibbe used various adoption promotions, including one that invited people to stop by for a cup
of tea and then take home a dog if they wished.[17] Bide-A-Wee did not charge an adoption fee, but
people had to show that they were financially able to care for a pet and agree to a home visit and follow126

up calls.[18] A small fee was charged for a collar, leash, and muzzle for dogs,[19] to ensure that they would
not be picked up by animal control for lack of compliance with city ordinances.
Bide-A-Wee’s adoption rate in 1907 and 1908 was roughly two out of every three animals taken in.[20] One
reporter said that Bide-A-Wee saved almost 80% of its intake in 1912.[21]Those save rates were impressive
for the early 1900s, especially given the state of veterinary care for dogs and cats at the time and the fact
that Bide-A-Wee took in many injured and ill animals.
Bide-A-Wee’s original shelter was located in Manhattan, where the ASPCA had its headquarters. At the
time Bide-A-Wee was founded in 1903, the ASPCA had been running New York City’s public-shelter
system by contract for almost 10 years. The ASPCA also had the responsibility for animal control in the
city. Bide-A-Wee’s operating procedure of routinely treating animals for their illnesses and injuries rather
than killing them meant that at any given time there were likely to be sick and injured animals at its
shelter. In July of 1904 Bide-A-Wee’s shelter superintendent was summoned to answer an ASPCA
complaint that the shelter contained dogs suffering from mange and other illnesses.[22] The judge
dismissed the charge for lack of evidence of a violation.

Figure 40: Bide-A-Wee Home helped horses too, with sun hats and water troughs. “Sun Hats for
Horses,” 1907 photograph. Public domain.

That was only the beginning of
Bide-A-Wee’s problems with city
officials. The shelter was
relocated several times during
its early years, sometimes
because of a need for more
space and sometimes because of
neighbors’ complaints about
dogs barking.[23] The original
Bide-A-Wee shelter was a small
building located near Kibbe’s
home.[24] In the spring of 1907
Bide-A-Wee moved to 36
Lexington Avenue, which was a
residential area at the
time.[25] An article in the New
York Times in July 1907 reported
that neighbors of the shelter
complained of “evil odors” and
could not sleep due to barking
dogs and howling cats.[26]

In 1908 Bide-A-Wee took in an unusually large number of dogs to try to protect them from a city order
that any dog who was not muzzled and leashed would be killed on sight.[27] To add to the problems that
year, the Department of Health took action on the ongoing nuisance complaints against Bide-A-Wee,
ordering the shelter to relocate.[28] Kibbe did not want to move the shelter out to some remote location,
because she knew the importance of having a convenient in-town location to attract adopters.[29] She
argued to city officials that the shelter did not have large numbers of dogs in residence most of the time,
and mentioned that some of the most prominent people in New York were supporters of Bide-A-Wee.[30]
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The city relented enough to allow Bide-A-Wee to continue to operate the Lexington Avenue shelter as a
receiving station, on the condition that the nuisances were abated.[31] Kibbe agreed to transfer most of
the dogs to an out-of-town location soon after they were admitted. She had to appear in court on a
nuisance charge a month later, but by that time an investigation had cleared the shelter of any
violation.[32] The Chief Sanitary Inspector for the city stated that Bide-A-Wee was currently in compliance
with all regulations, and blamed the complaints on conditions created by employees who had since been
fired.[33]
The following summer, with the shelter still located at 36 Lexington Avenue, neighbors’ complaints
reached a level that caused the city to take action to close the shelter without notice.[34] At eight o’clock in
the morning on June 17th, 1909, a Department of Health official appeared at the shelter and ordered it to
turn out all the dogs.[35] ASPCA vans were standing by to pick up the animals. Since the ASPCA was killing
over 90% of the animals it took in at the time,[36] letting the dogs go to the ASPCA likely would have meant
death for most of them. The superintendent of Bide-A-Wee refused to release the dogs and the
Department of Health official threatened to arrest him.[37] The superintendent called Kibbe, who told the
official to proceed with the arrest if he insisted on it, because they were not going to turn over the dogs.
The official left to get a warrant, and Kibbe quickly arranged for two wagons to transport the dogs to BideA-Wee’s property in Harrington Park, New Jersey.[38]Then she rushed to the Lexington Avenue shelter
herself with her attorney in tow. The attorney managed to stall the police long enough for the wagons
that Kibbe had ordered to arrive, but then another problem arose as an ASPCA veterinarian said that the
wagons were not suitable for transporting the dogs. Kibbe dashed to ASPCA headquarters and talked to
the president, who sent another representative, who finally allowed the Bide-A-Wee wagons to be loaded
with the dogs and leave. The only animals remaining at the Lexington Avenue shelter were the cats and
one dog, a mascot named Tiddlewinks. Kibbe resolved the situation by again getting permission to use the
Lexington Avenue shelter as a receiving station where dogs could remain a short time before being taken
to the Harrington Park property,[39] but this was far from an ideal solution.
In 1910, after Bide-A-Wee had been at the Lexington Avenue address for three years, a supporter offered
a new home for the shelter at 244 East 65th Street.[40]The home was an old mansion with a large yard that
was located away from residences. Bide-A-Wee had outgrown the Lexington Street location, and the new
location allowed them to expand. The new property had room for a medical clinic with wards for different
conditions. At the time of the move Kibbe described Bide-A-Wee as being in better condition financially
than it ever had been.[41] She looked forward to a period of prosperity and growth, as they had a longterm lease on the new property.[42]
In only a year, though, Bide-A-Wee was uprooted again as a problem with its lease developed.[43] The
animals were moved to temporary quarters while Kibbe looked for another permanent location.[44] On
August 15, 1911, Bide-A-Wee obtained permission from the city’s Department of Health to locate a
“shelter for homeless animals” at 410 East 38th Street,[45] and the shelter moved into what would be its
permanent Manhattan location. This location was far enough away from residences that the dogs would
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not bother anyone.[46] All the disruptions
caused money troubles that Kibbe had to make
up from her personal funds.[47]
It was probably around this time that Bide-AWee commissioned an American sculptor,
Laura Gardin Fraser, to create a medal for the
Home.[48] The undated medal, which is a
collector’s item today, shows three dogs. The
watchwords of the shelter—loyalty, devotion,
forgiveness, and humor—are printed on the
medal.[49] A shield with the same design was
set above the door of the building at the East
38th Street location.[50]One of the dogs on the
medal was modeled after Kibbe’s dog Beau,
and the other two were homeless dogs.[51]
Bide-A-Wee prospered after moving to its
Figure 41: The Bide-A-Wee Home medal, image licensed under CC BY-NC
permanent location. In 1915 the organization
4.0.
was able to add a permanent country home for
animals on a property in Wantagh, Long Island, about 25 miles east of Manhattan.[52] The Wantagh
property was large enough to allow sheltering of horses as well as dogs and cats.[53] This property was the
location of Bide-A-Wee’s Pet Memorial Park, a pet cemetery that had its first burial in 1916.[54]
The Wantagh property in turn attracted the scrutiny of the ASPCA, and in 1916 the ASPCA filed charges
against the property’s manager, Isaac Parker.[55] The ASPCA alleged that dogs with mange were housed
with healthy dogs and that the dogs were not given enough food.[56] The case went to trial, and several of
the socially prominent women who supported Bide-A-Wee attended.[57] After the first day of the trial,
Bide-A-Wee announced that the ASPCA’s prosecution had motivated one of Bide-A-Wee’s admirers to
donate $10,000 to the Home, and another to donate an ambulance.[58] On the second day of the trial
Bide-A-Wee presented evidence that the dogs on the Wantagh property were housed in clean quarters,
fed on table scraps supplied by hotels such as the Waldorf-Astoria and the Vanderbilt, and did not have
any contagious diseases.[59] The jury found Parker not guilty on the charges.[60]
Bide-A-Wee’s intake was 3200 dogs and cats in 1906,[61] about 4500 in 1907,[62] over 5,000 in 1908,[63] and
about 7,000 in 1912.[64] In 1920 Bide-A-Wee reported that it had taken in almost 86,000 animals since it
was founded in 1903.[65] Average weekly intake in 1924 was estimated at about 150 cats and at least 100
dogs.[66] From its founding in 1903 until at least into the 1920s, Bide-A-Wee appears to have accepted
every animal brought to it, except for a brief period in 1917 while the Manhattan shelter was being
rebuilt.[67]
Although Bide-A-Wee may have been an open-intake shelter in its early years in the sense that it did not
turn animals away, in another sense it was not open intake because it did not have the duty to take in
animals impounded by animal control. That duty was carried out by the ASPCA, under contract with the
city. The ASPCA took in over 86,000 dogs and cats in 1904, which increased to about 237,000 in 1914, and
increased again to over 303,000 in 1928.[68] In that time period and until after World War II, the ASPCA’s
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overall live release rate was around 5% or less.[69] The number of animals Bide-A-Wee took in, although
significant, was not enough to provide a solution for all homeless animals in the city.
The fact that the first 20 years of Bide-A-Wee’s existence included frequent scrambles to avert disaster
was not surprising, since it was operating on an unusual business model. One 1911 article described BideA-Wee as “leaping from crag to crag,” like a mountain goat, to avoid disaster.[70] The constant drama of
Bide-A-Wee being pursued by city authorities, the battles with the ASPCA, the money problems, and the
high-society fundraisers had an upside, though, which was that Bide-A-Wee was frequently in the news.
The newspapers were also happy to print the numerous human-interest stories that came out of Bide-AWee. Some were sad, like the story of the superintendent’s stolen mascot who became a victim of the
vivisectionists.[71] Some were funny, like the story of the dog who became so fond of the attention he got
for his injured paw that he continued to act the part of invalid even after the paw healed.[72] Some were
touching, like the story of Bide-A-Wee providing gifts for poor children in the neighborhood at
Christmas.[73]
Bide-A-Wee helped other shelters in emergency situations. Two sisters, Madeleine and Stella Mills,
established a private shelter for dogs in the late 1890s in the Bronx.[74] For ten years they took in
homeless dogs. Then Madeleine became ill, and Stella could not keep up with the kennel. Bide-A-Wee
stepped in and took 70 dogs. Another shelter helped by Bide-A-Wee was the Be Kind to Animals Rest
Farm, founded by James Briggs in Maryland in 1920.[75] It was a model establishment for many years but
was hit hard by the Depression and forced to close in 1932. Bide-A-Wee accepted 150 of the least
adoptable dogs.[76]
Bide-A-Wee continued to make progress under Kibbe’s leadership, even during the Depression. She
remained president of Bide-A-Wee until her death in 1943, following complications from a broken
leg.[77] Her daughter Dorothea succeeded her as president and held that office for many years.[78] Bide-AWee still exists today, now known as Bideawee.[79]
After World War II, in response to the growth of the human population of Long Island, Bide-A-Wee
developed the Wantagh property from an overflow facility into a second shelter.[80] In the 1950s Bide-AWee acquired a third property, 25 miles further out on Long Island from Wantagh, aided by donations
from the Hofstra family.[81] This property, 200 acres in Westhampton, had kennels and a cattery. An
adoption center was built on the Westhampton property in 1966 with funds donated by author P.G.
Wodehouse and his wife, and a second Pet Memorial Park was established at the site soon after.[82] The
Bide-A-Wee Pet Memorial Parks are the final resting place of some famous dogs, including president
Nixon’s dog Checkers and Sarge, the K-9 Corps mascot in World War II.[83]
As Bide-A-Wee has continued to expand and develop its three properties, it has also continued its
emphasis on medical treatment, with veterinary clinics open to the public at all three locations.[84] And it
continues the policy, which is built into its charter, of never killing an animal unless the animal is incurably
ill.[85]
Another early shelter that aspired to find new homes for its healthy and treatable animals was the Ellen
M. Gifford Sheltering Home, founded in 1884 in Boston by Ellen Gifford and Captain Nathan
Appleton.[86] Gifford provided the funds to found the Home and Appleton donated the land for the
shelter.[87] Gifford and Appleton were reportedly inspired by animal shelters in Paris and
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London.[88] Gifford stated that she wanted to take in “the waifs, the strays, the sick, the abused” and any
“starved or ill-treated animal.”[89]
The Gifford Home was turned over to the Massachusetts SPCA to manage during its first two years of
existence.[90] The superintendent of the shelter, Albert Perkins, said that homes were found for some
animals during that two-year period and others were killed. Gifford felt that the SPCA was not giving the
home enough attention, so she took over management of it in 1886 and appointed a woman from Boston,
Mrs. Cushing, to oversee the shelter. At first the Home had taken in both cats and dogs, but it became a
dog-only shelter in 1886 because, as Perkins explained, they did not have enough land to accommodate
the rapid multiplication rate of cats.
After Gifford took back control of the shelter the policy was to kill only animals who were sick and
incurable.[91] Cushing stated that the Gifford Home was able to maintain its policy of not killing healthy or
treatable dogs because there were “very few curs left” in Boston. She cited Boston’s licensing ordinance,
the work of the city’s dog catchers, and the popularity of imported purebred dogs for the small number of
free-roaming mixed-breed dogs in Boston. She said that the shelter was able to quickly find homes for the
dogs they received. They took in only homeless animals, not animals surrendered by their owners.[92]
By 1888 the Gifford Home was again taking in cats.[93] It had separate areas for dogs and cats, with yards
for each, and shelves with straw bedding for the cats.[94] It took in 142 dogs and 116 cats in 1888, with
save rates roughly comparable to Bide-A-Wee. [95] It emphasized adoptions, and in one case adopted out
six cats to a man who had a large granary and needed cats to keep the mice in check.[96] The
superintendent investigated potential adopters to ensure that they could provide a good home.
Eventually the Gifford Home transitioned to caring for cats only, and changed its name to the Gifford Cat
Shelter.[97] It still exists today.
Another type of organization in the late 1800s that did not kill healthy or treatable animals was the horse
sanctuary. The Home of Rest for Horses, founded by Ann Lindo in England in 1886, was an influential
model.[98] Lindo wanted to provide a place where working horses who were injured or in poor condition
could be rehabilitated and then return to their jobs.[99] The Ryerss Infirmary for Dumb Animals, located
near Philadelphia, was an early horse sanctuary in the United States.[100] It was incorporated in 1888 and
received its first horse—“old, blind, and weak”—in 1889.[101] It housed horses that needed a permanent
retirement home as well as those who just needed a rest before returning to work.[102] The sanctuary still
exists today and is known as the Ryerss Farm for Aged Equines.[103] The Red Acre Farm, another early
horse sanctuary, was established in 1903 in Stow, Massachusetts.[104]
The term “No Kill” was not used for shelters in the late 1800s and early and mid-1900s. The term “Home”
was often used for shelters that sought to treat animals kindly, but apparently there were too few
shelters that had non-killing policies before the 1970s to warrant their own descriptive term. Bide-A-Wee
appears to have operated much like a modern No Kill shelter in its use of promotions and community
outreach to find homes for animals that other shelters of the day would have considered unadoptable. Its
operations in the early 1900s were surprisingly modern, so much so that they would not be replicated on
a similar scale for decades to come.
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CHAPTER 13 – USING MARKETING TO SAVE LIVES
As discussed in the previous chapter, shelters that do not kill healthy or treatable animals have been
around since the late 1800s in the United States. It was not until the 1970s, though, that “No Kill” became
a generally recognized label for such shelters. The term “no kill” was used in the 1950s and 1960s to refer
to the conservation practice of catch-and-release fishing,[1] and it is possible that the term migrated to
sheltering from that context.[2] By the mid-1970s several shelters called themselves “no kill.”[3] Guy Hodge
with the Humane Society of the United States estimated in 1974 that there were 12 to 15 shelters in the
country that had policies not to destroy animals.[4]
No Kill shelters in the 1970s were private shelters that could control their intake. They did not have
contracts with cities or counties that required them to take in all the animals impounded by animal
control and all the animals surrendered by their owners. The ability to control intake was critical to the
success of the early No Kill private shelters, since they could simply stop taking in animals when they had
reached capacity.
Running a successful No Kill shelter in those days required considerable attention to balancing intake with
adoption. No Kill private shelters used adoption instead of killing to get animals out of the shelter, and
this required them to think about making their cats and dogs attractive to the public—in other words,
marketing. One shelter in particular became known in the period from 1970 to 2000 for the very high
number of adoptions it was able to achieve by using marketing methods. That shelter, the North Shore
Animal League, may have been the first to call itself No Kill.[5] Its success at getting animals out the door
alive drew wide attention to the No Kill concept.
North Shore had its start as the North Shore Animal League and Dog Protective Association, granted
incorporation on May 1, 1944, in Nassau County on Long Island, not far from New York City.[6] North Shore
was established as a membership corporation by eight people, all residents of Great Neck.[7] The
Certificate of Incorporation set forth the purposes of the organization, including “to act as a dog
protective association in the protection, care, and disposition of dogs, lost, strayed, homeless or
otherwise” and “to maintain a shelter house or houses for dogs and other animals . . . .” The founders
started with just a garage and a few dog runs.[8]
Little information appears to have survived about the earliest years of North Shore. Journalist Merritt
Clifton has reported that Marianne H. Sanders was the principal founder and that she formed the
organization for the purpose of bidding on the animal-control contract for the Town of North
Hempstead.[9] Clifton noted that Sanders had a goal of saving all healthy dogs who came into the
organization’s shelter.[10] This information was based on interviews and some surviving documentation
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from North Shore’s early days.[11] The
eight founders who signed the 1944
incorporation certificate included a
“Marion Sanders.” “Marian H. Sanders”
signed a certificate that North Shore filed
with the state in 1951.[12]
Bideawee,[13] which had a policy of not
killing healthy or treatable animals, had a
shelter in Nassau County only about 20
miles from North Shore’s headquarters,
and Bideawee’s main shelter in
Manhattan was also not far from Great
Neck. Bideawee’s founder and president,
Figure 42: The town hall of North Hempstead is on the National Register of
Flora Kibbe, died on September 15, 1943,
Historic Places. Photograph by Jim Henderson, licensed under CC0 1.0(public
just a few months before North Shore’s
domain).
founders applied for incorporation in April
1944.[14] The founders of North Shore probably knew about Bideawee, and it is an interesting question
whether Kibbe’s work was an inspiration for their goal to minimize shelter killing.[15]
North Shore was reportedly doing canine animal control for several villages in the Great Neck area by the
1950s, but began to give up animal-control contracts in the 1960s as population growth in the area
burdened their efforts to save all adoptable dogs.[16] By 1969 the organization was struggling financially
and its future was in doubt.[17] In this crisis the North Shore board invited two of its financial supporters,
Elisabeth (“Babette”) and Alexander (“Alex”) Lewyt, a wealthy couple who lived in the area, to a meeting
to discuss the situation.[18]
Babette Lewyt was born in France in 1913.[19] She emigrated to the United States in 1936 and married
Alex in 1953.[20] She was interested in animal welfare and was active with several humane organizations in
the 1960s,[21] and it was at her urging that Alex agreed to attend the North Shore board meeting.[22] Alex,
who was born in 1908 in New York City, was the son of immigrants from Austria.[23] He was a high-school
dropout who took over his father’s modest factory and won government contracts during World War
II.[24] He was given the French Legion of Honor for supplying equipment to Allied forces during the
war.[25] After the war, he invented a new type of vacuum cleaner and marketed it very successfully.[26]
The Lewyts promised at the North Shore board meeting in 1969 that they would raise $3,000 for the
shelter and recruit 1,000 contributors.[27] Their campaign got off to a good start when Perry Como, who
lived in their neighborhood, agreed to serve as honorary chairperson.[28] The Lewyts compiled a list of
24,000 people who had bought dog licenses in Long Island and added the names of 4000 potential large
donors.[29] Harold Mertz, who had founded Publishers Clearing House in Port Washington in 1953,
contributed half the cost of the campaign and drafted a letter for a direct-mail appeal.[30] The letter,
signed by Perry Como, was sent out in September of 1969.[31] It contained a photograph of a puppy and a
kitten with the text: “Would you give a dollar—just $1—TO SAVE THEIR LIVES?”[32] The campaign far
exceeded its goals, and in six weeks North Shore had donations of $11,000 from 3120 new donors.[33]
By that time the Lewyts were “hooked,” as Babette put it.[34] They agreed to take over management of
North Shore. The organization shortened its name in November of 1969 to North Shore Animal League,
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symbolizing a new era in its existence.[35] Babette became the chairman of the board,[36] and in the
summer of 1970 Alex became the president of North Shore.[37] Their operating principle was to save all
the healthy and treatable animals who came into the shelter.[38]In order to learn about animal sheltering,
Alex visited 22 shelters around the country.[39] In September 1970, the American Humane Association
gave North Shore a plaque “[i]n appreciation for significant contributions to the humane cause.”[40]
The Lewyts instituted several operational procedures at North Shore that have become common in
shelters today but were unusual at the time. One example was preventive medical care for shelter
animals. Every animal was vaccinated on intake unless it had received vaccinations in the preceding six
months.[41] North Shore also quarantined puppies and kittens on intake, a health practice that many
traditional shelters did not follow.[42]
The most influential of North Shore’s innovations in the 1970s had to do with management philosophy,
including the use of marketing. An article in the Wall Street Journal in 1975 described Alex as running
North Shore as if it were a large corporation, paying attention to receivables and inventories.[43] In a 1976
interview Alex emphasized that his role was to move animals into homes.[44] If an animal was not adopted
within a few weeks they would try to determine the cause, and take steps to make the animal more
attractive to adopters.
North Shore’s shelter at that time was a one-story house in Port Washington.[45] It had room for only 15
adult dogs, 12 puppies, and 12 cats or kittens.[46]Adoption numbers increased rapidly despite the small
space, going from 127 in 1969 to about 4200 in 1976.[47] Alex believed the answer to shelter killing was
better adoption methods, not more shelter space.[48] He believed that it was more efficient to move
animals quickly than to build extra space to hold animals longer.[49]
Extended hours were an important part of the emphasis on marketing. One of the first things the Lewyts
did was to arrange to have the shelter open every day of the week.[50] Many shelters in the 1970s had
very limited hours, and often no hours during the evenings and weekends when people could visit the
shelter as a family to pick out a pet. North Shore itself, before the Lewyts took over, was open only 10
hours per week and had only one paid employee.[51] The Lewyts’ strategy of longer hours paid off, and the
shelter had 10,000 visitors in 1970.[52]
There was a widespread belief in traditional animal sheltering that advertising or offering any other type
of incentive to adopt was bad because incentives would lead people to adopt on impulse or for the wrong
reasons.[53] The Lewyts rejected this thinking, and made it a practice to use both promotions and
incentives. In 1974 North Shore had an advertising budget of $50,000.[54] Reaching out to the public was
certainly effective for fundraising, and the number of North Shore contributors went from 13,000 in the
spring of 1971 to 100,000 in 1975.[55]
By the mid-1970s North Shore had a staff of 25 people including 8 full-time employees.[56] The adoption
program was placing animals so quickly that Babette would set out almost every day in the North Shore
“Love-A-Pet” van to drive around to other shelters on Long Island and bail out animals who were
scheduled to be killed.[57] She reportedly rescued 3,000 dogs in this manner in 1980 alone.[58] Alex was
frequently at the shelter.[59] Babette told a reporter in 1980 that working in the shelter was “all we want
to do.”[60]
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In addition to pulling animals from other shelters, North Shore sometimes took in owner surrenders. A
person who wanted to surrender a pet was asked to answer questions about the pet so that the shelter
had background information on the animal.[61] North Shore started programs in the early 1970s to help
keep pets in their homes, including classes in dog training, a 24-hour lost-pet hotline, and advice on
animal care.[62]
North Shore used marketing to place handicapped animals that most shelters of the time would have
considered unadoptable. In a 1971 interview Alex mentioned that North Shore had placed a blind German
Shepherd and a deaf Dalmatian named La Veda.[63] In 1973 an advertisement for another deaf Dalmatian,
Sasha, resulted in 30 families contacting the shelter wanting to adopt her.[64] Some animals who were not
handicapped were hard to adopt for other reasons, as with one cat who had a hairless tail. Alex told a
reporter that they would present the hairless tail as a feature and find the cat a home.[65] They used
positive advertising for less-than-perfect animals, stressing their good points rather than trying to create
pity for them.[66] North Shore used volunteer professional photographers to take pictures of animals for
Pet-of-the-Week features that ran in local newspapers.[67] In a case where even North Shore’s adoption
promotions could not find a home for an elderly dog with health issues, the dog became a mascot at the
shelter.[68]
Although North Shore’s goal was to move animals into homes, they had a screening process and in the
1970s they reportedly turned down 20% to 30% of people who applied to adopt.[69] In a 1975 interview
the North Shore kennel manager stated that they judged their success by their return percentage.[70] If an
adoption failed they tried to determine the cause, and used that information to make a better placement
for that animal the next time. For example, one large dog who was returned because of reactive barking
eventually found a permanent home in the suburbs in a quiet environment with fewer triggers.[71] North
Shore followed up adoptions with telephone calls to see how the animals were doing, and asked people
to return the pet if things were not going well.[72] The return rate for adopted pets was about 15% to 20%
in the 1970s, down from 25% when the Lewyts took over.[73] By 1993 North Shore’s rate of animals
returned after adoption was reported as less than 4%.[74]
The procedure that North Shore used to evaluate adopters was considered unusual at the time. It was
common for traditional shelters in the 1970s and for many years thereafter to have rigid adoption
criteria.[75] They might require, for example, that anyone adopting a dog had to have a fenced yard, or
that someone had to be home during the day. They might have a blanket rule that families with young
children could not adopt pets. They might have a minimum income requirement. Adopters at traditional
shelters were typically asked to fill out a written application, and if any of the answers were “wrong” the
adopter was denied. North Shore rejected this inflexible system in favor of a more informal approach that
centered on adoption counselors talking to prospective adopters and observing how they interacted with
pets.[76] Today a similar approach known as Open Adoption has gained wide acceptance in the shelter
industry.[77]
The New York Times featured a North Shore “adoption matchmaker” in an article in 1986.[78] The
matchmaker, Paul Berman, used conversations with prospective adopters to match them with a suitable
pet. North Shore did have general guidelines for adopters, such as no adoptions of young animals to older
people, but the rules were flexible and Berman not infrequently broke them. If he felt that older adopters
were in good health he would adopt a puppy or kitten to them. He questioned people about allergies,
paid attention to how they had treated their previous pets, and was careful to match pets to the entire
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family, including young children. Berman’s specialty was placing adult dogs, and he could usually place 50
to 60 of them on a Sunday.
The Lewyts hired staff to run the shelter, but they remained involved with North Shore until their
deaths.[79] Alex died in 1988, at the age of 79 years.[80]Babette died on December 9, 2012, not long before
her 100th birthday.[81] Her family asked that people wanting to honor her memory adopt a pet.[82]
Perhaps the most notable of the hires that the Lewyts made at North Shore was Mike Arms, who started
with the organization in 1977.[83] North Shore greatly increased its adoptions under the Lewyts, but with
Arms the shelter raised its adoption totals to new heights. North Shore adopted out 6,330 dogs and cats
in 1977, the year Arms joined the organization.[84] By 1990 that number was up to 42,150.[85] About 1200
families per week came through the facility during the busiest years while Arms was there.[86]
Arms continued the approach of
using marketing as the key to
increased adoptions.[87] His previous
experience had been in animal
sheltering with the ASPCA,[88] but he
turned out to be a highly effective
marketer. One of his ideas was to
take advantage of the market
opportunity presented by holiday
adoptions. Traditional municipal
animal shelters in the 1970s often
prohibited holiday adoptions and
adoption of pets as gifts. Their
directors thought that people were
too busy on holidays, especially
Christmas, to bring a new animal into
the home. And they thought that
black cats should not be adopted out
around Halloween.

Figure 43: Many shelters in the 1900s refused to adopt out black cats around Halloween,
because of their association with witchcraft. Public domain.

Arms felt that if parents went to a shelter to adopt a puppy as a Christmas present for a child and were
turned down, then the shelter might as well have given them a gift certificate to the pet store because
that was where they were headed next.[89] They were not going to wait until after Christmas to get a
puppy at the shelter. As for adopting out black cats near Halloween, he told the staff at North Shore that
if they saw a broom parked outside then they could turn down the adopter.[90]
In the 1970s, sales of AKC-registered puppies through pet stores was big business.[91] A study done in one
city in 1979 showed that over 40% of owned puppies had been purchased from breeders.[92] Alex had
expanded North Shore’s hours so that North Shore could compete with the pet store in the mall that was
open nights and weekends.[93] Arms wanted to continue to expand North Shore’s market share so that his
mixed-breed puppies would have as much of a chance for a home as puppies from commercial breeders.
This effort was so successful that North Shore was able to start transporting large numbers of homeless
puppies to its shelter from other parts of the country.[94] North Shore provided initial funding for the
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Northeast Animal Shelter, founded in 1976, which became another leader in transporting pets from
shelters in other parts of the country.[95]
North Shore used its own van to transport puppies,[96] and worked with several high-intake, high-kill
shelters, primarily in the southern states. Puppies were often surrendered to those shelters without their
mother, but if the mother was in the shelter too North Shore sometimes brought her with the
puppies.[97] In cases where the owners were keeping the mother, the shelter sending the puppies had to
spay her.[98]
North Shore also took in cats. As women went to work in larger numbers in the 1970s and 1980s, the
popularity of cats as pets increased.[99] And landlords who said “no” to dogs in a highly urbanized area
might allow a cat.[100] By 1989, 44% of pet adoptions at North Shore were cats.[101]
North Shore began in the early 1980s to make grants to other shelters to help them advertise their
adoptable pets. One of the first cities that received this support was Denver, where North Shore provided
the Dumb Friends League with funds for advertising in local newspapers.[102] In Greensboro, North
Carolina, the kill rate dropped after North Shore began assisting the shelter.[103] John Freed, the
Greensboro shelter director, believed that North Shore had put puppy mills out of business throughout
the United States by promoting the adoption of homeless animals.[104] North Shore also supported spayneuter programs, spending more than $3.5 million on pet sterilization programs in 1991 alone.[105]
By 1990 North Shore’s shelter had space for 400 animals.[106] The organization was operating out of a
complex of buildings that it had added over the years at its original location.[107] To modernize and add
capacity, North Shore built a new 16,000-square-foot shelter that opened in July of 1991.[108]
In 1992 North Shore started the Pet Savers Foundation to manage its shelter-assistance outreach
programs.[109] The foundation included the Cooperative Advertising Initiative (which was eventually
phased out), the SPAY USA program, the Cooperative Buying Program (a consortium to enable small
shelters to buy supplies at lower cost), the Cooperative Adoption Program (using vans to transport
animals and host adoption events across the country), national shelter conferences, and an educational
program.[110]
North Shore expanded its veterinary services over time, and by the 1980s it was offering comprehensive
veterinary care and rehabilitation for its animals. A 1988 case that was featured in a New York Times
article illustrated the extent to which North Shore veterinarians would go for a sick animal.[111] A puppy
that had been brought to the shelter turned out to have a serious congenital heart defect that would soon
kill it. There was a small possibility that open-heart surgery could save the puppy’s life, so North Shore
paid to have the puppy cared for in a foster home for a few weeks until he had matured enough to
undergo the surgery. The puppy unfortunately did not survive, but it was unusual in those days for a
shelter to even try to save a puppy with such a poor prognosis.
Another veterinary case that had a happier outcome occurred in 1996. Firefighters found a badly burned
mother cat and her five kittens at the site of a garage fire and took them to North Shore.[112] The case
created a sensation in the media because the mother cat had apparently gone repeatedly into the burning
garage, literally through fire, to carry her kittens to safety.[113] When she arrived at North Shore her ears,
eyelids, stomach, and paws were burned and her eyes were swollen shut.[114] The kittens, who were three
or four weeks old, had less severe burns but were in danger from smoke inhalation.[115] North Shore

provided them with emergency care and rehabilitation. The mother cat, who was given the name Scarlett,
and four of the kittens survived and were eventually placed in homes.[116]
One of Arms’ lasting legacies to animal sheltering is the mass adoption event. While he was at North
Shore he pioneered marathon adoption extravaganzas that he called “adoptathons.”[117] Arms got the
idea from marathon promotions that were popular with stores in the 1990s. The first North Shore
adoptathon was held in 1995. It lasted 36 hours, from 9:00 a.m. Saturday to 9:00 p.m. Sunday.[118] The
media helped promote the event and reported on it afterward. In order to make it an occasion and attract
the largest possible crowds, North Shore had events including a dance and a 4:00 a.m. coffee klatch.
North Shore staff and volunteers stayed throughout the adoptathon. They brought their children, who
slept on the floor. In later years additional shelters were involved.
Adoptathons were very successful, and today many shelters in the United States and other countries have
them.[119] It is not unusual to have dozens or even hundreds of animals adopted out during an adoptathon
at an individual shelter, and large events with multiple participating shelters have reached adoption
numbers of 1,000 and more.
During Arms’s 20-year tenure at North Shore the shelter found adoptive homes for some 400,000
pets.[120] After Arms left North Shore in 1997 he developed another highly successful mass-marketing
concept, “Home 4 the Holidays,” which promoted adoption of shelter animals during the year-end
holidays. The first Home 4 the Holidays event was held in December 1999 at the Helen Woodward Animal
Center.[121] By 2015 the Home 4 the Holidays event had reportedly found homes for over 12 million pets
since its inception, with over 4,000 organizations participating.[122] Home 4 the Holidays was a particularly
important concept because it encouraged many traditional shelters to sign on to the idea Arms had
always promoted, that the holidays are a great adoption opportunity for shelters.
North Shore was influential in bringing new ideas into sheltering during the crucial period from 1970 to
2000 when average shelter intake in the United States was declining and shelter workers in many places
could begin to think about getting more animals out alive. Merritt Clifton reported in a 1993 article that
North Shore was placing more animals per year through adoption than any other shelter in the country
and was providing more funds for sterilizing animals than any other national program in the country.[123]
In spite of this success, North Shore was criticized for some of its innovations. One criticism was that
North Shore’s policy of transporting puppies from other states was taking homes away from local
animals.[124] Arms saw it differently, because he had observed that having puppies in the shelter could
actually help local dogs get adopted by drawing more people away from pet stores and into the shelter.
He put the puppies at the back of the adoption room, hoping that people would be distracted by one of
the older dogs on their way to see the puppies.[125] If someone stopped and looked at a dog an attendant
would ask the person to take the dog out for a walk.[126]
Even after North Shore started doing transports it continued taking in animals who were at risk in local
public shelters. The ASPCA’s director attributed a 34% reduction in the ASPCA kill rate from 1986 to 1992
in part to North Shore placing some 5,000 animals per year from the ASPCA shelter, as well as North
Shore’s funding of sterilization surgeries.[127] And the ASPCA’s intake of dogs and cats, far from increasing
due to transports of animals from the south, declined from 136,035 in 1974 to 50,443 in 1994.[128] Its kill
rate declined from 86% to 77% over the same period. A North Shore spokesperson said in 1992 that North
Shore had commissioned an independent group to evaluate intake to shelters on Long Island, and the
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group had concluded that intake to Long Island shelters had decreased by one-third over the previous 10
years.[129]
North Shore’s use of marketing techniques in the years from 1970 to 2000 correlated with what appears
to have been an increasing acceptance of the idea of adopting a pet from a shelter. The Google Ngram
Viewer[130] shows an increase in the use of the term “no-kill” starting about 1970.[131] The terms “animal
shelter” and “pet adoption” both began a steady rise in the early 1970s. This was probably due to many
factors, but the high profile of North Shore and its use of modern marketing techniques may have reached
many people who otherwise would not have adopted from a shelter.
Private shelters like Bideawee and North Shore that saved all of their healthy and treatable animals were
an important stage on the road to ending shelter killing, but they were not able in the 1970s and 1980s to
save enough animals to end shelter killing in their jurisdictions. They coexisted with public shelters that
killed a high percentage of their intake. The next great challenge for No Kill progress would be to expand
the No Kill approach beyond private shelters to save all the homeless pets in a community, including the
ones who were impounded at the public animal shelter. That effort is described in Parts V and VI. But one
type of animal that could not be adopted out to a typical home was the feral cat. A different approach
was needed for feral cats, and that is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 14 – FERAL CATS AND THE ORIGIN OF TNR
Domestic cats in the United States have a variety of lifestyles. They have been classified by their
ownership status (owned or unowned), where they spend their time (confined to a dwelling or freeroaming) or socialization status (tame or feral).[1] Free-roaming cats can be further subdivided into cats
who split their time between indoors and outdoors, cats who are cared for by humans but who spend all
their time outdoors, former pets (lost or abandoned), and feral cats.[2] The classification of cats is
complicated by the fact that an individual cat’s ownership status and lifestyle can change during its
lifetime, and even socialization status can change to some extent.[3]
A more recent and perhaps simpler way to look at cats divides them into three classes: owned (the
traditional pet relationship), stray (lost or abandoned cats), and community (cats who have no owner in
the traditional sense, although they may have caregivers).[4] Community cats may be tame or feral. They
live on resources that are available in their area, including food and shelter that they may receive
regularly or occasionally from humans. This three-part way of classifying cats is becoming very popular, as
the community-cat concept lends itself to practical management techniques that are discussed at the end
of this chapter.
“Feral” refers to the
socialization status of a cat
(untamed and evasive), not
its ownership or where it
spends its time,[5] although
feral cats are typically
unowned and freeroaming. A feral cat may
have been born outdoors
away from humans, or it
may have been born in a
home and then lost its
home and gradually lost its
acceptance of human
contact.[6] For the most
thorough socialization,
Figure 44: Feral cat groups often include relatives who have similar coat colors. Photograph by Bob
handling of a kitten should
Adams, licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0.
start by three weeks of
age.[7] A kitten that is not handled at all until it is eight weeks old may always be anxious around
people.[8] If socialization of a kitten is not begun by the time the kitten is ten weeks of age, it may never
be able to live as a typical pet.[9] Many people who have cared for feral cats have reported, however, that
some adult feral cats will become accepting of their caregivers over time. And there are anecdotal reports
of adult cats who were not socialized as kittens but lived happily with humans as adults.
Feral cats may live singly, in groups of two or three, or in larger groups that are often called
“colonies.”[10] Many of the early studies of feral cats were done on colonies rather than on cats living
singly or in small groups. Large colonies can form where food and shelter are abundant, and often consist
of related females and their offspring.[11] The mother cats assist each other, including nursing and
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protecting each other’s kittens.[12] A colony of feral cats can contain more than one family if the food
supply is plentiful enough, but families within a colony may compete as well as cooperate.[13]
If a colony gets too big for its food sources it may split, with the weaker faction forced out.[14] Male kittens
may leave their colonies starting as early as six months of age.[15] Feral-cat colonies sometimes include
substantial numbers of non-feral cats who were raised in a home or were socialized to people when they
were kittens and have since been abandoned or have strayed from home. Those individuals who are
friendly toward people may be referred to as “stray” or “tame” rather than “feral.”
Cats can live in a variety of environments, but as a commensal species they thrive in or near human
habitations.[16] They are generally found in the greatest numbers in urban environments where shelter
and concentrated food sources are available.[17] Outdoor cats per unit of ground in urban areas
outnumber outdoor cats in rural areas by more than 20 to 1.[18] It may be that the great majority of
outdoor cats depend in some fashion on resources supplied by humans.[19]
There have been no nationwide studies that have actually counted enough cats to permit a good estimate
of the outdoor-cat population in the United States, so estimates of the total number of outdoor or feral
cats are perhaps more accurately characterized as educated guesses. One common guess is that the freeroaming-cat population may be as much as the owned-cat population,[20] which in recent years has been
estimated to be from 74 to 94 million.[21] Other guesses of the number of unowned cats have ranged from
10 to 120 million.[22] Andrew Rowan, an expert on cat and dog populations, believes that it is highly
unlikely that the current population of unowned cats in the United States is more than 30 to 40 million.[23]
The capacity of feral cats to increase their population through reproduction is often exaggerated,
sometimes wildly so, given that mortality of feral kittens is as high as 75%.[24]
Because of this high
mortality, at least some outdoor cat populations may require regular replenishment by stray and
abandoned cats to maintain their numbers.[25] In the last 20 years the percentage of people who keep
their pet cats indoors is estimated to have increased from 25% to 65%,[26]which might be affecting
populations of outdoor cats in some areas.
Animal-control operations traditionally dealt with complaints about feral cats by capturing the cats and
killing them, or making traps available for people to catch cats and bring them to the shelter to be killed.
Cat advocates sought a better way to control outdoor cat populations, which led to the development of a
non-lethal method of control known as Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR). As the TNR procedure evolved it was
called by a variety of names, including “trap-sterilize-release,”[27] “trap and release,”[28] and “trap, neuter,
vaccinate, return.”[29] “TNR” became the most widely accepted acronym for the procedure by the
2000s.[30]Although the words “release” and “return” have both been used as part of “TNR” over the years,
there is an important distinction. The preferred method is to return cats to their colony when possible,
not simply release them.[31]
There is vigorous debate about whether TNR reduces outdoor cat populations. Rowan points out that
shelter intake of cats is estimated to have declined by 75% since 1970.[32] Shelter intake policies on
impoundment of cats are not uniform, and can change over time, but such a large drop in cat intake could
indicate that some factor or set of factors is causing the number of free-roaming cats to decline. Julie
Levy, a veterinarian who is an expert on cat population dynamics, believes that it is difficult to
characterize the effect of sterilization efforts on the outdoor cat population to date due to the many
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variables involved.[33] The
practice of TNR has gained
wide acceptance as a humane
population-management
measure, though, even if it has
not been definitively proven to
reduce the number of outdoor
cats.
The basic concept of TNR is
straightforward—individuals,
usually volunteers, capture
unowned cats, take them to a
clinic for sterilization and
vaccination against rabies, and
return them to their territory.
Tame adults and kittens who
are young enough to be
socialized may be held for
Figure 45: This cat is pictured while recovering after TNR, and was released where it was
adoption. TNR is ideally
captured. Photograph by Feline Avenger, licensed by CC BY-SA 3.0.
combined with ongoing
monitoring of the cats by caregivers who can provide food, get medical care for cats who need it, identify
new cats who move into the area and get them sterilized, and find adopters for kittens. TNR is a unique
solution for the unique blend of wild and domestic in the feral cat. It recognizes their preference to live
without close human contact but does not leave them entirely on their own.
Many different people in several countries appear to have independently developed the idea to start
sterilizing feral cats in their neighborhood or community. A few people in England were known to have
done TNR as early as the 1950s.[34] One of the earliest efforts to document the effect of TNR was carried
out in England by Celia Hammond, who was a well-known fashion model.[35] She began trapping and
sterilizing feral cats in the 1960s and finding them homes.[36] In 1971, during a time when she was unable
to find enough homes, she began putting the cats back where she found them as a temporary
measure.[37] This worked so well that she began to use it as a regular practice, and grew to regard finding
homes for adult feral cats as a “hopelessly inefficient way to deal with the problem.”[38] Before long
Hammond had documented hundreds of colonies in both urban and rural locations.[39]
English biologist Roger Tabor researched feral-cat ecology in the 1970s and 1980s, and identified a
“vacuum effect” that occurred when all members of a cat colony in an area that offered food and shelter
were removed.[40] Instead of the area remaining free of cats, other cats moved in to take advantage of the
conditions that supported the original group of cats. He argued that sterilizing the members of a cat
colony and allowing them to remain in their territory gradually reduced colony numbers without
triggering the vacuum effect.[41]
The various strands of research in support of sterilization and maintenance programs for feral cats in
England were brought together by the Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW).[42] UFAW was
so important in promoting TNR in the early years that neuter-and-return programs were sometimes
referred to as “the UFAW method.”[43] In September of 1980, UFAW held a symposium in London called
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“Ecology and Control of Feral Cats.”[44] Jane Dards, a researcher who studied feral cats at a dockyard in
England for four years, presented a paper reporting that the cats she studied were generally in good
condition, thus challenging the idea that feral cats inevitably led lives of starvation and suffering.[45] (The
conclusion that many feral cats have sufficient food and shelter was echoed by ecological studies done on
free-roaming cats in Baltimore and Brooklyn in the 1980s, as discussed in chapter 8.) Another important
contributor to the symposium was Jenny Remfry, a veterinarian who was central to UFAW’s feral cat
programs. She spoke about “trapping, neutering, and returning to site,”[46] which was one of the earliest
iterations of the words that were later abbreviated as “TNR.”
Hammond spoke at the 1980 symposium,
observing that sterilization had stabilized the
colonies she studied “without any detrimental
effect whatsoever.”[47] She reported that the
nuisance behaviors of spraying and fighting were
eliminated after the cats were sterilized.[48] The
cats became more docile, which made it easier
for their caregivers to trap them when they
needed medical attention.[49] It was common in
her experience for colonies to grow to 20 to 30
cats.[50]
Tom Kristensen of Denmark, who was a speaker
at the 1980 symposium, described the Danish
method of removing the tip of one ear to identify
a cat who has been sterilized and returned to its
territory.[51] At first there was resistance to eartipping from people who felt that it was
mutilation. Other methods, such as tattooing,
Figure 46: The tip of a cat’s ear is removed during TNR so that in the
were tried, but did not allow sterilized cats to be
future the cat does not have to be captured and examined to see if it has
identified at a distance. Eventually virtually
been sterilized. “Feral Cat ‘Buster’” by Professor Batty is licensed under
everyone agreed that the slight detriment of the
CC BY-2.0.
clipped ear was preferable to putting an already
sterilized feral cat through the trapping process again and possibly subjecting it to unnecessary surgery. A
clearly visible ear tip can also protect a cat from being picked up by animal control in communities where
TNR is an accepted method of cat management. The clipped ear is now the universal sign of the unowned
cat who has been sterilized.
TNR increased in popularity in England in the 1980s as techniques and materials for sterilization surgeries
on unsocialized cats were perfected.[52] UFAW published a guide to feral-cat control in 1982 that became
the agency’s best seller. It was reprinted in 1984, revised in 1985, published as a second edition in 1989,
and reprinted in an expanded version in 1995.[53] One of the tools described by the UFAW guide was the
squeeze cage, which has a moveable panel that allows a cat to be given a sedative before the cat is
removed from the cage.[54]
UFAW’s educational materials in the 1980s put forward an argument in favor of TNR that proponents
would use many times in the years ahead. The argument was that there are only three options for dealing
with feral cats: leave them alone (which allows them to continue to multiply), try to kill them all (which is
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ineffective and strongly resisted by cat caregivers), or TNR (which controls their numbers and reduces
nuisance behaviors).[55] The dissemination by UFAW of scientific and ecological studies on nonlethal
control programs gave credibility to the budding movement to sterilize feral cats and return them to their
territories rather than kill them.
Meanwhile, the earliest TNR programs were developing in the United States. Jessie Manuel founded
Animal Birth Control (ABC) in Ocean County, New Jersey, in 1969, and incorporated it in March of
1970.[56] ABC’s primary purpose was to help make low-cost sterilization available for owned pets, but
occasionally the organization would get requests for help with feral cats.[57] Manuel learned how to trap
feral cats from Rita Surdi, who by the mid-1970s had started trapping feral cats in Toms River and taking
them to a veterinarian for sterilization. Joan Lugo, another member of ABC, began doing TNR in
Tuckerton, New Jersey, in the 1970s. They apparently devised their TNR method on their own as a
common-sense approach to help feral cats in their communities.
Many of the members of ABC were people who had volunteered at shelters in the area and had seen the
problem of dog and cat overpopulation first-hand. Virginia Merry, who joined ABC in 1977, recalled that
when she moved to a town in Ocean County in 1963 it “was just full of cats.”[58] In the early years they had
difficulty finding veterinarians who would work with feral cats. When ABC received a call for help with
feral cats it was usually from a person who had feral cats on their property and wanted to help them. ABC
put advertisements in the local newspaper to assist people in placing kittens born on their property.
Another early group that helped feral cats in the United States was Forgotten Felines of Valhalla, New
York.[59] They were trapping, sterilizing, and releasing feral cats by 1982,[60] but did not incorporate until
October of 1986.[61] The group had a network of veterinarians who provided discounted sterilizations and
gave rabies shots.[62] They adopted out kittens and friendly adult cats, and they returned cats who were
too unsocialized for adoption to their territories or found safe locations for them with colony caregivers.
Males were released the day after surgery and females were held for three or four days. Carol Davis, the
president of Forgotten Felines, provided the use of her home for holding the cats. Both ABC and
Forgotten Felines still exist today.
A 1982 TNR project started by two staff members at the Fernald
State School in Waltham, Massachusetts, sterilized feral cats on
its grounds.[63] As of 1990, the Fernald school had 12 colony
caregivers, the cats were doing well, and the school regarded
them as an asset rather than a nuisance.
Ellen Perry Berkeley, a writer and editor from Vermont, wrote
influential books and articles starting in the 1980s that played a
major role in bringing attention to feral cats in the United
States. Her book Maverick Cats, published in 1982, had
descriptions of the feral cats on her rural property juxtaposed
with what researchers had to say about feral cats.[64] In 1984
Berkeley wrote a lead article for Cat Fancy magazine discussing
TNR in England.[65] One UFAW project that Berkeley described
showed that costs for TNR at an urban housing project, with
volunteer labor and reduced veterinary fees, was much less
than a pest-control company would charge to catch and kill
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Figure 47: Author Ellen Perry Berkeley

cats. The cost savings were even greater when looked at on a 10-year scale, since colony caregivers
provided free ongoing management whereas a pest-control company would have to be paid every two
years to repeat a catch-and-kill program. This article provided people who wanted to try TNR with both
inspiration and persuasive evidence that it was better than the alternatives.
The annual conference of the World Society for the Protection of Animals was held in Boston in 1984, and
Peter Neville of UFAW spoke about feral cat programs in England.[66] AnnaBell Washburn, the founder of a
rescue organization on Martha’s Vineyard, attended the conference and heard Neville speak. She was
intrigued, and soon afterwards made a trip to England to learn more.[67] She met with Remfry, who gave
her a squeeze cage. When Washburn returned to Martha’s Vineyard she and a group of volunteers
started trapping and sterilizing cats, and in four years they sterilized almost 200 feral cats.[68]
Washburn soon found another island that needed feral-cat control when she visited Virgin Gorda in the
British Virgin Islands.[69] As was the case on many islands, humans had brought in cats in an effort to
control rats, only to have the cat population grow and become a nuisance. Washburn worked with the
Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine to set up internships on Virgin Gorda for senior veterinary
students to do TNR under supervision by professors.[70] Over the four years of the program they sterilized
361 cats.[71]
By the mid-to-late 1980s there were many people doing TNR in the United States. A TNR program was
started by the Feline Medicine Club at the University of California at Davis in 1986.[72] The Animal
Umbrella group was at work in Boston by 1987 to provide support to colony caregivers throughout the
Boston area.[73] In 1989 the Stanford Cat Network was founded at Stanford University in California by a
group of volunteers led by Carole Miller and Carole Hyde.[74] The original population of cats at Stanford,
estimated variously as 500 to 1500, was reduced to 85 by 2004.[75]
Two important events in the United States in 1990 kicked off a decade of rapid progress in TNR. The first
was the appearance of a lead article by Berkeley in Cat Fancy describing the work of Washburn and
others.[76] The article included information on how to do TNR and where to get help.[77] It described the
use of dissolvable surgical stitches, a relatively new technology that obviated the need for trapping cats a
second time to remove stitches.[78] Berkeley mentioned several TNR projects that were underway at the
time, including ones in Nevada, Pennsylvania, Idaho, Colorado, Utah, and Arizona.[79] This article attracted
even more attention than Berkeley’s 1984 article on the UFAW neuter-and-release projects in England.
The second major event in 1990 was the formation of an organization, Alley Cat Allies, that would become
the dominant voice for feral cats in the United States. One evening in July of 1990 Becky Robinson, an
animal-welfare activist in Washington, DC, was walking to a restaurant in the Adams Morgan
neighborhood to meet a friend when she came across a colony of beautiful, healthy, tuxedo feral
cats.[80] By coincidence, the person Robinson was meeting for dinner that night was Louise Holton. Holton,
who was from South Africa, was familiar with TNR procedures because she had done TNR in Johannesburg
in the 1970s.[81] She had contacted UFAW back then for information.[82]
The Adams Morgan cats had caretakers, but the caretakers did not know how to get the cats sterilized.
Robinson and Holton talked the situation over and decided to set up a TNR program for the cats. The
process of helping the Adams Morgan cats taught Robinson and Holton first-hand about the difficulties
involved and the lack of resources for help.[83] In the absence of resources from humane organizations in
the United States, they modeled their procedures on the UFAW method. At that time most veterinarians
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had no training in handling feral cats, and it took Robinson and Holton many telephone calls to locate a
veterinarian who would sterilize the cats.
Word quickly got around among feral cat caregivers about what Robinson and Holton were doing, and
they began to receive dozens of phone calls from people who were desperate for help.[84] Colony
caregivers were frequently reluctant to ask for help from authorities for fear that animal control would
force them to stop caring for cats, or even round up the cats and kill them. Robinson’s experience in
community organizing for animal welfare and Holton’s experience with TNR meant that they were well
positioned to fill the information gap. They formally incorporated Alley Cat Allies in 1991,[85] and Berkeley
and Washburn joined the board of advisors.[86] Donna Wilcox, who joined Alley Cat Allies soon after it was
formed, became an important part of the organization.
By early 1991, Robinson and Holton were traveling around the country giving TNR workshops.[87] They
started a newsletter in June 1991, Alley Cat Action, that is still published today.[88] Holton contacted
Remfry, then went to London where she met with Tabor.[89] She invited Remfry and Tabor to visit the
United States to help spread the word about TNR. One of the most important early endeavors of Alley Cat
Allies was the Feral Friends Network. The network was created in 1993 as a way of formalizing the
important function of connecting people who wanted to do TNR with experienced caretakers and
veterinarians.[90]
Alley Cat Allies has been very active in working with local advocates who are trying to create a climate
favorable to TNR in their cities and towns.[91] Laws affecting feral cats vary from one state to another,
treating the cats as everything from strays to colony residents to wildlife.[92] In many jurisdictions the legal
status of feral cats is unspecified.[93] Special ordinances that govern TNR may require registration of
caregivers, or may impose guidelines or restrictions.[94]Throughout the 1990s TNR was questioned or
opposed by many in the humane community. Alley Cat Allies continued to provide information on TNR,
hold conferences, help people network, promote TNR with policymakers, and fight anti-TNR proposals.[95]
Other organizations were also working on feral cat issues. The Feral Cat Coalition, located in San Diego
County, California, developed a high-volume TNR clinic in 1992.[96] Sally Mackler realized the need for such
a clinic when she was working a telephone help line for spay-neuter services and received many calls from
people who wanted to sterilize feral cats.[97] She teamed up with a veterinarian, Rochelle Brinton, to
create the clinic.[98] With volunteer help the clinic could handle up to 200 cats per day.[99] San Diego
County reported an almost 50% drop in the number of cats killed at the animal shelter within five years
after the TNR clinic started.[100] This program became a source of information for many other
organizations. For example, Julie Levy visited the Feral Cat Coalition circa 1994 and used some of its
techniques to increase the volume of surgeries at “Operation Catnip” clinics in Raleigh, North Carolina,
and Gainesville, Florida.[101]
Another important event in 1992 was the formation of the Merrimack River Feline Rescue Society
(MRFRS), in Newburyport, Massachusetts, by a group of people concerned about a colony of feral cats
living along the Merrimack River.[102] They created a suite of services to help cats, including a shelter
where socialized cats could be housed while awaiting adoption. The last member of the original colony
died in 2009, and today the MRFRS shelter is able to take in and place kittens from other communities.[103]
TNR was very much a grassroots phenomenon in the 1990s, and it spread from one community to
another. An example of this process was the program developed by the Neponset Valley Humane Society
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(NVHS) based on information from Alley Cat Allies.[104] The NVHS, a private No Kill shelter, was founded in
1993 by Bonney Brown in a town outside of Boston.[105] In the fall of 1994 an animal control officer from
nearby Norwood, Massachusetts, contacted NVHS for advice about feral cats.[106] Animal control in
Norwood had been capturing feral cats and killing them, but public criticism had led officials in Norwood
to seek a nonlethal alternative.[107] NVHS called a meeting for people interested in forming a TNR group
and 40 people responded, including a veterinarian, an attorney, and a CPA.[108] The Cat Action Team of
Norwood began trapping and sterilizing cats in January 1995.[109] Eleven veterinarians were involved with
the program, all of whom provided services free or at low cost.[110] In addition to being sterilized, the cats
received rabies vaccinations.[111]
A few months later NVHS helped people in the neighboring town of Sharon form a Cat Action Team and
start their own TNR program.[112] NVHS provided training, equipment, and referrals to
veterinarians.[113] Brown heard that another local town, Foxboro, was considering what to do about its
feral cats, and on December 2, 1995, she sent their Board of Selectmen a letter outlining the
establishment of the Cat Action Teams of Norwood and Sharon. She provided telephone contacts, an
offer of financial support, and an offer to make a presentation about TNR to the Board, and attached 152
pages of documentation on TNR. At a meeting on December 12, 1995, which was attended by TNR
advocates from several groups, the Foxboro Board of Selectmen agreed to support a Cat Action Team to
be run by volunteers at no cost to taxpayers.[114]
In a presentation to the Massachusetts Veterinary Medical Association in February, 1997, Brown reported
that NVHS had sterilized over 3,000 feral cats and 1,000 companion cats. There was so much interest in
TNR that she developed a package to use in speaking to city officials, veterinarians, and other animal
welfare advocates. She stressed that the benefits of TNR included preventing the breeding of cats,
preventing rabies by vaccinating the cats, reducing in-migration of new cats, and eliminating nuisance
behaviors like yowling, fighting, and spraying. She noted that trap-and-kill methods could kill pet cats, a
danger that was avoided with TNR.
Brown pointed out in her presentations that there were many people who were ready to volunteer and
donate money for TNR programs, but those same people would strongly oppose trap-and-kill programs.
Resistance to trap-and-kill would almost guarantee the failure of such programs, as people who cared for
feral cats would do everything they could to hide the cats from authorities. By contrast, feral-cat
caregivers have a motivation to step forward and identify their colonies when they know that community
officials support TNR as the default choice for feral cats. TNR therefore may have a better chance of
reaching all the feral cats in a community than trap-and-kill. The necessity of protecting humans and nontarget animals from whatever method is chosen to kill cats is another obstacle for catch-and-kill
programs.
One contentious issue with TNR in the 1990s was whether to test feral cats for Feline Immunodeficiency
Virus (FIV) and Feline Leukemia Virus (FeLV), and euthanize the ones who tested positive. Feral cats are
infected with the viruses in about the same proportion as the general cat population (around 4%), and
cats who are infected with the viruses can potentially infect other cats.[115] The decision is complicated,
and recommendations about how to handle this issue have changed over time. Screening tests may give
false positives, and feral cats who are infected can often live relatively normal lives, especially if they have
a caregiver. In the 1990s many people recommended euthanizing cats who tested positive for FeLV or
FIV.[116] Today most large-scale TNR programs do not test for FeLV or FIV due to the cost and
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impracticality of testing, as well as the fact that the behaviors that can transmit the diseases are less
frequent in sterilized cats.[117]
Conferences in the 1990s were important in developing TNR as a veterinary procedure and a policy
alternative. In 1992 the Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine hosted a one-day workshop on
feral cats.[118] On July 8, 1994, Alley Cat Allies presented Focus on Ferals, a national conference on feral cat
issues in Washington, DC.[119] Speakers included Tabor, Remfry, and Washburn. The Doris Day Animal
League coordinated with Alley Cat Allies to hold a roundtable in connection with the conference where
different views about feral cats were presented.[120] That same year the Summit for the Animals passed a
conference resolution proposed by Alley Cat Allies endorsing nonlethal feral cat control.[121]
In August of 1996 the American Humane Association and the Cat Fanciers Association held a three-day
scientific workshop in Denver on feral cats called “A Critical Evaluation of Free-Roaming/Unowned/Feral
Cats in the U.S.”[122] Representatives from 47 humane organizations attended, as well as ten
scientists.[123]Many prominent feral-cat advocates presented papers, including Holton and Brown. The
seminar addressed the state of knowledge on feral cats and the question of whether TNR was superior to
the trap-and-kill method for managing free-roaming cats. Out of 41 papers presented by the humane
organizations, 40 argued for TNR.[124] At a 1997 seminar sponsored by SpayUSA, Esther Mechler noted
that there was growing agreement that TNR was the best strategy for recruiting volunteers and reducing
the number of feral cats to a manageable level.[125]
Notwithstanding the steady increase in acceptance of TNR in the 1990s, it faced (and still faces)
determined opposition from some wildlife conservationists who argue that free-roaming cats harm
populations of native fauna, especially birds.[126] Other scientists point out that cats are specialized
predators of small mammals.[127] In the continental United States, ground-dwelling rodents are common
prey for cats.[128] Bird conservationists often argue for a combination of confinement and catch-and-kill
methods to reduce the number of outdoor cats. TNR proponents respond that the general public does not
support catch-and-kill methods and that TNR offers the most effective method to reduce outdoor cat
populations and reduce predation. Nevertheless, in many cities and counties opposition by bird
conservationists has stymied TNR programs.
The traditional shelter industry was generally opposed to TNR in the 1990s. Many shelter workers
believed that feral cats lived short, miserable lives and that a painless death in the shelter was a kindness
for them. They believed that cats, like dogs, needed to live in homes with people in order to have an
acceptable quality of life.[129] A 2006 study that looked at reports of over 103,000 sterilizations of feral
cats in clinics found, however, that only 0.4% of the incoming cats had to be euthanized for debilitating
conditions.[130]
Attitudes about TNR were not the only barrier to animal shelters instituting TNR programs. Even when
shelter managers were supportive of the theory of TNR, there were practical reasons why TNR for
impounded feral cats could be difficult. Returning cats to the environment was antithetical to the animalcontrol mission of a traditional shelter and was seen as abandonment. In some cases ordinances or
shelter policies prohibited such “abandonment.” Feral cats who were in a shelter were often there
because they had been trapped and brought in by property owners who considered them a nuisance, and
the cats had no safe place to go. Money was also a concern, since doing TNR in a shelter required
sterilization and vaccinations that would have to be paid for by the shelter. And handling terrified feral
cats safely and humanely required special procedures. These problems all had solutions that did not
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require killing the cats, but shelters had few resources for finding and implementing the solutions in the
1990s. As a result, relatively few public shelters did TNR in the 1990s.
In recent years new management techniques based on the “community cat” concept have emerged that
can be applied community-wide, including at the public shelter.[131] This method defines unowned cats in
a community, whether feral or tame, as “community cats.”[132] Although community cats may not have
owners in the traditional sense, they are part of the community and may be cared for by one or more
individuals. Community cats can live healthy and happy lives even though they do not have traditional
homes.
The community-cat management approach includes a technique called “Return to Field” (RTF).[133] In an
RTF program, a shelter sterilizes healthy, unidentified cats found outdoors and returns them to the
location where they were found. If a cat is brought to the shelter as an owner surrender, or if it has
identification such as a collar or microchip that allows the shelter to locate an owner, it is not generally a
candidate for RTF. Instead of doing RTF in the shelter itself, some shelters divert RTF candidates to local
organizations that do TNR. Because RTF reduces the average length of stay for healthy cats, it allows
shelters to commit more resources to helping sick and injured cats.
In addition to being a good way to help community cats, RTF may also help lost and strayed cats who do
not have identification. Reclaim rates for unidentified cats are quite low, with single-digit reclaim rates
typical for cats even at shelters that have good return-to-owner programs. This may be because many
people allow their cats to roam outdoors and do not become alarmed if the cat disappears for a few days.
By the time an owner decides to look for a strayed cat at the shelter, the cat may already have been
adopted to another home or killed.[134] Although more studies would be useful, evidence so far indicates
that owned cats who have strayed from home are far more likely to find their way home on their own
than they are to be reclaimed if they are picked up by animal control and held at a shelter.[135] An RTF
program, by returning cats to the locations where they were found, may give lost cats their best chance at
being reunited with their families. And if a healthy outdoor cat has no owner, returning it to where it was
found returns it to its sources of food and shelter.
The RTF concept works well as a shelter-management tool for community cats. It is supported by most of
the animal-protection agencies that take an interest in free-roaming cats, and is rapidly being adopted by
both traditional and No Kill shelters. It appears very possible that RTF will soon become the standard
shelter protocol for healthy, unidentified cats found outdoors.
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PART V: NO-KILL CITIES
CHAPTER 15 – SAN FRANCISCO: NO-KILL PROGRAMS
The San Francisco SPCA (SF/SPCA), a private organization founded in 1868, is one of the oldest SPCAs in
the country.[1] Soon after it was founded, it began to receive calls to do something about cruelty at the
city dog pound.[2] The pound drowned dogs in a tank,[3] the same method used by the New York City
pound during most of the latter half of the 19th century. John Partridge, an SF/SPCA member, led an effort
in the 1880s to put the SF/SPCA in charge of animal control and sheltering for the city.[4] In 1890 a petition
from citizens persuaded the city to enlist the SF/SPCA’s help in improving conditions at the city
pound,[5] and the SF/SPCA built a shelter that it called the “Animals Home” at 16th and Alabama streets.[6]
By 1905 the city of San Francisco and the SF/SPCA had formalized an arrangement that gave the SF/SPCA
full responsibility for animal control in the city, an arrangement that would last for most of the 20th
century.[7] The SF/SPCA is still located on the 16th Street property where it built its first shelter, although
it has bought adjoining property and greatly expanded its facilities over the years.
The SF/SPCA operated as a traditional
animal shelter until 1976, when the
board hired Richard Avanzino as the
organization’s new president.[8] Avanzino
was an unusual choice to run an SPCA.
He had a law degree and a doctorate in
pharmacy, and in the years before he
was hired by the SF/SPCA he had worked
as a pharmacist, a lobbyist, and the
associate director and legal counsel for a
health planning group.[9] He had no
experience in animal control or
sheltering.
One of the questions Avanzino was
asked in the interview process at the
SF/SPCA was how he felt about euthanasia. He was so unfamiliar with the procedures of animal sheltering
that he thought they were asking him about “youth in Asia.”[10] The SF/SPCA was having problems at that
time with financing and with persistent criticism from some animal activists, and perhaps the board of
directors wanted a person who could address those problems from a new perspective. Avanzino accepted
the offer because he had always been a believer in animal welfare and he saw the job as an opportunity
to do something meaningful on the issue.
Figure 48: Richard Avanzino with his dog Bri. Courtesy of Maddie’s Fund®.

Avanzino estimates that when he took over the SF/SPCA in 1976 it was saving only about 10% of the
animals who came into the shelter, a typical save rate in those days for a shelter with responsibility for
animal care and control. He made many changes in the first six months of his tenure to try to improve
conditions and raise the number of animals released alive. The shelter was open from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. four days a week before Avanzino took over, and he extended the hours to seven days a week.[11] He
had the shelter painted to make it more welcoming to the public, and began to advertise.[12] He ordered
the shutdown of the “decompression chamber” where animals were killed.[13] Killing would be done by
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painless injection, the same method used by private veterinarians. He stopped the practice of killing
female cats and dogs as a population-control measure.[14]
Avanzino ordered all animals vaccinated on intake, which is routine today but was not standard practice in
1976. He instituted a policy of refusing to kill an animal merely because an owner requested it. He added
an infirmary to treat animals in the shelter, and created the city’s first low-cost spay-neuter clinic.[15] The
clinic would do more than 100,000 sterilization surgeries by the time Avanzino left the SF/SPCA.[16] One of
the most important innovations in 1976 was a volunteer program.[17] The volunteers served as adoption
counselors and ran a lost-and-found program.[18] In 1978 Avanzino created the Hearing Dog Program,
which recruited its dogs from Northern California shelters.[19]
A court case that started in 1979 transformed Avanzino’s thinking about sheltering and led him to adopt a
new philosophy for the SF/SPCA. On December 21st, 1979, the SF/SPCA received a call from the San
Francisco police department to come get a dog whose owner had just died.[20] An animal-control officer
picked up the dog, whose name was Sido, and took her to the SF/SPCA shelter. As with all dogs where
ownership could be at issue, Sido was placed in protective custody by the SF/SPCA.[21]
Sido was a Sheltie mix with an engaging personality.
Her exact age was unknown, but she appeared to
be about 10 years old. A dog of that age would not
have been a likely candidate for adoption at most
public shelters in those days. Shelters often had an
age cutoff, typically around five years.[22] If a dog
was under the age cutoff and otherwise adoptable
and the shelter had room, the dog could go up for
adoption. If not, it was killed. The SF/SPCA,
however, had a policy in 1979 to give every
adoptable animal a chance to find a home.[23]
Avanzino estimates that by 1979 the SF/SPCA was
saving about 60% of dogs and that its save rate for
dogs and cats combined was 40–50%.[24] The
SF/SPCA did not kill animals solely because they
were old, or female, or of a less-popular size or
breed. Nevertheless, many healthy and adoptable
Figure 49: Sido, relaxing at home. Photograph courtesy of Richard
animals were killed because they did not find a
Avanzino and the San Francisco SPCA.
home in their time on the adoption floor. Sido was
a very appealing dog, though, so Avanzino and the SF/SPCA’s shelter director, Carl Friedman, thought she
had an excellent chance to be adopted despite her age.
On December 23rd, their plans for Sido went off the rails when the SF/SPCA received a call from the
attorney handling the estate of Sido’s owner. Sido’s owner, fearing that harm would come to the dog
after her death, had ordered in her will that Sido should be euthanized by her veterinarian. The attorney
arrived at the SF/SPCA on December 28th to take Sido to be euthanized, but by that time Avanzino had
decided, with the acquiescence of the SF/SPCA board, to fight the will. He refused to release Sido to the
attorney and continued to hold her in protective custody.
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For the next six months Avanzino and the SF/SPCA were engaged in a fight to overturn the will’s provision
ordering Sido’s death. The battle received international publicity. The final court hearing on June 17,
1980, was dramatic, with tension not only over how the judge would rule but also over whether the
California governor would sign a special bill that the legislature had passed to save Sido. The courtroom in
San Francisco’s historic City Hall was packed with reporters, and the hallway outside was full of
photographers and television cameras.[25] In a media-pleasing denouement, both the governor and the
judge decided in Sido’s favor.[26] Avanzino had been fostering Sido, and he adopted her once the case was
over.
During Sido’s legal proceeding the SF/SPCA received some 3,000 messages of support for her and
hundreds of offers to adopt her.[27] Sido’s team had carted many of the messages to the court for the final
hearing on her case, as evidence for their argument that the provision of the will ordering Sido killed was
invalid because it was against public policy. The judge agreed, concluding that the volume of messages
was proof that “the public look[ed] with disfavor” on such testamentary provisions.[28]
Avanzino described the Sido victory as a seachanging moment for him.[29] He realized that the
public, far from having to be convinced to save
shelter animals, was willing to take a lead role in
lifesaving if shelters would make that possible. It
was easy for animal-shelter workers to develop a
view of the public as a relentless wave that was
constantly pounding them with neglected,
abandoned, and unwanted animals.[30] The Sido case
convinced Avanzino that although there were
irresponsible people who abandoned or neglected
their pets, there were far more people who were
loving and responsible pet owners, and those
people were willing to help shelters solve the
problem of pet homelessness.
Avanzino’s epiphany resulted in his restructuring the
SF/SPCA’s operations around the concept of trusting
Figure 50: Avanzino and Sido shaking hands, circa 1980. Photograph
and reaching out to the public. He believed that
courtesy of Richard Avanzino and the San Francisco SPCA.
people’s attitudes toward pets had evolved from a
concept in the 1800s that pets were merely possessions to the idea of pets as best friends, and finally to
the view of pets as family members.[31] This led him to develop an approach that was more welcoming
than that of the traditional animal shelter. His motto for the SF/SPCA was to do a good job, tell everyone
about it, and ask for their help.[32]
Avanzino gathered people around him who were open to this vision of how to run a shelter.[33] One of his
most important hires was Lynn Spivak, whom he met while publicizing an early SF/SPCA program. In 1979
the SF/SPCA established a program called “Old Friendships” (later called “Pets and Older People”) that
was designed to allow older people to acquire and keep pets.[34] It offered free adoptions to anyone over
age 65, free temporary care if an older person had to be hospitalized, and free veterinary care for pets of
low-income seniors.[35] In 1982 Avanzino appeared on a program on the local PBS station where he talked
about the Pets and Older People program. Spivak, who was one of the program’s producers, was
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impressed with what Avanzino was doing at the shelter, and the following year she accepted the job of
public information director for the SF/SPCA.[36] Like Avanzino, Spivak had no experience working for an
animal shelter before coming to the SF/SPCA.
Traditional animal sheltering in the 1980s operated on the philosophy that killing a high percentage of the
animals who came into shelters was acceptable because killing was a necessity, and a kindness for the
animals.[37] This philosophy stemmed from the perception in the traditional shelter industry that there
were not enough homes for the number of homeless pets, and that people were irresponsible and many
of them would neglect their pets. As discussed in chapter 10, much progress had been made by the 1980s
in reducing pet overpopulation, but intake numbers at most shelters in those years were still high. The
result was that, as Spivak put it, “everything was really dire and serious” in the messaging from traditional
shelters.[38]
A common view in the traditional shelter industry in the 1980s was that if a shelter reached out to the
public at all, it should emphasize pet overpopulation. Some shelters publicized the fact that the great
majority of animals taken in at public shelters were killed. Spivak and Avanzino were in agreement that
“we were not going to talk about . . . barrels of dead animals. All of our messaging was going to be
positive and upbeat and get people excited about joining our cause and saving lives.” [39] Spivak pioneered
the use of humor as a marketing strategy for an animal shelter. They did fun and sometimes even silly
promotions.[40]
One example of a fun event that received enthusiastic media attention was the SF/SPCA’s 1985 “Adopt-AStray” parade of homeless dogs down Market Street.[41]Volunteers worked for days to prepare the
animals. The parade featured a ragtime band and cartoon characters, and the city’s Chief of Protocol rode
in the lead car. The idea was to find homes for some of the dogs who were getting overlooked by
adopters. Of the 60 dogs in the parade, 20 were adopted before the day was over. The parade was so
popular that it became an annual event.[42]
Alex Lewyt of North Shore Animal League reached out to Avanzino after the Sido case and took an interest
in the SF/SPCA’s operations. Avanzino visited North Shore twice and met Mike Arms, North Shore’s
master of marketing.[43] Avanzino did not draw directly from the North Shore approach to adoptions, but
its creativity and use of positive marketing messages impressed him and reinforced his ideas about
reaching out to the public.
The SF/SPCA’s new approach of communicating with the public in a positive way was effective. As
Avanzino said:
“When I left the San Francisco SPCA [at the end of 1998] we were getting 11 media stories a day 365 days out of
the year. I wrote myself for five newspapers and had my own radio talk show with KCBS, and we were on
three TV stations every week, and then we had the news stories that came out in addition to all that stuff.
So, we got a lot of coverage, and Lynn deserves the credit for getting the word out and telling the story
and letting people know what the SF/SPCA was all about.”[44]
Telling the public about the positive changes the SF/SPCA was making resulted in increased donations and
more volunteers, which gave Avanzino the means for expanding programs at the shelter. Avanzino
describes the process of program development as collaborative. Someone—Spivak or the shelter director
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or an employee or a volunteer—would have an idea. Avanzino would ask the person to implement it, and
the best ideas would then change and develop over time until they became full-fledged programs.
Volunteers were encouraged to participate in a wide range of functions.[45] They became a central part of
SF/SPCA operations:
“[W]e benefitted not only from them caring for the animals, but they would go to work, or they would go
back to their families or they would be at their church and they would talk about the animals that they
had been caring for over the previous week, and they became our salesmen, and they became our
fundraisers, they became the heart and soul of the organization. . . . We had a very talented staff and a
wonderful board of directors, but the volunteers are the ones I would give all the credit to for being so
successful.”[46]
The volunteer program was unstructured at first, and it had its problems. As Avanzino recalled:
“We started in a very unsophisticated, very organic, very creative environment. And as we got more
knowledgeable and got lessons learned from our mistakes, we made improvements. But it never started
out perfect. Nothing that we did ever started out being ideal. Everything had its setbacks, and its
modifications, and had to be retooled, reinvented, rethought, and re-energized to make it successful.”[47]
The SF/SPCA foster program, which started in 1980, grew out of the efforts of volunteers. At that time,
the SF/SPCA did not have 24-hour animal care at the shelter. The foster program began with volunteers
taking home infant animals who needed overnight feedings, animals who were stressed at the shelter,
and animals who were sick or injured and were going to have to be housed for a substantial period of
time.[48] Sometimes fosters adopted the animals they were fostering, or found homes for them.[49] They
helped the program grow by recruiting additional fosters.
Offsite adoption was another early program that was powered by volunteers. The program started small,
with volunteers taking animals out at lunchtime to their offices so that their coworkers could see them
and hopefully be moved to adopt. From that beginning it developed into a booth in front of an office
building. By 1980 the SF/SPCA had a mobile adoption program.[50] This program, like the foster initiative,
may have been the first such program in the nation.
Mobile adoptions were so successful that the SF/SPCA eventually ran a fleet of vans that could set up
several adoption sites in the city in the morning, resupply them with animals during the day, and take
down the equipment at night.[51] The program, called Adoption Outreach, was especially effective at
finding homes for older and special-needs cats.[52] Offsite and mobile adoption programs are popular in
the shelter industry today, but in the 1980s and 1990s many shelter traditionalists rejected the idea
because they saw it as equivalent to handing out pets on a street corner.[53]
The SF/SPCA developed an adoption-matching procedure based on its experience with the Hearing Dog
Program.[54] The process was designed to match the personality and needs of the pet with the personality
and lifestyle of the owner.[55] A volunteer adoption counselor would talk with a person who was looking
for a pet and help the person make a decision among the available pets.[56] The prospective adopter filled
out a questionnaire, and an adoption counselor would speak in more depth to the adopter using the
information from the questionnaire. The process was designed to be comprehensive and to make sure the
adopter could provide a good home, but not to be intimidating. Each adopter was told that they could
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return the pet to the SF/SPCA at any time, but as of the early 1990s only 4% of animals adopted from the
SF/SPCA were returned.
SF/SPCA board members were enlisted in the creative effort to get animals adopted. One board member
came up with the idea of featuring SF/SPCA animals in the holiday window displays at Gump’s department
store, a high-end retailer in San Francisco.[57] In 1987 the store dedicated prime display windows to
SF/SPCA dogs and cats for the holidays.[58] Volunteers were in attendance to care for the animals, and a
veterinarian and behaviorist were standing by.[59] The windows were so popular that people lined up to
walk by and view them.[60]
Gump’s made the window displays an annual event, with a different theme each year. It expanded the
holiday promotion to its stores in three other cities and helped twenty other department stores
throughout the country that wanted to do similar promotions in 1988.[61] The Gump’s displays in San
Francisco were responsible for about 250 adoptions per year.[62] Various stores in San Francisco have
hosted SF/SPCA animals over the years since then, and the holiday windows have become a tradition.
Another innovation was offering advice for pet owners about behavior problems. The SF/SPCA enlisted
well-known animal behaviorist Ian Dunbar to develop a pet-behavior program in 1983.[63] The program
added a hotline in 1984, staffed by volunteers, called the Animal Behavior Advice Line.[64] The Advice Line
received hundreds of calls per month, some from people who were considering giving up their pets due to
behavior problems.[65] Behavior analysis and counseling became part of the SF/SPCA’s comprehensive
adoption package, launched in 1989, that also included preventive medical care.[66] This package was
advertised on billboards throughout San Francisco and a brochure about it was mailed to every household
in the city.[67]
The behavior program evolved into a group of initiatives designed to reduce the number of owner
surrenders by helping pet owners keep their pets. One of these initiatives was the 1991 Open Door
Campaign.[68] This program was aimed at helping people with pets find and keep rental housing, which
was a major problem for pet owners in San Francisco.[69] The SF/SPCA provided brochures for landlords
with suggested pet policies, and included statements from landlords who had successfully rented to
people with pets.[70] They also provided a brochure for tenants with suggestions such as preparing a “pet
resume.”[71]
Another program innovation was the institution of a waivable fee for owner surrenders.[72] Avanzino was
criticized for this because most people in animal sheltering at the time thought that putting any barriers in
the way of people surrendering animals, even a small fee, would lead to people abandoning the animals
in the street. And if animals were abandoned rather than surrendered it would be more expensive for the
shelter, because free-roaming animals picked up by animal control had to be held for a few days to allow
their owners a chance to reclaim them. The number of animal-control impounds did not increase after the
surrender fee was adopted, however.
Low-cost and free spay-neuter programs were an important priority for Avanzino from the time he took
over as president of the SF/SPCA. The SF/SPCA had an animal hospital that was built in 1924,[73] but there
was no low-cost spay-neuter clinic until Avanzino opened one in late 1976.[74] The SF/SPCA could ill afford
another project at that time, but Avanzino felt that the organization had to begin to offer the community
more services before it could expect to increase its donations.[75] The spay-neuter clinic made it possible
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for the SF/SPCA to sterilize some animals before adoption, but it would not be until 1989 that the SF/SPCA
was able to spay and neuter every animal before it left the shelter.[76]
The SF/SPCA was an early adopter of pediatric spay-neuter, where puppies and kittens are sterilized at
eight weeks of age rather than the traditional minimum age of six months.[77] This was an important
innovation, because even when people were required to pay the full price of a future spay or neuter
surgery before adopting a puppy or kitten, they often failed to bring the animal back for the surgery.
Sterilizing puppies and kittens before they left the shelter was an essential part of reducing breeding and
thereby reducing future shelter intake.
The SF/SPCA was also an early adopter of feral cat programs. Shortly after Avanzino took over as
president he stopped the practice of providing traps to people to catch feral cats and bring them to the
SF/SPCA to be killed.[78] The next step was to refuse to take in feral cats that people had trapped on their
own. Animal-control officers would respond to calls about nuisance feral cats, but since animal-control
officers did not do trapping they were not very successful at catching feral cats. These early steps to stop
the killing of feral cats were a big part of the decline in shelter killing that Avanzino was able to achieve in
his first six months at the SF/SPCA.
The SF/SPCA worked with feral-cat caregivers in 1992 to successfully oppose a city catch-and-kill
proposal.[79] In 1993, the SF/SPCA began to take a much more active role for feral cats by implementing its
Feral Fix trap-neuter-return (TNR) program.[80] Under the Feral Fix program, caregivers could trap cats and
bring them in for free health screening, sterilization and vaccinations.[81] The caregivers received a small
cash bonus for each cat brought in.[82] Friendly cats who were healthy could go directly into the SF/SPCA’s
adoption program,[83] and a foster program for feral kittens socialized them for adoption.[84] TNR was
offered on a limited schedule at first, but by 1995 it was available daily with no appointment
required.[85] San Francisco SPCA community organizer Leslie Wilson coordinated the program’s
outreach.[86]
Feral Fix eventually developed into a full suite of services called the Feral Cat Assistance Program. The
program included workshops for feral-cat caregivers on medical problems, caring for neonatal kittens, and
relocating cats.[87] Volunteer “Cat Assistance Teams” helped people with trapping and other feral-cat
issues.[88] By 1998 the program was sterilizing 1100 feral cats per year.[89] In 2001, Wilson reported that
the number of cats impounded in the city had dropped by 28% and cat euthanasia had dropped 73%
“thanks in large part” to the Feral Cat Assistance Program.[90]
The SF/SPCA developed many other programs and initiatives during Avanzino’s tenure, most of which
were not practiced by traditional shelters. Mary Ippoliti-Smith, who worked in development at the
SF/SPCA, made a list of program and initiative highlights from 1976 to 1998. The list is 34 pages long and
contains hundreds of items.[91] The SF/SPCA’s work was not limited to shelter animals. It challenged the
cruel treatment of food animals at a city market, inspected laboratories for compliance with the Animal
Welfare Act, lobbied for animal-friendly legislation, and worked to protect wildlife.[92]
The SF/SPCA programs that were created in the years from 1976 to 1998 were a crucial part of reducing
shelter killing in San Francisco, but the programs were only the first phase in developing a comprehensive
safety net for pets in the city. The next chapter discusses the second phase of development, reconfiguring
how the city did animal care and control.
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CHAPTER 16 – SAN FRANCISCO: NO-KILL MODEL
As described in the previous chapter, Richard Avanzino made extensive changes in the programs of the
San Francisco SPCA (SF/SPCA) after he took over as president in 1976, with the goals of cutting intake and
increasing live placements.[1] But by the mid-1980s Avanzino realized that changes to SF/SPCA programs
would not be enough. Creating a sustainable model of lifesaving for homeless pets in San Francisco would
require a restructuring of the relationship between the SF/SPCA and the city.
At the time Avanzino was hired by the SF/SPCA board in 1976, the city government and many citizens
were unhappy with the job the SF/SPCA was doing under its contract with the city for animal care and
control. In fact, Avanzino faced a crisis in his first few days at work when the city threatened to cancel the
contract.[2]Avanzino was able to improve the SF/SPCA’s performance, but continued to struggle with a
lack of adequate funding under the contract.[3] Avanzino felt that the SF/SPCA was being forced to
subsidize animal care and control with donations from the public, and this was preventing it from properly
funding its own initiatives such as low-cost sterilization and veterinary care for treatable animals.[4] The
city, however, wanted the SF/SPCA to make animal control its priority.[5]
By 1984, when the city faced a particularly serious budget crisis, the situation had become untenable.
During negotiations between the SF/SPCA and the city over the contract that year, the SF/SPCA asked the
city to draw up a contingency plan for handling animal control and sheltering if, in the future, the SF/SPCA
decided not to bid on the contract.[6] The city took no immediate action to prepare such a plan.[7] To make
matters worse, a vocal private citizen went public in 1986 with allegations that the SF/SPCA was receiving
a higher per capita rate of funding than public shelters in other cities.[8]
In addition to the funding issue there was a clash between Avanzino’s vision for the SF/SPCA and the
functions of animal control.[9] Avanzino felt that it was ethically wrong for an organization dedicated to
animal welfare to be in the business of killing animals.[10] He also believed that the SF/SPCA’s role in
shelter killing made it harder for the SF/SPCA to attract the trust and support it needed from the public.
As he put it: “[I]f you asked the people of San Francisco in the 1980s, what is the first thing you think of
when you think of the San Francisco SPCA, the feeling was, that’s where the animals die, that’s where
they kill the animals.”[11]
All these issues came to a head in 1987, when the SF/SPCA asked the city for an 11% increase in funding
for the fiscal year starting in 1988. Negotiations between the SF/SPCA and the city deadlocked, and two
members of the city’s Board of Supervisors requested an audit of the SF/SPCA.[12] A month later the
parties agreed on a plan to grant the SF/SPCA most of the increase it had requested.[13] Then, in late 1987,
bruised by the constant battles, the SF/SPCA notified the city that it would not bid on the contract for the
fiscal year beginning in 1989.[14]
Even with the funding problems, giving up the contract was a wrenching change for members of the
SF/SPCA board of directors.[15] The SF/SPCA had been involved in animal control and sheltering in San
Francisco for almost a century, and the board was hesitant to terminate that long relationship. They also
worried that the city would not do a good job of protecting homeless animals.[16] Ultimately the board
agreed to give up the contract, but three members resigned over the issue.[17]
As it turned out, the transition to a new system went very well.[18] The city had no shelter or animalcontrol program of its own, so it had to build a shelter and hire staff to run it.[19] In 1988 the city selected
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Carl Friedman to be the director of the new city shelter and to manage the transition process.[20] Friedman
had been involved with pet welfare in San Francisco since the early 1970s, when he rescued a puppy from
the street and then realized there was no good system for reuniting lost pets with their owners.[21] This
experience led him and his wife to form a 24-hour lost-and-found switchboard. They operated the service
independently for three years, receiving 50 to 60 calls per day. Friedman moved the lost-and-found
service to the SF/SPCA after Avanzino became president in 1976, and continued to run the program as a
volunteer.
Within a year the SF/SPCA offered Friedman a paid position as assistant volunteer coordinator, and later
promoted him to director of animal control and welfare for the SF/SPCA. [22] He was the shelter director in
1979 at the time of the Sido case (see chapter 15), and he was the person who brought Sido’s plight to
Avanzino’s attention. Friedman left the SF/SPCA after working closely with Avanzino for several years, but
remained involved in animal welfare issues as a member of the city’s Commission of Animal Control and
Welfare.[23] Avanzino described Friedman as “hugely important to the San Francisco SPCA and to me in
terms of developing lifesaving programs,” and described himself as “thrilled” when he heard that
Friedman had been selected as the head of the new city shelter.[24] He said the city “could not have made
a better choice.”[25]
Friedman and other city officials, including representatives of the police and health departments, worked
closely with the SF/SPCA to set up the new city agency and make sure it would be adequately
funded.[26] The city budgeted $2.7 million to renovate a warehouse across the street from the SF/SPCA to
serve as the new shelter, and hired a workforce of about 30 people.[27] Many of them came from the
SF/SPCA, with Avanzino’s blessing.[28] He felt it would help the new agency perform better and help the
two organizations work together seamlessly if the staff of the city agency was well supplied with people
who had been trained at the SF/SPCA.
The new agency was named the San Francisco
Department of Animal Care and Control (SF/ACC),
and it was a full-service shelter. Its first day of
operations was July 1, 1989.[29] More than 200
animals came in that day.[30] With the opening of
the SF/ACC facility, kennel space for shelter animals
in the city was doubled and total staffing for animal
control and sheltering was substantially
increased.[31] The SF/ACC was an independent
agency within the city government, which meant
that Friedman was a department head.[32] In most
cities the animal shelter falls under the jurisdiction
of the police or health department, but Friedman
was able to make his case for funding and other
resources directly to city leaders.[33]
After the SF/ACC was up and running, Avanzino was Figure 51: The SF/SPCA was a pioneer in giving orphaned kittens the
same chance for adoption as kittens raised by their mothers.
able to reinvent the SF/SPCA’s role in the
Photograph by Wouter Hagens, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.
community.[34] The SF/SPCA finally had the
resources to treat all of its treatable animals and find homes for all of its healthy and treatable animals,
including the ones it took from SF/ACC. The SF/SPCA made use of its freed-up resources to enlarge several
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of its existing programs, including Adoption Outreach and the foster and volunteer programs.[35] One item
that was high on the SF/SPCA’s new agenda was a major spay-neuter campaign designed to bring down
the number of homeless animals in the city by providing more low-cost and free sterilizations.[36] Another
project was expansion of medical and rehabilitation services.[37]
Motherless kittens were an important category of treatable animals. In 1976 when Avanzino first started
with the SF/SPCA, kittens who came in with their mothers were given a chance for adoption. But
motherless kittens who were too young for adoption were killed on intake.[38] These “neonatal”
motherless kittens, often just a few days old, needed around-the-clock care and housing away from other
animals to survive. After the SF/SPCA gave up the city contract it had the resources to set up a neonatal
kitten program. The program was a major success, and in 1995 over 1,000 underage kittens were treated,
held until they were old enough to be adopted, sterilized, and adopted into homes.[39]About 80% of the
work to save these kittens was done by volunteers.[40]
Meanwhile, as the SF/SPCA was improving its resources for helping treatable animals, Avanzino was
developing a plan to guarantee every healthy animal in the city a home.[41] He did not broach this idea for
the first couple of years after the SF/ACC was created, because he wanted to give the city time to
stabilize the new department.[42] But in 1992, with the SF/ACC functioning well and the SF/SPCA
expanding its programs, the SF/SPCA Board of Directors formally adopted a goal of setting up a system to
find homes for all adoptable animals in the city.[43]
The SF/SPCA plan that emerged from this goal was very simple. Avanzino wanted the city to agree to a
joint public announcement that the SF/ACC and the SF/SPCA, working together, would guarantee the
adoption of every healthy dog and cat in the system who needed placement.[44] Avanzino believed that if
people were confident that the SF/ACC and the SF/SPCA would find every healthy pet a new home, they
would be less likely to abandon pets in the street where they might get hit by cars or produce more
homeless pets.[45] He believed that healthy animals who were surrendered by their owners would be
much easier to place than sick, injured, or frightened strays found outdoors.
City officials were less than enthusiastic, fearing that if every healthy animal was guaranteed a home
people would be more likely to surrender their pets to the SF/ACC for trivial reasons and intake would
increase.[46] They also feared that an adoption guarantee would send a message to the public that pet
overpopulation was no longer a problem, resulting in people being less likely to spay and neuter their
pets. In September 1993, after the city failed to act on the SF/SPCA’s request for an adoption-guarantee
agreement, Avanzino announced that the SF/SPCA would propose a city ordinance that would require the
SF/ACC to transfer adoptable animals to the SF/SPCA when the SF/ACC could not find homes for
them.[47] Avanzino called this proposed ordinance the Adoption Act. The SF/SPCA promised to spend $1
million to house and adopt out transferred animals in 1994 if the ordinance was enacted.[48]
Before the Adoption Act could go to the city’s Board of Supervisors for consideration, Avanzino had to
present it to the city’s Commission of Animal Control and Welfare.[49] The SF/ACC, the California Animal
Control Directors Association, and four large animal shelters in the bay area were among those who
opposed the measure. Avanzino told the Commission that he would seek a public referendum on the
issue if a satisfactory agreement could not be reached.[50] The chairperson of the Commission then asked
the SF/SPCA and the SF/ACC to try to work out an agreement for voluntary cooperation.[51]
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Avanzino and Friedman worked together with a facilitator
for months to hammer out the agreement that became
known as the Adoption Pact.[52] As the details of the Pact
were worked out, Avanzino and Pam Rockwell drafted its
text.[53] Rockwell, a graduate of Yale Law School, was the
director of the SF/SPCA’s Ethical Studies department, and
she drafted many of the SF/SPCA’s important
documents.[54] The Adoption Pact was finally signed by
Avanzino and Friedman on April 1, 1994.[55] Either agency
could revoke the entire agreement at any time by written
notice,[56] but at the time of this writing, 22 years after its
signing, the Adoption Pact is still in effect in San
Francisco.[57]

Figure 52: SF/SPCA brochure describing the historic
Adoption Pact. From the author’s collection.

The Adoption Pact is a straightforward and relatively short
document. It classifies animals coming into the SF/ACC into
three categories: “adoptable,” “treatable,” and “nonrehabilitatable.” The heart of the Pact is that the SF/ACC
guarantees that it will not euthanize any adoptable dog or
cat, and if it is not able to place an adoptable dog or cat
through its own adoption program it will transfer the
animal to the SF/SPCA, which guarantees to take it and find
a suitable adoptive home for it.[58]

The SF/ACC was given the power to define “adoptable,” “treatable,” and “non-rehabilitatable” for
purposes of the Pact.[59] Guidelines for the Pact state that “adoptable” is understood to mean an animal
who has shown no sign of a health or temperament problem.[60] Notably, this definition of “adoptable”
does not exclude animals based on age, breed, or appearance. Health and temperament are the only
criteria for exclusion.
The Adoption Pact provides that in addition to saving all adoptable animals, the SF/ACC and the SF/SPCA
“shall work together towards ending the euthanasia of ‘treatable’ cats and dogs.”[61] The guidelines in the
Pact state that the “treatable” category is understood to include cats and dogs who could become
adoptable “with reasonable efforts.”[62] The SF/ACC is required to turn over to the SF/SPCA any treatable
cat or dog that the SF/SPCA requests, but there is no requirement that the SF/SPCA take a “treatable”
animal.
The Adoption Pact was an agreement between the city and the SF/SPCA, but Avanzino saw it in a broader
sense as a promise made by the SF/SPCA to the community that all healthy and temperamentally sound
cats and dogs who entered the animal control and sheltering system would be saved.[63] In addition to
pushing the Adoption Pact through, the SF/SPCA put this idea of a trusting relationship with the
community into effect by opposing mandatory policies as to impoundment, fines, spay-neuter, and cat
licensing.[64] The SF/SPCA took the position that it should focus on “what we, as a shelter, can do to help—
not punish—the community.”[65]
The community responded positively to the new approach. The SF/SPCA had 27,000 contributors in 1988,
before giving up the animal-control contract.[66] That number grew to 57,760 in 1994, the year the Pact
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was signed, and to 70,991 the following year.[67] The number of contributors reached 90,000 by the end of
the decade.[68] The number of volunteers grew from 601 in 1988 to over 2,300 people who donated over
80,000 hours per year by 1995.[69]
In the first year after the Adoption Pact went into effect the SF/ACC and SF/SPCA achieved the goal of
ending the killing of adoptable cats and dogs.[70] And from the early days of the Pact the SF/SPCA took in
many treatable animals along with the adoptable ones. In the first year after the Pact was signed the
SF/SPCA reported that it had found homes for 5054 cats and dogs, including 3382 treatable
animals.[71] The SF/ACC killed 1185 treatable animals during the first year of the Adoption Pact, down
from 2,494 the year before.[72] “Non-rehabilitatable” animals were defined in the Adoption Pact as those
who were a danger to the public or for whom euthanasia was “the most humane alternative” due to
disease or injury.[73] In the Adoption Pact’s first year, 74% of the animals killed at the SF/ACC were
classified as non-rehabilitatable.[74]
The term “No Kill” was very controversial in the 1990s, and that led the SF/SPCA to initially use the term
“adoption guarantee” for the concept that no adoptable cat or dog should die for lack of a home.
“Adoption guarantee” did not prove to be less inflammatory, though, so in the mid-1990s the SF/SPCA
began to refer to itself as a “No Kill” organization.[75]
By 1995 Avanzino was ready to take the concept of a No Kill
city to the national stage. He spoke at the first national No Kill
conference in 1995.[76] In 1996 he instituted a quarterly
training seminar at the SF/SPCA called Mission Possible.[77] A
1996 pamphlet called “Building A No Kill City,” prepared for
an American Humane Association (AHA) leadership forum,
contained Avanzino’s most complete statement to date of
how to create No Kill in a community.[78] The pamphlet set
out the “building blocks” of San Francisco’s success as
including, among other things, spay-neuter programs, the
Feral Fix initiative, support for owners to keep animals in their
homes, adoptions, foster care, and media outreach, with all of
it aided by volunteers.[79] The pamphlet also said: “Most of all
. . . it is a story about believing in the community and trusting
in the power of compassion.”[80]
In an article in the SF/SPCA’s magazine, Avanzino expounded
on the concept that the entire United States could become
No Kill: “Every community has the power to achieve what San Figure 53: Avanzino’s 1996 “Building A No Kill City”
brochure was a landmark document in the origin of No
Francisco has achieved. And, working together, we have the
power to build an entire No-Kill Nation. . . . Each community Kill. From the author’s collection.
must decide for itself what steps it needs to take and how to build its path. By sharing our successes and
failures, we can help each other learn, but no single philosophy or program can provide a substitute for
the energy and excitement that comes from our own hometowns.”[81]
In 1998, as part of its ongoing effort to increase adoptions, the SF/SPCA built the Maddie’s Pet Adoption
Center next to its original shelter.[82] The adoption floor of this building featured individual spaces for cats
and dogs set up like rooms in a home, without cages. A news feature on the grand opening of the Pet
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Adoption Center noted the upholstered furniture, beam ceilings, original artwork, skylights, and strolling
violinist, and remarked that day-care facilities for children were not nearly as inviting.[83] Prospective
adopters could wander down aisles with names like “Lassie Lane,” viewing the dogs and cats through
large windows.[84] They could get to know a potential pet in the solarium, the rumpus room, the veranda,
or the gymnasium.[85] Lemonade and cappuccino were served in the lobby.[86]
The Maddie’s Pet Adoption Center was designed to accustom animals to living in a home and to give
potential adopters a better idea of how a particular animal would fit into their own home.[87] Although
some people felt at the time that the Pet Adoption Center was excessive in the accommodations it made
for animals, it foreshadowed a trend in shelter buildings today to make the adoption process as easy and
appealing as possible and to create housing for animals that encourages positive behaviors and provides a
good quality of life.
A shelter-reform law enacted by the state of California in 1998, the Hayden Law, is worthy of note
because it contained provisions that were designed to increase the number of animals released alive from
shelters. Its effect has been hard to quantify. Taimie Bryant, a professor of law at the University of
California, observed that it was difficult to measure the effect of the legislation because the No Kill
movement (see chapter 20) was already in existence when the law was enacted.[88] Suspension of some
provisions of the law, funding issues, and threats of repeal have caused further problems with measuring
its effect.[89] If nothing else, though, the Hayden Law put animal shelters in California on notice that their
performance was a matter of legislative concern.
Avanzino left the SF/SPCA at the end of 1998 to become the president of Maddie’s Fund.[90] He had been
president of the SF/SPCA for 22 years, during which time its annual budget had grown from $22,000 to
$11 million.[91] The SF/SPCA campus had expanded to what the San Francisco Chronicle called a “vast
Mission District complex,” with 163 staff members and 2,345 volunteers.[92] The SF/SPCA was, by any
estimation, one of the most influential animal shelters in the country.
Avanzino’s successor, Edwin Sayres, and Carl Friedman issued a joint compilation of statistics for the
SF/SPCA and the SF/ACC for fiscal year 1998–1999.[93] This report showed an approximately 70% save rate
for dogs and cats.[94] Although a 70% save rate is not noteworthy by today’s standards, it was exceptional
for a large city in the late 1990s. About 1100 “treatable” dogs and cats, representing about 10% of
combined intake, were killed during the fiscal year. The remaining 20% were classified as “nonrehabilitatable” and euthanized. Advances in veterinary medicine in general and shelter medicine in
particular have made it possible to save many animals today who were not considered savable in the late
1990s. Today, many people consider the “non-rehabilitatable” portion of a typical shelter’s intake to be in
the low single digits.
Avanzino’s tenure at the SF/SPCA was central to the development of No Kill. There were many No Kill
shelters in existence when he became president of the SF/SPCA in 1976, but none of them had the
responsibility to take in homeless animals for an entire city or county. As private shelters, they could avoid
killing animals simply by refusing to take in more when they were full or refusing to take in animals who
would be difficult to place. Avanzino’s vision of the No Kill city, where the public and private sectors
worked together to save all healthy and treatable shelter animals in the community, was a new concept.
That concept, implemented through the programs developed by Avanzino and his staff, became the
foundation of the No Kill movement.
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Public-private partnerships in sheltering, where a private organization runs a public shelter by contract,
have been around since 1870. The difference in San Francisco was that the city was a full partner with the
private sector instead of simply handing over the reins. This model has great synergy. The city shelter
typically handles animal control and at least some animal care and placement functions, while the private
partner takes in at-risk animals, including animals who need rehabilitation or medical treatment to make
them adoptable, and finds them new homes. The private partner, with its ability to effectively recruit
donations and volunteers, is able to increase the overall resources available for the No Kill mission.
San Francisco was not quite alone in reaching a 70% community-wide live release rate by the end of the
1990s. In the next chapter, similar achievements in New Hampshire and the Denver metro area, as well as
in several small towns, are described. But the shelter system that Avanzino and his staff built in San
Francisco, with its twin pillars of lifesaving programs (described in chapter 15) and the shared publicprivate operational model described in this chapter, has proven to be a highly replicable system.
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CHAPTER 17 – PARALLEL NO-KILL EFFORTS
San Francisco is often thought of as the first No Kill city, based on
the 1994 Adoption Pact that was discussed in the last chapter. It
was not quite alone in shelter lifesaving progress, however. By the
end of the 1990s the Denver metro area and the state of New
Hampshire were saving around 70% to 80% of shelter intake,
comparable to San Francisco. Those save rates were much better
than the United States average. Estimates of the nationwide save
rate in the late 1990s were generally around 35%, but it is possible
that available statistics did not include a representative number of
shelters from poorer-performing areas.
The Denver Dumb Friends League (DFL), a private organization that
was incorporated on September 20, 1910,[1] grew to play a
dominant role in the Denver metro area. DFL operated out of a
series of small buildings in its early years, then built a large shelter
in 1948 that was a model for the time.[2] In 1974 DFL built a shelter
Figure 54: The Denver Dumb Friends League was
on a ten-acre campus on Quebec Street which had adoption areas,
modeled after an English organization named
glass-fronted adoption kennels, and an exercise yard.[3] In the
Our Dumb Friends’ League. In the early 1900s a
years since then DFL has continued to expand, including
primary meaning of the word “dumb” was “one
who cannot speak.” Public domain.
renovations on the Quebec Street campus.[4] DFL opened a second
full-service shelter called the Buddy Center in nearby Douglas County, Colorado, in April 2002.[5]
DFL’s long-time leader Robert (“Bob”) Rohde started work at the shelter as an animal-care technician in
1973 and became executive director in 1977.[6] DFL’s intake in 1973 was 44,000 animals, cared for by a
staff of 17 people.[7] The save rate was only 11%,[8] which was typical for shelters at that time. By the year
2000, the number of animals taken in yearly by DFL had fallen to 24,000.[9] This corresponded to the
plunge in shelter intake seen across the United States from 1970 to 2000.[10]
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Total intake in the Denver metro area in 1973 was considerably higher than the approximately 44,000
taken in by DFL that year. There were several other intake shelters in the area, including a public shelter
run by the city of Denver that dated back to the late 1800s and did animal control.[11] The Denver city
shelter in 1973 had four “gang pens” for dogs.[12] All the dogs caught on a given day were put together in
one pen, and each day the pen with the dogs who had been there the longest was emptied by killing the
unclaimed dogs.
Rohde did not collaborate with Richard Avanzino, the head of the San Francisco SPCA from 1976 to 1998,
but they independently developed many of the same programs. Rohde and Avanzino both report that,
although they sometimes heard about what other people were doing, they made reforms based on what
made sense for their individual shelters.[13] In 1981 DFL implemented a volunteer program.[14] In 1983 DFL
began to treat cats with upper respiratory infections.[15] DFL formalized its foster program in 1987.[16] In
1989 DFL began early-age spay-neuter on site.[17] In 1991 the DFL Animal Behavior Program was
founded,[18] and in 1995 DFL started a telephone help service to counsel people on pet behavior
issues.[19] DFL also did mobile adoptions.[20]
A Denver veterinarian named Rob
Hilsenroth conducted a survey in
the metro area in 1987 and
estimated that roughly 75,000
animals were dying in metro-area
shelters each year. Hilsenroth had
a television show and, as he said
to his viewers, enough animals
were dying in metro Denver
shelters each year to fill every
seat in the Mile High
Stadium.[21] Rohde and other
shelter leaders in the area were
very successful at reducing that
number in the 1990s, and they
believe their history of
collaboration was key.[22]

Figure 55: In the 1980s, enough animals were dying in Denver metro-area shelters each
year to fill every seat in the Mile High Stadium. Public domain.

The first formal collaborative
effort in the area was the Metro Animal Services Council, created in the 1970s by Rohde and
others.[23] The purpose was to provide a centralized tracking system for lost pets. There were other
collaborations over the years. Since the year 2000 the major collaborative effort has been the Metro
Denver Shelter Alliance.[24] The Alliance grew out of collaborations that had resulted from the passage of
the Pet Animal Care Facilities Act (PACFA) by the Colorado state legislature in 1993. The necessity of
developing regulations to implement the Act brought animal control agencies and rescue groups together
in the 1990s to help draft the new rules. The Colorado Federation of Animal Welfare Agencies also served
as a way for people in the metro area to get to know each other and work together.
The four largest shelters in the Denver metro area in the 1990s were DFL, the Denver city shelter (Denver
Municipal Animal Shelter), Aurora Animal Shelter, and Table Mountain Animal Center (now Foothills
Animal Shelter).[25] Those shelters served Arapahoe County, Denver County, and Jefferson County, and
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together they took in about 80% of the cats and dogs who came into shelters in those counties.[26] In the
year 2000, those four shelters reported a combined save rate of 70% for dogs and cats (74% for dogs and
65% for cats).[27] The save rate was also 70% when two other large metro-area shelters, the Humane
Society of Boulder Valley (HSBV) and the Adams County shelter, were included.[28] This is very close to the
combined save rate reported by the San Francisco SPCA and the San Francisco city shelter for fiscal year
1998–1999.[29]
In addition to collaboration among the shelters and rescues in the Denver metro region, Rohde credits the
nature of the Denver community for their success.[30]He believes that a shelter’s success is dependent in
large part on the resources it has available, both human and financial, and that although cooperation
among agencies and good management can go a long way in raising the number of live releases, it is
unfair to blame shelter management in cases where the real problem is a lack of resources.[31] As he put
it, if DFL were to be transferred to an economically distressed city they could probably improve on the
current performance of the city shelter, but they would not be able to bring it up to the level they have
achieved in Denver because they would not have the community resources that they have in Denver.
HSBV was one of the most successful public shelters in the Denver metro region in the 1990s. In the early
1990s HSBV was saving about 60% of its intake, but that number began to climb when director Kelly
Rogers set a goal in 1993 to save all adoptable animals by 1996.[32] Some of the programs Rogers added
were mobile adoptions, subsidized spay-neuter, behavior consultations to reduce the number of animals
surrendered, and efforts to increase return-to-owner rates. HSBV was at a 75% save rate by 1996, and the
shelter continued to improve thereafter. Jan McHugh-Smith, who became director of HSBV in 1995,
added expanded veterinary services and revamped how the shelter did adoptions. The Open Adoption
program she pioneered at HSBV in 1997 had national influence.[33]
McHugh-Smith was “definitely influenced” by the work that Richard Avanzino had done at the San
Francisco SPCA.[34] She felt that his work in making San Francisco the “safest community in America”
helped change public perceptions so that people thought of adopting a shelter animal as “the right thing
to do.” And she credits much of the success in raising save rates in Colorado to Rohde. She said that in his
over 40 years of work in the Denver area he had been able to “pull people together and help people work
together.”[35]
As the Denver metro area was making progress by collaboration, New Hampshire was making progress
with an innovative spay-neuter program. The northeast part of the United States generally, and New
England in particular, has had a reputation since at least the 1990s for better shelter-lifesaving
performance than most other areas of the country, and that has been attributed in part to higher rates of
pet sterilization. New Hampshire made pet sterilization a state priority.
In 1994 a state-sponsored low-cost spay-neuter program went into effect in New Hampshire.[36] The
program was a variation on low-cost sterilization in that, instead of simply offering a discount, New
Hampshire made pet sterilization available to qualifying pet owners for only $10 (later increased to
$25).[37]Participants had to be eligible for a low-income assistance program to qualify.[38] A companion
provision allowed people who adopted unsterilized animals from shelters to have them sterilized for a
copayment of $25 (later increased to $40), regardless of the owner’s income.[39]
The New Hampshire Federation of Humane Organizations (NHFHO), which includes most of the state’s
animal shelters, has collected statistics from its member organizations since 1983. The NHFHO estimates
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that its statistics include more than 95% of animals taken into shelters in New Hampshire.[40] From 1993,
the year before the state spay-neuter program started, to 2000, the number of cats entering NHFHO
shelters dropped from 14,302 to 9,085, and the number killed dropped from 9,829 to 1,941.[41] The
number of dogs taken in dropped from 5,079 to 3,715, and the number killed dropped from 1,665 to 634.
A statistical analysis of the New Hampshire spay-neuter program concluded that the program correlated
with a decline in intake and euthanasia for cats, but that a pre-existing downward trend in dog intake and
euthanasia did not accelerate.[42]
In addition to the state-sponsored spay-neuter initiative, shelters in New Hampshire in the 1990s were
trying a variety of other methods to reduce shelter killing. As Bert Troughton, director of one of the New
Hampshire shelters in the 1990s, said:
“We were throwing everything, including the kitchen sink at the problem. We were examining overly
strict adoption criteria, updating our adoption contracts, improving customer service, working more
closely with [Animal Control Officers] to do better/more [Return to Owner], start[ing] foster care (at our shelter, this
actually started with adolescent dogs going home with staff to work out some of their exuberance—and
then it really took off when we started recruiting folks to take litters of kittens home), and working more
closely on a state-wide basis between our organizations to share everything we were trying to see what
was working.”[43]
By the year 2000 the New Hampshire shelters that were part of the NHFHO were reporting an aggregate
save rate of 80% for cats and dogs. We cannot say with certainty that the 80% save rate applied to the
state as a whole, because not all intake organizations were members of the NHFHO and we do not know
whether any transfers within the state were double-counted as live releases. It appears, though, that New
Hampshire save rates circa 2000 were comparable to if not better than San Francisco and Denver.
In addition to San Francisco, the Denver metro area, and the state of New Hampshire, which were
reporting 70%-80% of shelter animals saved by the year 2000, there were also small public shelters in
several towns and counties that were reporting save rates of over 90% by 2000. As discussed in chapter
20, possibly the first such community was Kane County, Utah, which started saving all healthy and
treatable animals in the mid-1980s when the Best Friends Animal Society took over the shelter.
Otsego County, Michigan, reportedly began to save all of its healthy and treatable animals in the late
1990s with the help of a group of citizens called Friends for Life.[44] The county adopted a resolution in
1999 stating: “ONLY those animals which are received in a condition of terminal illness or mortal injury
that are beyond clinical redemption for any reasonable quality of life will still continue to be destroyed, as
would such animals that are aggressive and/or dangerous and cannot be successfully rehabilitated with
available resources.”[45] The Otsego shelter reportedly had a “reclaiming/adoption” rate of 99.5% in 1999
and 98.75% in 2000.[46]
Colorado’s PACFA law requires that shelters report statistics to the state.[47] Several small municipal
shelters in Colorado reported save rates of 90% or above for the year 2000, the first year of reporting.
Those shelters included the Aspen Animal Shelter, Surface Creek Shelter, Eagle County Animal Services,
Clear Creek/Gilpin County, Telluride Animal Shelter, Leadville/Lake County, Teller County Regional Animal
Shelter, and Rifle Animal Shelter.[48]
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Why were some small communities
able to begin saving 90% or more of
their shelter intake in the late 1990s
while even the best large cities and
regions were able to get only to the
70%-80% range? It might be
because a small number of people
can have a greater impact in a small
community, as happened in Otsego
County. Another factor may be that
some small communities have high
education levels and household
income, with the result that fewer
animals per person may enter the
shelter, the animals who do enter
the shelter may be healthier and
more adoptable, and the
community may provide the shelter
Figure 56: This photograph of a frozen river in New Hampshire illustrates some of the
challenges facing outdoor dogs and cats in the northern U.S. Photographby Kieran Hunt,
with more resources. Other factors
licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.
such as climate, terrain, the
presence of a humane society in the community, and the availability of veterinary services may also have
disproportionate impact in a small town.
By the year 2000 there were many examples of cities and towns in the United States that had greatly
reduced shelter killing. Those communities had taken advantage of the precipitous decline in shelter
intake from 1970 to 2000 and the development of more effective programs and models for shelter
operations to go from killing most of their intake to saving a high percentage. The next Part looks at the
emergence of a movement in the 1990s to bring No Kill to all shelters nationwide.
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PART VI: THE NO-KILL MOVEMENT
CHAPTER 18 – THE HUMAN TOLL OF THE TRADITIONAL SHELTER
Chapters 19 and 20 discuss the grassroots No Kill movement that had its origins in the 1970s and 1980s
and became an important force in animal sheltering in the 1990s. To understand the development of the
No Kill movement, it is necessary to look at the psychological factors that influenced workers in traditional
shelters. These psychological factors played a large role in the reaction of the traditional shelter
establishment to No Kill.
Workers in traditional public shelters in the 1900s either directly killed or witnessed the killing of the great
majority of animals who came in the door, most of whom were healthy and adoptable. An American
Humane Association (AHA) official estimated in 1974 at the height of the pet population crisis[1] that, on
average, shelters in the United States were killing 90% of their intake.[2] Things improved slightly in the
1980s, but kill rates were still high into the 1990s. The ASPCA, for example, killed over 75% of the cats and
dogs it impounded in 1994 under its contract with New York City.[3]
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Shelter workers saw high levels of killing as a necessity in those years because there were not enough
homes for the number of animals coming into shelters, not to mention the number of homeless animals
in the environment who never came into shelters. This view of the necessity of shelter killing was
illustrated in a 1978 essay written by Phyllis Wright, the head of shelter issues for the Humane Society of
the United States. The essay, titled “Why Must We Euthanize?” was widely read, and shelter workers
could point to it when members of the public accused them of being uncaring.[4]
Wright argued that dogs and cats, as domesticated animals who had been selectively bred to be pets,
needed a home and family to have a good quality of life. She identified companionship with humans as
one of the most important factors in the lives of cats and dogs, and argued that the lack of human
companionship in a home setting caused actual suffering to homeless pets. She believed that a dog or cat
who did not have its own home and loving family would inevitably suffer to the point that humane killing
was a preferable alternative to life in a kennel. Wright’s emphasis on preventing suffering echoed the
outlook of the early SPCAs and humane societies in the late 1800s that worked to stop cruelty to animals.
Dr. Murry Cohen, a psychiatrist who fought for better treatment of animals used in laboratory
experiments, noted at a 1987 conference that humans created dogs and cats and caused their excess
numbers by providing conditions that protected them from the vicissitudes of nature.[5] He argued that
death could be an acceptable outcome for homeless dogs and cats when there were no satisfactory
alternatives.[6]
Another major issue in the ethics of shelter killing in the latter half of the 20th century was pound
seizure.[7] Shelter animals who were seized by researchers could be used in experiments that were often
prolonged and excruciatingly painful, with little or no anesthesia. An animal who was killed painlessly in a
shelter was at least safe from torture in a laboratory.
Various terms have been used to describe the act of killing an animal in a shelter. The term “put to sleep”
was in use by the late 1800s and early 1900s for killing animals in gas chambers.[8] In its Annual Report for
1909, the Women’s Branch of the Pennsylvania SPCA (by then known as the Women’s Pennsylvania SPCA)
used the phrase “humanely put to death” to describe the outcome for most of the dogs at its shelter.[9] By
the 1960s “euthanasia” had become a common term for shelter killing, as well as for killing animals who
had been used in research and product testing.[10] In 1963 the first American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA) “Panel on Euthanasia” was convened.[11] The term “euthanasia” for shelter killing
appears to have been fairly well accepted by the general population and the news media, although one
newspaper columnist expressed the view in 1963 that euthanasia for animals benefitted the people doing
the euthanizing, not the animals being euthanized.[12]
The word “euthanasia” has been in use for hundreds of years in the context of a merciful death for a
person who can no longer live a tolerable life due to illness or injury, but most animals who were killed in
shelters in the 20th century were healthy. Tom Regan, a prominent animal rights philosopher, addressed
the use of the term “euthanasia” to describe shelter killing in his 1983 book The Case for Animal
Rights.[13] He pointed out that the two Greek roots of the word mean “good death.” He defined the
proper use of “euthanasia” of an animal to refer to a killing that is as painless as possible, is done in the
objectively correct belief that death is in the interest of the animal being killed, and is in accord with the
animal’s preferences.[14] Thus, killing an animal who is in severe pain that cannot be relieved by treatment
is euthanasia. Killing healthy animals in shelters should not be called “euthanasia,” in Regan’s view,
because such killings are not in accord with the animals’ preferences and are not objectively in their
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interest.[15] Healthy animals who are killed in shelters to make room for other animals are “killed,” not
“euthanized.”[16]
Regan drew a distinction that is often overlooked in
discussions about the term “euthanasia,” which is that
although shelter killing of healthy animals is not
“euthanasia” by definition, that does not entail that shelter
killing cannot be a morally preferable alternative.[17] He
expounded on the morality of shelter killing in a short talk
he gave at a 1987 conference, calling it a “terribly difficult
problem.”[18] He approached the problem by pointing out
that the rights inherent in being human make it morally
wrong for one human to treat another human solely as a
means to an end.[19] He called this the principle of
“respect,” and said that in the treatment of healthy shelter
animals, any killing that is moral must show this type of
respect for the animal.
Regan said that rationalizing shelter killing as necessary for
the good of society failed to show respect to the individual
animal because it addressed the good of others, not the
good of that particular animal.[20] He concluded that the
best solution he could offer was to show each animal
Figure 57: Philosopher Tom Regan. Public domain.
respect by treating each one equally. He suggested that this
might be accomplished by shelters making it a policy to give each animal a period of time to be available
for adoption. In order to show all animals equal respect, both inside and outside the shelter, the amount
of time given each animal would have to depend on the number of animals waiting to enter the
shelter.[21] The struggle of this philosopher who was devoted to the cause of animal rights with the issue
of the morality of shelter killing illustrates how hard the problem was under the circumstances of pet
overpopulation that existed in the 1970s and 1980s.
Phyllis Wright’s argument that killing shelter animals was necessary to prevent their suffering might be
seen as defining “euthanasia” more broadly than Regan did. Under this broader definition, killing a shelter
animal is “euthanasia” when not enough homes are available, because a home is essential for a pet
animal to have a good quality of life. If Wright had addressed Regan’s definition of “euthanasia” she might
have said that when a home for a cat or dog could not be found, death was in the best interest of the
animal and in accord with its preferences because dogs and cats actively suffered when they did not have
a home.
The traditional shelter industry has tended to avoid the very difficult ethical issues associated with the
term “euthanasia” by simply defining euthanasia for animals as a painless death. Rutherford Phillips, the
executive director of the AHA, expressed this view at a 1974 conference when he stated: “Euthanasia
means a humane death.”[22] The AVMA, in the 2013 iteration of its guidelines for euthanasia, noted that
euthanasia of an animal typically refers to “ending the life” of an animal by a method that “minimizes or
eliminates pain and distress.”[23] The guidelines say: “A good death is tantamount to the humane termination of an animal’s life.”[24] The AVMA observed that although there is debate about the use of the
term “euthanasia” for killing shelter animals, not all shelter animals are fit for adoption and not all are
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wanted.[25] The AVMA concluded that there is no clear formula for deciding whether euthanasia of a
particular animal is appropriate, and its guidelines were designed to help veterinarians who are struggling
with the issue.[26]
The idea that killing shelter animals was justified
due to the lack of homes for them, which was the
theme of Wright’s 1978 essay, became enshrined
in the maxim that for shelter animals “killing was
a kindness” in and of itself. The justification that
killing was a necessity and the rationalization
that killing was a kindness did not make killing
easy for shelter workers, however, even when
they believed that death was the best of the
available options for an animal. Shelter workers
reported concentration and sleep problems,
depression, family conflict, and drug and alcohol
abuse, as well as burnout and job
dissatisfaction.[27] A 1993 book aimed at shelter
workers listed more than a dozen consultants
Figure 58: In recent years the stress caused by caregiving has received
more attention, as in this 2015 panel discussion. Public domain.
who dealt with euthanasia stress.[28] A 2013
study found that over half of shelter workers
reported sadness, crying, anger, depression, irritability, grief, and rationalization.[29]
Shelter workers are somewhat unusual in the caring professions in that they can experience three levels
of stress. First, there is the typical stress (often called “compassion fatigue”) that can be found in any
caring profession. A manager at Bideawee, a shelter that does not kill animals who are healthy or
treatable, said at a 1987 conference that even workers in “non-euthanasia” shelters can burn out from
their inability to help all the animals who need help.[30] This first level of stress can be especially severe for
animal-control officers and others who frequently deal with cruelty cases.
Another level of stress is felt by workers who kill shelter animals. A study published in 2005 found that
workers who were “directly involved in euthanasia” had significantly higher levels of stress-related
symptoms and issues than those who were not.[31] Finally, shelter workers experience a third layer of
stress that comes from public censure of shelter killing. Unlike workers in most of the caring professions,
who are praised for their work, shelter workers receive criticism and even condemnation from the public
for the killing of adoptable animals. The isolation from the public that shelter workers experience over
this issue sometimes extends even to friends and family.[32]
Bernard Rollin, a professor of philosophy, concluded that jobs that require the killing of animals for
reasons that do not directly benefit the animals themselves result in what he called “moral stress.”[33] In
Rollin’s work with people whose primary job was killing shelter animals, he found that typical techniques
recommended for stress relief were useless. At one “euthanasia” conference he attended, a
psychologist’s suggestion that shelter workers try visualizing pleasant scenes as a relaxation technique
was met with hostility by the workers, who felt that the suggestion demonstrated a failure to understand
what they were experiencing.[34] The only effective way to deal with this moral stress, in Rollin’s view, was
for workers to develop their own ethic for how shelters should function and then do everything they
could to make that ethic a reality.[35]
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Arnold Arluke, professor emeritus at Northeastern University in Boston, used the term “caring-killing
‘paradox’” to describe what he found in a study of animal-care workers at a shelter in a large city.[36] The
“paradox” was the conflict between a job that people took because they wanted to help animals and the
reality that they often had to kill those animals. Arluke described newly-hired shelter workers as being
unprepared for killing healthy shelter animals, noting that many times they became attached to particular
animals and related to them as they would to their own pets.[37] There was a self-selection process for
shelter workers, and the few who could not accept the justifications for killing quit their jobs.[38] Workers
who did not quit sometimes had doubts or periods of regret or remorse when they questioned their
participation in shelter killing.[39]
New workers gradually became institutionalized to the culture of the shelter and developed strategies to
reduce the tension between their idealistic wishes to care for animals and the reality of having to kill
them. The strategies often included distancing themselves in some way. The workers might come to see
their relationship to a shelter animal merely as caretaker while the animal was in the shelter, or they
might focus on making sure the animal felt safe and comfortable as it was being killed.[40] Another coping
mechanism was ritualizing the process of killing, making it a good thing, perhaps the only kindness the
animal ever received. One shelter employee in Arluke’s study said: “They get more love in the last few
seconds than they ever did.”[41]
In the shelter that Arluke studied, the workers had to select which animals to kill. In the case of old or sick
animals it was relatively easy to assign a reason for the animal’s selection, and to believe that the killing
was justified to prevent suffering.[42] With healthy, friendly animals, a justification for killing was not so
obvious. In those cases workers tended to focus on the bleak future prospects of the animals, including
the very real possibility that the animals would go crazy from stress if kept in the shelter too long, or the
cruelty or neglect they might experience if they were adopted out to inappropriate homes.[43]
There were two views about adoption in the animal-shelter world. One was that shelters should not hold
out for a perfect home, and the other, which was sometimes attributed to shelter workers seeing many
cruelty cases, was that animals were better off dead than in a home that was less than perfect.[44] Many
workers saw shelters as a safe haven from a cruel world.[45] Dennis Fetko, an animal behaviorist,
expressed a view commonly held by shelter workers when he said in the early 1990s that death was not
the worst thing that could happen to an animal.[46] Craig Brestrup, a No Kill shelter director and author,
called this the “fates worse than death” outlook, and described it as “catastrophization.” He noted that
this outlook “assumes that each compassionately killed animal has been spared not simply a less than
ideally desirable life but an unspeakable fate.”[47] As he put it: “Of ‘deaths worse than fate’ we hear
nothing.”[48]
Another coping mechanism for shelter workers was to assign responsibility for shelter killing to pet
owners who allowed their pets to breed, or who gave their pets up to the shelter.[49] Shelter workers saw
themselves, along with the animals, as victims of owner irresponsibility. They often said that they were
doing the dirty work, or cleaning up the mess that others had made, or shouldering a burden that others
had dropped.[50] This made it all the more galling when people failed to recognize the sacrifice they were
making and instead said things like “I love animals too much to do your work.”[51] As shelter workers saw
the situation, criticism from the public was unjust because it was the public’s irresponsibility that made
shelter killing necessary in the first place.[52] Shelter workers would often discount criticism as coming
from people who did not understand the situation.[53] When asked why they remained in a job that
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caused them so much distress, shelter workers might say that they stayed because there was no one else
to care about the animals the way they did.[54]
People who counseled shelter workers made use of fables and images to not only help the workers cope
with what they faced, but to explain shelter killing to outsiders. Phyllis Wright often said in connection
with her work to promote spaying and neutering that when you are up to your neck in alligators you have
to drain the swamp.[55] Douglas Fakkema, who has for years provided workshops for shelter workers on
compassion fatigue, made an analogy to a person standing on a riverbank who saw babies floating
downstream with the current, far too many for the onlooker to save.[56] The initial impulse of a person in
that situation would be to jump in and start saving as many babies as possible, but more babies will be
saved by going upstream to find whoever is throwing the babies in the river and stop them. This parable
supported the idea that spaying and neutering was the solution to the problem of shelter killing.
Fakkema identified four stages that shelter workers go through—a honeymoon where newly-hired
workers believe that they can change the world and make things better for animals, depression when
they realize the magnitude of the task and the fact that there is no solution within their power, anger at a
world that created such a problem, and finally the resilience that comes with regaining a balance in life
and realizing that making a difference involves taking one small step at a time.[57] The key to dealing with
the stress of the shelter worker’s job, in Fakkema’s view, was to have a larger goal. This echoed Rollin’s
idea that the solution for the moral stress suffered by shelter workers was to work to change the
circumstances that made killing necessary. Some of the shelter workers in Arluke’s study reacted to
shelter killing by becoming involved in efforts such as spay-neuter campaigns or working on promoting
adoption or educating the public.[58]
By the mid-1990s the spay-neuter movement, and possibly other factors, had reduced shelter intake and
the number of homeless animals in the environment to the point where in some parts of the country
there was no longer a hopeless imbalance between the number of homeless pets and the number of
people willing to adopt from a shelter.[59] In the San Francisco and Denver metro areas and the state of
New Hampshire, shelter staff had taken advantage of this new era to work on substantially increasing the
number of animals released from the shelter alive.[60]
The sharp decline in the number of homeless pets in the years from 1970 to 2000, along with an increase
in the number of potential homes for shelter animals as the human population grew, placed more and
more strain on the system of justifications and rationalizations that surrounded shelter killing. The
increasing status of companion animals, and the existence of shelters like Bideawee and North Shore
Animal League that did not kill healthy or treatable animals, may have driven an increasing awareness of
and distaste for shelter killing on the part of the public. Controversy over shelter killing came to a head in
the late 1990s with the rapid growth of the No Kill movement into a national force. That movement
directly challenged the idea that shelter killing was a kindness, and argued that another solution must be
found.
The “killing is a kindness” mentality among traditional shelter workers was nevertheless resistant to
change. As late as 2013, 46% of workers in traditional animal shelters in one study felt that they were
benefiting shelter animals by performing “euthanasia.”[61] Animal-rights activist Edward Duvin, whose
work is discussed in the next chapter and who knew hundreds of people in the shelter industry, said that
in his experience “many traditional shelter workers continue to justify a ‘killing them kindly’ ethos
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because it enables them to sustain their rationale for killing animals under their care, as denial serves as a
protective barrier to profound regret and guilt.”[62]
The difficulties that shelter workers continued to face were not just psychological, however. Although
average shelter intake nationwide had plummeted by the year 2000, conditions varied widely from one
place to another, as did the level of resources available to shelters. These factors were often beyond the
control of individual shelter workers. The mental and physical health of shelter workers is not often
mentioned as a reason for animal-shelter reform, but it would appear that efforts to increase positive
outcomes for shelter animals can help both shelter animals and shelter workers.
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CHAPTER 19 – IN THE NAME OF MERCY
The No Kill movement in the United States is often said to have
started in 1989, due to two events that happened that
year.[1] One was that the San Francisco SPCA terminated its
contract to run animal control and sheltering for the city, with
consequences that were discussed in chapter 16. The other was
that Edward Duvin published an essay called In the Name of
Mercy.
Duvin was a social-change activist and non-profit consultant who
advocated for animal rights. Assertions of “animal rights” were
made as far back as the 1700s and 1800s, but in most cases
were merely calls for animals to be treated without cruelty and
not killed for trivial reasons. For example, Herman Daggett’s
1791 speech The Rights of Animals presupposed that the right of
humans to use animals for food and other purposes trumped
any right that an animal had to its own life.[2] Although Daggett
used the term “rights,” his position was not significantly
different from the views of other 18th century anti-cruelty
advocates.

Figure 59: Ed Duvin, circa 1998. Courtesy of
Maddie’s Fund®.

The few people in the 19th century who made more rigorous assertions of animal rights had little impact.
Lewis Gompertz, one of the founders of the Royal SPCA in England, was a vegan who refused to ride in
horse-drawn conveyances. In 1824, he published a book in which he expressed a strong animal-rights
view.[3] Another Englishman, Henry Salt, published the United States version of his book Animals’ Rights
Considered in Relation to Social Progress in 1894. Salt, the founder of the Humanitarian League, said that
rights “cannot be consistently awarded to men and denied to animals.” Salt and Gompertz attracted some
attention to animal rights, but their works were largely forgotten by the mid-20th century.
The modern animal-rights movement, as distinguished from the earlier animal-welfare and anti-cruelty
movements, started in the 1960s. It was ignited by novelist Brigid Brophy, who wrote an influential article
called The Rights of Animals that was published in the Sunday Times in Great Britain in 1965. Although the
title of Brophy’s article was the same as the title of Daggett’s 1791 speech, her thesis was very different.
Brophy made an analogy to human slavery and argued that we do not have the right to use or kill animals
for our own purposes. Her thesis was adopted and elaborated by a group of philosophers associated with
the University of Oxford, who rediscovered the ideas expressed by 19th century animal-rights advocates
like Gompertz and Salt.
In 1975 Peter Singer’s book Animal Liberation provided an extensive philosophical analysis of the use of
animals by humans, and attracted considerable attention.[4] A few years later, in 1983, philosopher Tom
Regan published a comprehensive and highly influential statement of animal rights in his book The Case
for Animal Rights.[5] Animal rights remained a fringe concept for years to come, however. Today a belief in
animal rights is no longer seen as outlandish, although progress toward legal recognition of rights held by
animals has been slow.
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The animal-rights movement in the latter decades of the 20th century concentrated on opposing the use
of animals for food, clothing, and laboratory experiments, and paid little attention to the municipal animal
shelters that occupied so much of the attention of humane organizations. Singer felt that humane
organizations had gravitated to the care of stray dogs and protecting wild animals as “safe” subjects that
would not threaten their status, while failing to take meaningful steps on the more controversial issues of
the treatment of laboratory and farm animals.[6] And although as many as 20 million dogs and cats were
killed in shelters in 1970, the number of laboratory animals used that same year was over 50 million[7] and
the number of food animals killed in 1970 was estimated at 3.2 billion.[8] Many cats and dogs suffered in
animal shelters, but the suffering of a typical animal used in laboratory experiments or raised in close
confinement on a factory farm and then shipped to slaughter was arguably far worse.
Another reason for the lack of attention paid by the late-20th century animal-rights movement to shelter
animals might have been the fact that the killing of animals in shelters lacked an obvious solution.
Alternatives to laboratory tests on animals were starting to come into use in the 1980s.[9] And we knew
that humans did not require meat in their diet to be healthy. Thus, it was possible for animal-rights
advocates to make compelling arguments that we should simply stop using animals for laboratory
experiments and food.
Pet overpopulation was still a reality in the 1980s, and people feared that without shelter “euthanasia”
millions of cats and dogs would be left to suffer and die on the streets each year.[10] Regan was one of the
few animal-rights advocates to grapple with the problem of shelter killing in the 1980s, but he was unable
to suggest an immediate solution.[11] When animal-rights advocates did think about companion animals,
they sometimes concluded that the entire institution of ownership of companion animals was ethically
wrong because it was exploitation of the animals.
Ed Duvin published a newsletter called animalines that he started in 1979. Most of his animalines essays
dealt with the environmental movement and the use of animals by industry and agribusiness.[12] His
essays were grounded in classical philosophy and ethics, but were very readable and appealed to a wide
audience. He combined an uncompromising view of animal rights with a pragmatic understanding of the
social and economic factors that kept people from facing the evils of society’s treatment of animals.
In 1985, the head of the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), John Hoyt, offered Duvin the
directorship of a new HSUS offshoot designed to build bridges from the animal-protection community to
the animal-rights and environmental communities.[13] Duvin was hesitant at first, but agreed to the idea
once he was assured that the institute would be independent, with its own board of directors and bylaws.[14] The institute, which was named the Center for the Respect of Life and Environment, began work
in 1986.[15] As Duvin described it: “The Center’s focus was the morality of human interactions with
animals, seeking the most effective methods of engendering a more compassionate ethos for our animal
family and the environment.”[16] Duvin continued to publish animalines while he directed the Center.
Duvin believed that the humane movement in the United States had lost its way and failed to keep pace
with changing ideas about how humans should regard animals. In one of his animalines essays from the
mid-1980s, Hello Out There, he pointed out that foundational humane leaders from the post-Civil-War era
such as Henry Bergh and George Angell used operative words like “mercy” and “humane treatment,” and
they did not have “today’s vocabulary of ‘inherent rights’ and ‘equal consideration’ at their
disposal.”[17] And while Duvin found it understandable that the large humane organizations had in the
past limited their concern for animals to preventing cruelty, he thought that in the 1980s their “cautious
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posture” was a reflection of ossification. He urged the national humane organizations to be “willing to
take creative risks and damn the organizational consequences.”
In December 1987 Duvin wrote an essay called Status Quo Blues in which he applied his indictment of the
national humane movement to animal shelters, arguing that SPCAs and humane societies throughout the
country had “transformed complacency into an art form.”[18] Referring to the “assembly line of slaughter”
of dogs and cats in shelters, he ascribed it to “our own lack of innovation and boldness.” He argued that
shelters must transform themselves into organizations that used “enlightened advocacy” and “creative
risk-taking.”
In November 1988 Duvin set out a more specific critique of shelter killing in an essay called Easy Come,
Easy Go. He observed that there was a “lamentable lack of exploration” of ways to change the situation of
“18 million precious lives lost each year” in shelters.[19] Instead of searching for ways to deal more
effectively with pet overpopulation, shelters “smugly assert their primary responsibility is to prevent
suffering rather than affirm the sanctity of every life—actually priding themselves on being ‘benign’
executioners.” Duvin argued that the shelter industry’s habit of using “euphemisms and subtle messages”
about the reality and extent of shelter killing was preventing the public from “clearly understanding their
role in producing the problem.”
A year later, in late 1989, Duvin published In the Name
of Mercy, by far his most influential essay.[20] He had
interviewed many shelter directors and workers in the
months before writing Mercy and had studied shelter
operations, and was not impressed with what he had
seen. He noted in Mercy that “in most communities
across the country” animal shelters “represent the sole
voice for other beings, a voice that is often
inaudible.”[21] The shelter industry did not have accurate
national statistics, which were “an indispensable
element in developing, evaluating, and refining effective
policies.” As a result: “It’s evident that the shelter
community either doesn’t know enough or care enough
to meet even the most marginal professional
standards.”
Duvin elaborated in Mercy on a point he had made
in Easy Come, Easy Go that the shelter establishment
was wrong in believing that killing was a kindness.
“Although euthanasia cannot be completely avoided at
the present time, it borders on the obscene to describe
Figure 60: The animalines newsletter containing “In the Name
of Mercy” was published in late 1989. From the author’s
the killing of many millions of innocent and healthy
collection.
beings as a merciful act.” He noted that shelters justified
the killing by arguing that they were merely caretakers, and that “irresponsible pet owners” were to
blame. He found those justifications “not only self-serving, but preposterous on the face of it” given the
deficient management and operational practices of even the wealthiest shelters. Duvin acknowledged
that “the public is not an innocent bystander,” but faulted shelters for their failure to reach out to the
public and educate people about what was happening in shelters.
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Drawing on his background as a non-profit consultant, Duvin made specific proposals for shelter reform
in Mercy, including recruiting volunteers: “Were shelters to place a high priority in this area through
attracting, training, and skillfully utilizing a volunteer outreach corps, they could begin the transition from
a killing site to a community resource center.” He was not blind to the difficulties that shelter workers
faced, stating that “shelter personnel work in the trenches and are often overwhelmed by the daily
operational pressures of coping with overpopulation.” Shelters could only change, though, by
“categorically rejecting the prevailing shelter value system” and beginning to “hold themselves
accountable for meeting demanding performance standards that preserve life—not destroy it.” In words
that could stand as a summary of the No Kill philosophy today, Duvin said: “A true shelter should be a
place where life is affirmed, both in teaching and practice, not a building permeated with the odor of
death.”
Although Duvin made specific suggestions for reform in Mercy, his main purpose in writing the essay was
to start a movement to change the way shelters operated. The direction of that change would depend on
how the movement developed. As he said: “My preeminent goal was to pen a sweeping ‘indictment’ of
prevailing shelter practices—thereby creating a foundation for a new ethos for homeless animals. My
conviction was if I could indelibly stigmatize ‘killing them kindly’ as an acceptable means of population
control, an alternative movement would axiomatically follow. I predicated that assumption on the
historical dynamics of social change, as before a new movement can take hold, the current cultural norm
has to be exposed to scrutiny and found morally lacking.”[22]
So many people requested copies of Mercy that two additional printings were required to meet the
demand.[23] In addition, hundreds of people requested permission to reprint the essay. Duvin received
thousands of responses to Mercy from people in the United States and foreign countries. Reaction to the
essay was sharply divided. About 80% of the communications Duvin received were positive and 20% were
negative, “often vitriolic in the extreme.” Rescuers, grassroots activists, and the general public reacted
very positively to the essay, while shelter workers “who had been indoctrinated in the ‘killing-themkindly’ mindset,” as Duvin put it, were appalled. One shelter worker wrote a 10-page letter accusing Duvin
of caring more about his principles than about homeless animals starving in the streets.
Not everyone in the animal-shelter establishment rejected Mercy outright. Two state humane
associations, the Oregon Animal Welfare Alliance and the Virginia Federation of Humane Societies,
distributed copies to each of their members.[24] Duvin spoke to many humane-society boards, and noticed
that younger board members tended to favor the thesis of Mercy while older board members “saw me as
the devil incarnate.” He received a telephone call from a shelter worker who told him, in tears, that he
had killed over 50,000 animals in his career, and when he attended conferences they had taught him only
how to kill animals more humanely, not how to stop the killing.
In a follow-up essay called Benign Neglect, issued two months after the publication of Mercy, Duvin urged
the animal-rights movement to become more involved in animal-shelter issues, specifically by doing
grassroots organizing to end pet overpopulation.[25] He characterized this as a relatively easy issue for
animal-rights advocates to address because there were “few powerful adversaries and over 100 million
companion animals residing in homes.” For Duvin, who was accustomed to confronting the agribusiness,
fur, and research industries, the opposition to shelter reform did not seem daunting. It was difficult to see
how anyone could oppose shelter reforms that would save the lives of companion animals.
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Duvin resigned from the Center for the Respect of Life and Environment early in 1990 because he wanted
to work full time on capturing the momentum of the positive reaction to Mercy.[26] As he said: “The
quantity and content of the responses I received from here and abroad indicated this was a moment in
history that had to be seized.” Duvin formed a new organization called Project Zero to work on reducing
pet overpopulation. This organization was a loose network of about 500 people who were interested in
actively furthering the vision of No Kill. For the next five years, Duvin continued to devote his time to
advocating for No Kill.
One article he wrote during this period, called “Speciesism: Alive and Well,” appeared in 1992 in
the Animal’s Voice, an animal-rights magazine.[27] Duvin believed it was important to educate the public
about what was going on in animal shelters, and the article was illustrated with photographs of barrels full
of the bodies of animals who had been killed in a shelter. Duvin argued in Speciesism that humane
organizations should refuse to participate in killing healthy animals. He urged activists to: “Protest,
petition, do whatever you can to pressure status quo humane societies and SPCAs to say, “Enough! We
categorically reject the practice of loving our friends to death.” Only then, he thought, would communities
be compelled to take whatever steps were necessary to stop the killing. In a panel discussion in 1997
Duvin emphasized the importance of humane organizations renouncing their animal control contracts,
arguing that the unreimbursed costs and responsibilities associated with animal control were so
overwhelming that it impeded humane societies and SPCAs from working on fundamental causes of pet
overpopulation.[28]
Speciesism once again addressed the theme Duvin had discussed in Mercy—that shelter personnel err
when they maintain that killing is a kindness because it prevents suffering.[29] He elaborated that “the
salient issue is not suffering, but a deadly form of human ignorance that presumes ‘killing them kindly’ is
preferable to what we all face: a life fraught with uncertainties, grave risks, and anguish.” Duvin made an
analogy to children living in substandard orphanages, and refugees living in overcrowded camps, and
noted that what we seek to do in those cases is improve the conditions, not kill the victims. He pointed
out that feral cats had also been caught up in the “killing is a kindness” mindset, and decried the
arrogance of “presuming that certain death is a kinder fate for ferals than an uncertain life.”
One of Duvin’s greatest contributions, starting with Hello Out There and Status Quo Blues and continuing
in Mercy and Speciesism, was his identification of animal welfare versus animal rights as the central
philosophical difference between the traditional shelter industry and the new paradigm he envisioned.
The nonprofit sector of the traditional shelter industry was led in large part by “legacy” humane
associations that had been in existence for decades, and in some cases for more than a hundred years.
They operated on an animal-welfare philosophy—”for the prevention of cruelty” was enshrined in the
very names of many of them. As Duvin noted, those organizations concentrated on humane treatment of
shelter animals and did not generally concern themselves with whether it was ethical to kill them.
Duvin argued that the belief of the traditional shelter industry that “homeless equals suffering equals
killing equals kindness” was an “animal welfarist” mentality that had become ingrained in the shelter
industry in the days before the animal rights movement had “articulated the ‘rights’ of nonhumans.”
Under an animal-rights view, shelter animals had a right to live, not just a right to be free of suffering. This
represented a profound break with the past. Since the first animal shelter was founded in 1870, humane
organizations had accepted killing of “excess” animals as not only justified but humane.[30]
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The animal-welfare movement in the period from 1866 to 1920 had focused on stopping cruelty to
animals, which was common and largely unremarkable in those days. Humane societies and SPCAs saw
their mission as preventing suffering rather than preserving animal life. When Henry Bergh was criticized
in the 1870s for not working to stop the killing of dogs at the New York City pound, he reportedly
responded: “It does not necessarily follow that there is cruelty in taking animal life; otherwise the butcher
exposes himself to this charge, and all who eat flesh are to a certain extent, accomplices.”[31] More than a
century later the city pounds and legacy humane associations that killed millions of cats and dogs in
shelters every year were merely reflecting the historical view of animal welfare that to cause an animal to
suffer needlessly was wrong, but to kill an animal was not wrong as long as the killing was painless and
done for a nontrivial purpose.
Some ethicists argued against the concept of an animal’s right to live by asserting that future life had no
value to an animal.[32] They argued that animals could not conceive of the future and therefore would not
experience any loss by being deprived of future life. Thus, there was no ethical requirement to do
anything more for animals than meet their present needs. This welfarist approach was typified by a
concept called the “five freedoms,” which was originally designed to apply to farm animals but was
adapted for animal care in many other contexts, including animal shelters.[33] The five freedoms are (1)
freedom from hunger and thirst, (2) freedom from discomfort, (3) freedom from pain, injury or disease,
(4) freedom to express normal behavior, and (5) freedom from fear and distress. Notably absent from this
list is the freedom to live.
Duvin’s refutation of the “killing is a kindness” rationale for shelter killing, his call for humane societies
and SPCAs to get out of the business of killing, his argument that animal rights should replace animal
welfare as the operating principle of humane organizations, and his view of the animal shelter of the
future as a life-affirming community center became key components of the nascent No Kill movement.
Duvin did not argue that it was possible in the 1980s or early 1990s to immediately stop shelter killing. His
argument was that humane organizations and the animal-shelter industry, instead of rationalizing shelter
killing as a kindness, must fully recognize shelter killing as a moral evil. The recognition of this moral evil,
he believed, would spur people to make whatever changes were needed to bring an end to the killing.
Duvin’s essays, particularly Mercy, crystallized an inchoate feeling that had been growing in many people
who sensed that the current sheltering system in the United States was ethically flawed. His presentation
of the philosophical arguments in a way that everyone could understand helped people break free of the
animal-welfare approach that had monolithically governed animal sheltering since 1870. The next chapter
describes how a grassroots movement for a new type of sheltering grounded in a belief in the value of the
life of each individual animal arose in the early 1990s.
FOOTNOTES:
[1] See, e.g., Stephen Zawistowski, Companion Animals in Society (Clifton Park, NY: Thomson Delmar Learning, 2008), 88.
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[3] Lewis Gompertz, Moral Inquiries on the Situation of Man and of Brutes (1824).
[4] Peter Singer, Animal Liberation: A New Ethics for Our Treatment of Animals (New York: Random House/New York Review,
1975).
[5] Tom Regan, The Case for Animal Rights (1983; repr., Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985).
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CHAPTER 20 – ORGANIZING THE GRASSROOTS
Edward Duvin’s 1989 essay In the Name of Mercy, discussed in the last chapter, argued that humane
organizations that were operating animal shelters and killing healthy animals were betraying the animals
they purported to serve. By 1989 there were several private shelters and rescues that had dissociated
themselves from killing healthy animals, and a few public shelters, described in Part V, were developing
programs and models to raise the number of animals they released alive. This surge of interest in shelter
lifesaving in the 1970s and 1980s and the wide readership that Mercy attracted showed that No Kill had
considerable support by 1990 and was ripe to become a movement.
The Best Friends Animal Society was
one of the first national organizations
to become involved in the growth of a
grassroots No Kill movement. Best
Friends was originally registered as a
non-profit corporation in Louisiana in
1968 under a different name. It went
through a number of iterations of name
and mission before its founders
established a permanent home on a
plot of about 3300 acres in Kane
County, Utah, in 1984.[1] Several of the
founders had been involved in rescuing
animals from shelters in Arizona in the
1970s and early 1980s, and their
intention in relocating to Utah was to
build a large sanctuary for homeless
Figure 61: Kane County, Utah, lies along the border with Arizona. Photograph by Ken
animals.[2]When they moved to Utah
Lund, licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0.
they had about 200 dogs and
cats.[3] Best Friends now owns almost 3700 acres and leases an additional 17,000 acres from the Bureau of
Land Management.[4]
The Utah property was undeveloped, and one of the first orders of business was to build housing for the
humans and animals.[5] The founders of Best Friends were familiar with the corridor-style housing used for
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dogs in most animal shelters at the time, where rows of individual runs opened onto walkways.[6] Since
some of the animals they would be taking in at their sanctuary would be long-term residents, they looked
for an alternative style of housing that could provide a better quality of life.
Faith Maloney, one of the founders of Best Friends, had previous experience running a sanctuary and she
was interested in using group housing.[7] She had visited a sanctuary in California called Living Free that
used large octagon-shaped buildings to house dogs, and she adapted that style of building for the Best
Friends sanctuary. She also developed congregate housing for cats. Not all dogs and cats were happy in
group housing, and those animals were provided with individual rooms. For most animals, though,
Maloney found that group housing kept them happy and healthy and avoided the stress often seen in
dogs and cats kept in standard shelter housing.
The founders of Best Friends soon discovered that homeless animals in Kane County and its county seat,
the town of Kanab, were not receiving good care from the municipal shelter.[8] In fact, the “shelter” was
just a tin-roofed shed in a field. A veterinarian came once a week to kill any animals who had not been
reclaimed. In the meantime, some animals died from lack of care. Francis Battista, one of the founders of
Best Friends, got permission from the town’s mayor for the group to take over animal care and control for
the town and county, and for several years Faith Maloney was the unofficial animal-control officer. Best
Friends also took in owner-surrendered dogs and cats from the area.
Most of the animal-control calls they received about cats were complaints about feral or community cats
creating a nuisance. They trapped the cats and took them to the sanctuary. To house feral cats they
created Wildcat Village, which had shelters within an outdoor enclosure. The Best Friends sanctuary was
in a desert region, and feral cats there did not tend to form the type of colonies that are sometimes seen
in areas with ample shelter and food sources. Predators were also an issue in the area, so returning the
cats to their territory was usually not an option.
By the late 1980s the Best Friends sanctuary had close to 1500 animals, mostly from owner surrenders
and animal-control operations in Kane County and Kanab.[9] The Best Friends founders had always done
adoptions in connection with their shelter work, so they began to make trips to Las Vegas, Salt Lake City,
and smaller communities in the region to adopt out animals. On one occasion they sent 18 cats to the San
Francisco SPCA (SF/SPCA) and in return received one large dog named Bryson who needed behavior
rehabilitation.[10] Demand for cats was high in San Francisco due to the numerous apartments in the city,
whereas demand for large dogs was low because many landlords banned them. Best Friends could easily
deal with Bryson, but it was hard for them to find homes for cats. So the arrangement suited everyone.
The Best Friends founders realized around 1991 that they needed to become more effective at
fundraising if they were going to be able to survive and expand.[11] They decided to raise money by setting
up tables in various cities, primarily in the southwest but also as far away as Seattle and Denver. They told
people what they were doing and asked for donations. Battista began making trips to Los Angeles to
table, and Gregory Castle, another of the founders, began tabling in Salt Lake City. The trips continued for
several years.
The staff of Best Friends started tabling with the intent of raising money, but their visits to other
communities gradually grew into an effort to help local rescuers save animals from their city
shelters.[12] They met people in each city who worked at local shelters, volunteered, and did fostering.
They learned where the biggest problem areas were and how people were dealing with situations in the
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various cities. They wanted to help where they could and so they began networking, using a fax machine
to distribute lists of adoptable animals.
In 1992 Best Friends began doing seminars at the Utah sanctuary to teach people how to set up their own
sanctuary.[13] They also began to publish a magazine. The first few issues were rudimentary, but it quickly
took on a more professional look. The magazine expressed Best Friends’ underlying philosophy that
homeless pets should be able to live their lives. Michael Mountain, the president of Best Friends for many
years, was struck by the number of letters they received from people who said something like: “Dear Best
Friends, I thought I was the only person who felt this way. Now I know I’m not.”[14]
The Best Friends magazine was primarily focused on the positive message of what was happening at the
Utah sanctuary. They turned animal residents of the sanctuary into characters who had their own
storylines, such as Tomato the cat who was an investigative reporter and conspiracy theorist.[15] The Best
Friends founders believed that their outreach was effective because their message, in contrast to the
messaging from many shelters in those years, was “unfailingly positive” about the animals the sanctuary
had helped.[16]
By 1994 Best Friends was doing collaborative adoption events with small organizations in the various
cities they visited.[17] As they became accustomed to organizing these events they developed a routine
where they would arrange for a venue in a shopping mall or similar space, contact the media, and do the
set-up for the event. All the local organizations had to do was bring their animals. By the late 1990s Best
Friends was organizing weekend events with 400–500 animals and 25–50 participating rescues and
shelters.
Another important influence on the nascent grassroots No Kill
movement in the 1990s was the Animal People newsmagazine,
established in 1992 by Kim Bartlett and Merritt Clifton. Bartlett
and Clifton were early No Kill advocates, and Animal
People reported in depth on the No Kill movement as it
grew. Animal Peopleprovided a counterweight to the
traditional shelter industry by featuring stories that showed
the accomplishments of North Shore and the SF/SPCA. It was
the major source of reporting on the No Kill movement in the
1990s.[18]
The No Kill movement was given structure in the mid-1990s
through the work of Lynda Foro, an Arizona resident who had
training in non-profit management. She decided that she
wanted to promote No Kill after visiting the Best Friends
sanctuary in 1992 and 1993.[19] Foro learned on those visits
about the growing number of people across the country who
were operating private No Kill shelters and rescues.
At that time, existing No Kill shelters were geographically
isolated from each other and often were not welcomed by
[20]
their neighboring traditional shelters. Foro realized that No Kill was being held back because, as she
said, “there was no communication device among practitioners of no-kill,” even though “there was a
Figure 62: Lynda Foro. From author’s collection.
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crying need for information and resources to be shared to help the animals in their care.”[21] In March of
1994 she founded an organization called Doing Things for Animals.[22] The goal of Doing Things for Animals
was to help No Kill advocates and organizations network so that they could transform the United States
into a country where healthy and treatable homeless animals were not killed.[23]
Foro’s first project was the creation of a No Kill
Directory. She sent out almost 500 questionnaires
to sanctuaries and rescues that she had identified
from various sources, including telephone books,
referrals, and an advertisement she placed
in Animal People.[24] The questionnaire asked if a
“non-euthanizing” policy was in effect, and those
who replied in the affirmative were listed. The
first No Kill Directory was published in 1994 and
listed 111 organizations in 33 states, including
Best Friends, the SF/SPCA, Operation Kindness,
Farm Sanctuary, and Tree House Animal
Foundation.[25] The directory sold out two
printings within weeks.[26]
The rapid growth of interest in No Kill was shown
by the fact that most of the organizations that
qualified for a listing in the 1994 directory had
been established within the previous twelve
years.[27]Merritt Clifton presciently noted in a
1994 article about the directory that the number
of No Kill organizations might expand rapidly in
the next decade as organizations took advantage
of the fact that the spay-neuter movement had
reduced shelter intake.[28]

Figure 63: Cover of Foro’s first No-Kill Directory. From author’s
collection.

Foro published four editions of the No Kill Directory, in 1994, 1995, 1996–1997, and 1998. The number of
listings steadily increased, to 180 for the 1995 directory, 249 for the 1996–1997 directory, and 390 for the
1998 directory.[29] Organizations that had joined the list by 1998 included Alley Cat Allies, Berkeley-East
Bay Humane Society, Ellen M. Gifford Sheltering Home, Fund for Animals Black Beauty Ranch, Helen
Woodward Animal Center, North Shore Animal League, Northeast Animal Shelter, Progressive Animal
Welfare Society, and Ryerss Farm for Aged Equines.[30] A few foreign organizations were listed. The
majority of listings were small, grassroots rescues and shelters, but large humane societies were also
represented.
The success of the 1994 directory convinced Foro that there was sufficient interest in No Kill to justify a
national conference, and as she planned the 1995 directory she also planned a conference.[31] At that time
No Kill advocates had little or no opportunity to speak at conferences held by the traditional shelter
establishment, where the reaction to them was often hostile.[32] Foro’s first conference, a one-day retreat
called “No Kills in the 90’s,” was held in Phoenix in September 1995.[33] Foro issued an open invitation to
humane organizations and animal caregivers, and she was pleased that both No Kill supporters and
traditional-shelter officials were present at the conference.[34] The conference was sponsored by North
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Shore Animal League and the Pet Savers Foundation, and 75 people attended.[35] Merritt Clifton of Animal
People and SF/SPCA president Richard Avanzino were featured speakers.[36] Faith Maloney and Cyrus
Mejia represented Best Friends.[37]
The 1995 conference attracted the attention of Edwin Sayres, who was director of the Animal Protection
Division of the American Humane Association (AHA) at the time. He arranged with Foro for the AHA to
cohost the 1996 conference.[38] He felt that it would be valuable for AHA members, who were largely part
of the traditional shelter establishment, to have the opportunity to learn more about the new No Kill
movement.[39] The 1996 conference was held on September 7th and 8th in Denver, where the AHA
headquarters was located.[40]
The 1996 conference was designed as a “gathering of alternatives” where attendees would learn to
“establish working relationships with every kind of animal service group in [the] community.”[41] Presenters
included Foro, Clifton, Bartlett, Maloney, and Avanzino as well as Michael Arms from North Shore Animal
League and Bonney Brown, the founder and director of the Neponset Valley Humane Society (NVHS) in
Massachusetts. Topics included transitioning shelters to No Kill, dealing with feral cats, how to increase
adoptions, fundraising, how to run a volunteer program, shelter housing, and veterinary practices for
long-term shelter care. About 125 people attended.[42]
A recurring topic at Foro’s early conferences was the meaning of “No
Kill.” People from the traditional shelter industry would frequently tell
Foro that No Kill was impractical because there were situations where
euthanasia was the only humane option, such as when an animal was
suffering and could not be treated.[43]This issue came up in a
workshop at the 1996 conference when someone asked if “no means
no.”[44] The answer was that the term “No Kill” was designed to
emphasize the distinction between killing a healthy or treatable
animal and euthanizing an animal who was suffering and could not be
treated. No Kill did not mean no euthanasia, but No Kill shelters
restricted the use of the term “euthanasia” to untreatable and vicious
animals. Causing the death of a healthy or treatable animal was not
“euthanasia,” it was just killing. Foro received this question so many
times that she put the following notice on the front cover of each of
her directories: “Note: Implicit to the ‘No-Kill’ philosophy is the reality
of exceptional situations in which euthanasia is the most humane
alternative available.”

Figure 64: Brochure for Foro’s 1997
conference. From author’s collection.

Bonney Brown became the vice-president of Doing Things for Animals
in June 1997,[45] and she arranged for its 1997 conference to be
cohosted by NVHS and the Humane Coalition of
Massachusetts.[46] The conference, “No Kills in ‘97: The Future of the
Humane Movement,” was held in Mansfield, Massachusetts, on
September 6th and 7th.[47] The Humane Coalition of Massachusetts
presented Foro with its first Humane Achievement Award at the
conference.[48] Foro’s 1997 conference was the first No Kill conference
held on the east coast. It had more than double the attendance of
1996, with 300 people signing up and more having to be turned
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away.[49] Its success signified that No Kill had become a national movement. Best Friends also had a
significant national presence by 1997. It had about 100,000 active members (including volunteers and
contributors) from all over the United States.[50]
People attended Foro’s conferences for a variety of reasons. Board members of a New England shelter
who attended the 1997 conference, for example, were looking for ways to reduce their kill rate, which
was 808 out of 1836 animals taken in during 1996.[51] Another attendee in 1997 was the director of a city
shelter who wanted to get out of traditional sheltering and start a No Kill organization.[52] By this time
Foro had identified non-profit management skills as “the weakest link” for the typical small No Kill
organization, and she designed the conferences to help teach management skills.[53]
The 1997 conference was noteworthy for its emphasis on feral cat issues, which were a prominent
concern in the northeast. Alley Cat Allies held a “Focus on Ferals” one-day seminar on Friday, September
5th, in conjunction with the Doing Things for Animals conference on Saturday and Sunday.[54] Presenters
included Alley Cat Allies founders Becky Robinson and Louise Holton and trap-neuter-return (TNR) pioneer
AnnaBell Washburn.[55] The seminar attracted 120 people.[56] Feral-cat advocates had a natural affinity
with the No Kill movement because TNR was a lifesaving alternative for shelters that were impounding
and killing feral cats. Ellen Perry Berkeley, an author and prominent feral-cat advocate, attended the
conference and wrote about it afterward for Cats magazine.[57]
The 1997 conference included three featured speakers as well as roundtable discussion groups, a No Kill
leadership forum, and 24 workshops.[58] Foro led off the conference with a speech characterizing the No
Kill movement as “the fastest growing contingent of caregivers in animal welfare,” saying: “Make no
mistake, we are on the brink of a fulfilling future and we have a humane century ahead of us.”[59]
One of the speakers at the 1997 conference was Craig Brestrup, author of Disposable Animals: Ending the
Tragedy of Throwaway Pets.[60] In 1994 Brestrup had become the director of the non-profit Progressive
Animal Welfare Society (PAWS) in Lynnwood, Washington, just north of Seattle.[61] Before he took the job
at PAWS he had been the director of a community mental health center in California. He had studied and
written about animal rights while he was obtaining a doctorate degree in medical humanities, but had
done no hands-on work in animal sheltering before becoming director of PAWS.
PAWS in 1994 had contracts for animal sheltering with several local communities, and accepted owner
surrenders.[62] It took in thousands of animals a year and killed them when it ran out of time or space to
care for them. It was a very progressive organization in many ways, though, with wildlife-rehabilitation
and animal-rights divisions. Brestrup saw a disconnect between those progressive missions and the killing
of healthy pets, and he began to research the issue, including reading Duvin’s work. Less than a year after
he took over as director of PAWS he wrote an essay about stopping the killing, which he distributed to the
board and staff. That started a period of discussion which resulted in the board deciding to transition to
No Kill by giving up its municipal contracts.[63]
Brestrup argued in Disposable Animals that the way traditional shelters operated was encouraging people
to place a low value on their pets. For more than a century, animal shelters had prided themselves on
being places where an owner could drop off a pet at any time. Many shelters even provided “drop boxes”
where people could leave animals when the shelter was closed. At the same time that shelter officials
decried the “irresponsible public,” they were making it as easy as possible for people to give up their
animals with no questions asked. As Brestrup put it in Disposable Animals: “Does an irresponsible public
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attune to what animal authorities do rather than to what they say?”[64] In his speech at the 1997 Doing
Things for Animals conference, Brestrup emphasized that the growing grassroots No Kill movement could
counter the idea that animals were disposable by forcefully arguing for an ethics-based approach to
animal sheltering.[65]
In 1998 the Doing Things for Animals conference returned to the western United States. The conference,
“No Kills in ‘98—Building Bridges to a Humane Century,” was held on September 10–13 in Concord,
California, about 30 miles from San Francisco, and was cohosted by the SF/SPCA.[66] It drew over 300
people, with 15% from humane societies and animal-control organizations and 85% from No Kill
groups.[67] It was the first No Kill conference to extend to four days, and on the last day field trips were
offered to venues including the SF/SPCA.[68]
The close look at San Francisco’s shelter system offered by the 1998 conference was important because it
underlined the difference between “No Kill” as it applied to individual private shelters and “No Kill” as it
applied to an entire city or county, including the public animal-control shelter. By 1998 there were several
hundred individual private No Kill shelters in the United States,[69] but the concept of an entire No Kill city
was still very new. The 1998 conference allowed its participants to see how the partnership between the
SF/SPCA and the city animal-control department worked.
Featured speakers at the 1998 conference included Richard Avanzino, who was soon to leave the SF/SPCA
to take over Maddie’s Fund, and Michael Mountain, whose speech at the 1997 No Kill conference had
been very well received.[70] The list of presenters for the 1998 conference included Bonney Brown, Merritt
Clifton, Francis Battista, Gregory Castle, Ellen Perry Berkeley and Louise Holton.[71] Doing Things for
Animals presented animal-rights advocate Edward Duvin with a special award for, as Bonney Brown put it
in presenting the award, “lighting the spark” of the grassroots No Kill movement.
In 1999 Foro affiliated with the Pet Savers Foundation, a subsidiary of North Shore Animal League.[72] She
stopped publishing the No Kill Directory but continued to run Doing Things for Animals and host the No
Kill conferences. The 1999 conference was held in Chicago from September 30th to October
3rd.[73] Attendance doubled to 600 people. The growing influence of the No Kill movement was shown by
the wide variety of presenters at the conference, including Paula Fasseas, founder of PAWS Chicago, Julie
Levy from the University of Florida College of Veterinary Medicine, Carter Luke of the Massachusetts
SPCA, Esther Mechler of Spay/USA, and Gary Patronek of the Tufts Center for Animals and Public
Policy.[74] No Kill was also becoming increasingly known to the world at large. Ellen Perry Berkeley noted in
a 1999 article that No Kill was receiving considerable attention from the media and attracting substantial
financial support.[75]
The 2000 No Kill conference was in Tucson, Arizona, and drew over 600 attendees.[76] By this time Foro
was providing a large space for exhibits, and the networking aspect now included offering an opportunity
for people to meet with others from their states. The 2001 conference, which took place in Hartford,
Connecticut on August 16–19, had about 1,000 attendees.[77]
Foro left Pet Savers Foundation in 2002 and started a consulting service for animal-care non-profit
organizations. Pet Savers Foundation continued to put on conferences under the name of CHAMP
(Conference on Homeless Animal Management and Policy), reaching out to a wider audience than the No
Kill grassroots.[78] Meanwhile Bonney Brown, who went to work for Best Friends in 1999, launched the
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Best Friends No More Homeless Pets conferences in 2001.[79] The Best Friends conferences continue
today under the name Best Friends National Conference.
Foro maintained the animal-rights character of the grassroots No Kill movement throughout her work
with Doing Things for Animals, with a focus on the value of the life of the individual animal. She was a
vegetarian, and served vegetarian meals at all the No Kill conferences and vegan meals at the later
conferences.[80]Animal People characterized Foro’s seven No Kill conferences from 1995 to 2001 as
“transform[ative]” events.[81] In 1994, when Foro started her work to promote No Kill sheltering, there was
no movement to speak of. By 2001, when she held her last conference, No Kill was a powerful voice in
animal sheltering that was attracting the attention of everyone in the industry.
The very name by which the movement came to be known—“No Kill”—may have been due to Foro’s
choice to prominently call her directories and conferences “No Kill” from the first. She did not originate
the term “No Kill,” as it had been in frequent use since the 1970s to apply to private shelters that did not
kill healthy or treatable animals, but it may have been her use of the term in the 1990s that reframed its
meaning to include the emerging concept of No Kill communities.
As the No Kill movement grew in the 1990s, the traditional shelter industry increasingly felt under attack.
The potential for strained relations was perhaps greatest in communities where a municipal public shelter
coexisted with a private No Kill shelter. Workers at traditional shelters felt that the not-very-subtle
implication of the “No Kill” term was to label them as killers.[82] Arnold Arluke, who studied the
psychology of animal shelter workers, pointed out that the No Kill movement upended the world view of
traditional shelter workers who “euthanized” large numbers of healthy dogs and cats.[83] Those workers
had seen themselves as helping animals, but now the killing of healthy pets was depicted as cruel. The
public began to compare traditional shelters unfavorably with No Kill shelters.
The tension between No Kill and the traditional shelter industry in the 1990s was often called the “white
hat, black hat” problem. In the view of many people in the traditional shelter industry, No Kill private
shelters were picking and choosing highly adoptable animals and leaving the public shelters in the
community to deal with the sick, injured, older, and otherwise less adoptable animals. The increasingly
widespread opinion that No Kill shelters were morally superior to “kill” shelters added insult to injury.
Traditional shelter workers also questioned the marketing approach that some No Kill shelters used,
feeling that the proper function of shelter staff was animal caretaking, not selling, and that adoption
marketing turned homeless animals into commodities.
In addition to the rapid growth of the No Kill movement, several other events in the 1990s brought the
white-hat, black-hat controversy to a head. In 1994 the ASPCA gave up the animal control and sheltering
contract for New York City, which it had held for 100 years.[84] The move was in part for financial reasons,
since the ASPCA was losing money on its contract with the city, but it was also because the ASPCA no
longer wanted to be identified as an animal killer.[85] Two major No Kill events in 1996, Foro’s second
Doing Things for Animals conference and Richard Avanzino’s “Building a No Kill City” presentation at an
AHA Leadership Conference, occurred in the face of the traditional shelter industry in Denver, where the
AHA had its headquarters. And a story in the USA Today newspaper in 1997 described how the Adoption
Pact in San Francisco was saving all of the city’s healthy shelter animals and many of the treatable ones.[86]
In the fall of 1997 the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), which had a long history of working
closely with traditional shelters to make them more humane, devoted a feature section of its Animal
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Sheltering magazine to the white-hat, black-hat controversy.[87] This “Euthanasia Debate” issue used the
term “limited admission” to refer to No Kill shelters, a characterization that HSUS personnel had
introduced several months earlier at the HSUS national conference.[88] “Limited admission” shelters were
contrasted with “open admission” traditional shelters, which took in all animals who came to their
doors.[89] The effort to identify No Kill with limited admission, although understandable at the time since
almost all No Kill shelters did limit their admissions in 1997, would lead to much confusion in the years
ahead as more and more entire communities, including their open-admission shelters, became No Kill.
In 1998 HSUS took a sharper tone in its criticism of No Kill. An article in the HSUS News referred to the
“intense national media spotlight” on shelter euthanasia policies, arguing that the debate over euthanasia
was damaging the ability of humane organizations to work together to arrive at solutions.[90] The article
said it was “unethical” for limited-admission shelters to fundraise without acknowledging that they did
not accept all animals brought to them.[91] The article dismissed the success of No Kill in San Francisco as
resulting from atypical demographics and resources, and noted the large amount of work and planning
that the city’s No Kill program had required.[92] This criticism seemed to assume that the amount of
planning and building of resources that No Kill required could not be duplicated in other places, an
assumption that was already being challenged in the Denver metro area and the state of New Hampshire.
Tensions between the traditional shelter establishment and No Kill continued for years, but began to
abate as No Kill success stories increased. Arnold Arluke predicted the eventual reconciliation of No Kill
and the traditional shelter establishment in an influential article he wrote in 2003.[93] This reconciliation
was aided in the 2000s by traditional shelters having more time and resources per animal due to the
plunge in intake numbers that occurred from 1970 to 2000. Merritt Clifton and others identified the
phenomenon of falling shelter intake and publicized it. This change in circumstances meant that pet
overpopulation was steadily becoming less of a barrier to finding a home for every healthy and treatable
pet, thus countering the main argument against the practicality of No Kill.
In addition to growth in the number of No Kill shelters, the 1990s saw growth in the number of rescues.
Rescue organizations existed before the 1990s, but they were often limited to a specific breed of dog. A
directory of dog rescues published in 1989 listed hundreds of organizations dedicated to single
breeds.[94] The people who ran breed-specific rescues were often hobby breeders who were motivated by
a wish to keep their breed out of the hands of backyard breeders and puppy-mill operators. Because
hobby breeders already had a position in the market for their breed, they were able to place rescued
purebreds as pets after sterilizing them to make sure they would not be used for breeding.
“All-breed” rescues, which took in mixed breeds as well as purebreds, did not have the type of readymade market that hobby breeders had. And before the 1990s mixed-breed dogs and cats could be hard
for a small organization to place, since a person who was willing to adopt a homeless animal could
probably find one on the street or in an alley near their home. As the pet-overpopulation crisis abated and
there were far fewer litters being born, it opened a niche for all-breed rescues. The same conditions of
fewer free-roaming animals in the environment and falling shelter intake that allowed the idea of No Kill
to flourish in the 1990s also allowed all-breed rescues to begin to find homes for substantial numbers of
animals. Some all-breed rescues had brick-and-mortar shelters, but many were small, non-profit
organizations staffed by volunteers who fostered animals for adoption.[95] They received homeless
animals from many sources, but they often took in animals who were at risk of being killed in traditional
shelters.
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Petfinder, a computer database of adoptable pets launched in the mid-1990s by Betsy and Jared Saul,
gave shelters and rescues a cutting-edge marketing tool.[96]The Petfinder database started with 13
shelters in New Jersey that participated by listing their adoptable animals.[97] It grew rapidly, and by the
mid-2000s Petfinder was instrumental in about 1.5 million adoptions every year.[98] Petfinder was popular
because it combined wide market reach with ease of use for shelters. It was free, and the Petfinder
designers made the listing and updating process as easy as possible. Adoption venues offered by PetSmart
and Petco stores were another marketing opportunity for rescues and traditional shelters.[99] Their
charitable offshoots, PetSmart Charities and Petco Foundation, were founded in 1994 and 1999
respectively.[100]
A notable lifesaving innovation in the late 1990s was the Open Adoption concept. In January of 1999 the
AHA held a forum to analyze how shelters were screening potential adopters and whether that process
could be improved.[101] The twenty participants in the forum included shelter officials and representatives
of animal-welfare non-profits.[102] The participants looked at evidence from surveys and studies done in
the 1990s on factors that caused the human-animal bond to break, resulting in relinquishment to
shelters.[103] The studies showed that some factors that had been thought important in adoption
screening were irrelevant—for example, pets given as gifts were not more likely to be relinquished than
pets acquired by other means.[104] The forum participants made a list of adoption restrictions that were in
common use in shelters throughout the United States. They were surprised to realize that they
themselves might not qualify to adopt an animal under some of the restrictions, even though they were
prominent leaders in the animal-welfare profession.[105]
One of the participants in the 1999 forum was Jan McHugh-Smith, who at that time was the executive
director of the Humane Society of Boulder Valley, a large, open-admission shelter in the Denver metro
area.[106] Her shelter started an Open Adoption program in 1997, and in 1998 adoptions increased by over
30%.[107]The success of this program caught the attention of national leaders and was an important factor
in the decision to hold the 1999 Open Adoption forum.[108]
The Open Adoption concept was noteworthy not only because of the difference it made in adoption rates,
but also because it was an example of the traditional shelter industry embracing a major change to its old
ways of operating. The concept of Open Adoption spread rapidly among traditional shelters, a success
that may have been due at least in part to the fact that it was promoted by people and institutions that
had the trust of the traditional industry.
The No Kill movement received a boost in 1999 when David Duffield created Maddie’s Fund from the
Duffield Family Foundation.[109] Maddie’s Fund was named after the Duffield’s beloved pet Schnauzer,
who had died in 1997. The fund was an early supporter of shelter medicine, which has become very
important in No Kill.[110] Maddie’s Fund has also invested in model programs, collaboration among
community animal-welfare agencies, and promotion of transparency and accountability. Duffield
endowed Maddie’s Fund with $300 million,[111] which was enough to get the attention of everyone in
animal sheltering. Richard Avanzino was selected to lead the organization.
By the end of the 1990s several communities and shelters had made No Kill resolutions. Those
communities included Bozeman, Montana (1995); Austin and Travis County, Texas (1997); Otsego County,
Michigan (1999); Hailey, Idaho (1999); and Tompkins County, New York (1999).[112] In the late 1990s Los
Angeles, Las Vegas, and San Diego County all set No Kill goals.[113]
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The year 2000 marked the end of an era for animal sheltering. The period from 1970 to 2000 had been a
time of immense change in fundamental trends affecting the animal-shelter industry. Sterilization rates
for owned cats and dogs soared, shelter intake plunged, public attitudes toward pets improved, TNR for
feral cats became popular, the animal-rights movement gained attention, progressive shelters developed
new operating procedures and models, and the grassroots No Kill movement matured. By the year 2000
the stage was set for rapid change in the traditional shelter industry. The progress of the No Kill
movement after 2000 deserves its own book, but the Epilogue takes a brief look at nationwide lifesaving
trends from 2000 to 2018.
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EPILOGUE: NO-KILL IN THE 21ST CENTURY
This book tells the story of how animal sheltering in the United States developed up to the year 2000,
including the origin of the No Kill movement. I said in the Introduction that the No Kill era of animal
sheltering began around the year 2000. This epilogue outlines the basis for that conclusion.
Annual shelter intake in the United States in the year 2000 is thought to have been about 7 million, down
from perhaps as many as 22 million in 1970. As shelter intake was plunging in the years from 1970 to
2000, the human population was growing. The sharply reduced level of shelter intake and the increase in
the number of available homes for pets meant that by the year 2000 No Kill was no longer a crazy idea.
What had seemed visionary or impossible in the 20th century—finding a home for every homeless cat or
dog—suddenly seemed much more practical. In the early 2000s, organizations were formed in Atlanta,
New York City, Jacksonville, and many other cities and counties to spearhead change in their municipal
shelters. As this Epilogue is being written in 2018, the Best Friends Animal Society has announced a goal
for the entire United States to be No Kill by 2025.
Although many of the basic programs and models that underpin No Kill were developed in the years from
1970 to 2000, No Kill has continued to create new programs since then and expand on old programs. In
recent years these initiatives have streamlined the process of getting to No Kill and have allowed shelters
to reach very high live release rates.
One of the most influential of the new programs is “managed admission.” Managed admission means
asking people who want to surrender a pet to the shelter in a non-emergency situation to make an
appointment. In a traditional shelter an animal could be dropped off at any time, with no notice. It was
difficult to plan for staffing needs under those circumstances because the operations manager could not
predict how many animals were going to be surrendered on any given day. That resulted in inefficiency
and worker stress. One benefit of managed admission is to change peaks and valleys in intake to a more
predictable flow by having a set number of appointments each day.
Another benefit of managed admission is that during the appointment, a shelter worker or volunteer can
talk with the owner to determine whether surrender can be avoided. If a behavior issue, veterinary
expenses, or a problem finding pet-friendly housing is the reason for surrender, the shelter may be able to
keep the pet in the home by providing help to fix the problem. If not, intake counselors may still be able
to keep the pet out of the shelter by asking people if they are willing to “foster” their pet while working
with the shelter to place it directly with a rescue or a new adoptive home. This is less stressful for the pet
than being taken into the shelter.
Another recent No Kill initiative that can sharply reduce shelter intake is the “community cat” approach to
outdoor cats. Studies have indicated that lost cats are far more likely to return home if they are left where
they are than if they are taken into a shelter.[1] And healthy unowned cats generally have territories
where they have shelter and food sources. In a community-cat program, cats with no identification who
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are found outdoors are given a health check and the healthy ones are vaccinated, sterilized, and returned
to the place where they were found. Shelters that use this “return to field” process have more time and
resources to take care of owner-surrendered, sick, and injured cats. The community-cat approach has
garnered wide support and appears well on its way to becoming the dominant paradigm in cat
management.
Shelter medicine has played an important part in increasing the number of live releases in recent years.
Shelter medicine was recognized as a specialty by the American Veterinary Medical Association in 2014,
just 15 years after the first formal class in shelter medicine was held. In that short time, shelter medicine
has influenced every aspect of sheltering, from design of a new generation of shelter buildings to
improving shelter flow-through to controlling communicable disease to sterilizing all animals before
adoption to implementing community-cat programs.
Other important programs have been developed in recent years to address specific problems. One
example is Dogs Playing for Life, which uses dog playgroups at shelters to help ward off kennel stress.
Another example is a program called Pets for Life that was developed by the Humane Society of the
United States to help underserved neighborhoods.
Some older programs have branched off in new directions. Fostering is one example, as it is increasingly
being used as a first-line program for high-energy dogs and neonatal kittens. Transport has grown
dramatically, and today tens of thousands of animals are moved each year, in most cases going from highintake southern shelters to shelters and rescues in the north. Mega-adoption events have been around
since the 1990s, but in recent years they have increasingly become regional and even national events that
are designed to make shelter participation easy. The importance of No Kill consulting, mentoring, and
apprenticeships has grown, as the movement has increasingly realized that a personal connection may be
the fastest way to jump-start a No Kill effort.
An interesting historical question is whether shelters nationwide in the years before 2000 could have used
No Kill techniques to save all their healthy and treatable animals. We know that shelter intake per
thousand people was several times higher in the early 1970s than it is today.[2] The number of homeless
animals in the environment, including litters of puppies and kittens born to the large number of
unsterilized, owned animals, was also high before the spay-neuter campaigns of the period from 1970 to
2000 took effect. Even if we focus just on the number of animals killed in shelters in 1970 and ignore the
many homeless animals in the environment who did not come into shelters, it seems unlikely that No Kill
could have been possible in most communities at that time.
The number of owned pets in 1970 is estimated to have been about 60 million.[3] The number of cats and
dogs killed in shelters that year is unknown but is thought to have been in the ballpark of 20 million, with
shelter intake at roughly 22 million. In 2018, by contrast, the estimate of owned pets is roughly 175
million, with an estimated 6 to 8 million cats and dogs entering shelters each year. The number
euthanized in 2017 may have been as low as 1.5 million according to estimates.
Even with much lower intake, the excellent public shelters of today must work hard to achieve their very
high live release rates. If they had three times as many animals and only one-third as many potential
homes (typical 1970 conditions), it is difficult to imagine that they could save all their healthy and
treatable animals. Some people have promoted the idea that shelters could have just refused to take in
animals who could not be placed in new homes. As discussed in chapter 8, however, this might not have
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been an approach that the public would have tolerated in the 20th century due to public health and
nuisance concerns. It may be that the No Kill era of animal sheltering started when it did, around the year
2000, because conditions would not have allowed it to start earlier.
Perhaps the biggest single difference between shelters in the current No Kill era and shelters in the
20th century is in their attitude toward the public. One job of a No Kill shelter is to brand the animal
shelter as the place to go to get a pet. In the No Kill era, shelters hold crowd-pleasing events like First
Nights and Yoga with Cats that include an opportunity to adopt a pet. When communities today build new
shelters with No Kill in mind, they locate the buildings in areas with a lot of foot traffic. Animal shelters in
the 20th century, by contrast, were often lowly concrete-block buildings located in an out-of-the-way spot
near the landfill.
The animal-care-and-control system is increasingly becoming an important factor in how people evaluate
whether a city is a good place to live. Today, with pets commonly seen as family members, citizens are
demanding that cities and counties offer a comprehensive safety net for pets. This concept of shelter
services as a lifesaving safety net for all pets, owned or unowned, is one of the things that distinguishes
the No Kill era of sheltering from previous eras.
A question for the future is whether we will soon be facing a shelter-pet shortage. In recent years
volunteers have transported large numbers of dogs and a smaller number of cats from areas of low
demand to areas of high demand within the United States. If current trends continue, we may come to a
time in the not-too-distant-future when interstate transports will not be able to provide shelters in highdemand areas with enough animals to meet adoption demand. Some shelters and rescues in the United
States have imported homeless animals from other countries for humanitarian reasons. Such imports
require oversight to make sure that diseases like rabies are not imported along with the animals, but
hundreds of thousands of pets (mostly dogs) are already successfully and safely imported into the United
States each year, many of them for commercial sale. It might be that an expansion of humanitarian
imports of homeless animals from other countries could help avert a future shortage of shelter pets in the
United States. If shelters are not able to supply the pet market in the future it could lead to a resurgence
in commercial breeding, with all the animal-welfare concerns that would entail.
In 1987 Edward Duvin, the first philosopher of No Kill, wrote that “we must transform dreary shelters
from death camps into vibrant community resource centers—where the public can observe that shelters
are not stagnant buildings whose primary function is to kill, but dynamic learning centers where individual
suffering is compassionately addressed within a larger context of reverence for all life.”[4] Many people
thought Duvin’s vision would never be realized, but today it has been achieved in a rapidly growing
number of communities. It appears to be only a matter of time before it is achieved nationwide.
FOOTNOTES:
[1] See chapter 14.
[2] See chapter 10.
[3] Paul Irwin, “Overview: The State of Animals in 2001,” in The State of the Animals: 2001, ed. Deborah Salem and Andrew
Rowan (Washington, DC: Humane Society Press, 2001), 2.
[4] Edward Duvin, “Status Quo Blues,” animalines 4, no. 1 (December 1987).
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